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PREFACE 
 

The research upon which this book is based is the result of a fortuitous series of 

seemingly unconnected events. When I moved to the San Francisco Bay Area as a 

young adult, I was already an avid blues fan and had begun collecting the recordings 

of such notable artists as B.B. King and Muddy Waters. I settled in Oakland and 

began to investigate the local music scene. I was soon introduced to the rich blues 

heritage of the East Bay by friends, teachers and the radio shows of local record 

producer Chris Strachwitz and music critic Phil Elwood. I also had the occasion to 

meet three of the older stalwarts of the East Bay blues scene: L.C. “Good Rockin’” 

Robinson, Teddy Winston and Smiley Winters.  

When I went to graduate school to study ethnomusicology, I wanted to explore a 

thesis topic that captured my interest and allowed me the opportunity to gain 

experience in ethnographic research. My interest in the East Bay blues seemed a 

logical choice. Trying to establish contacts with local music experts, I called an 

acquaintance Annie O’Toole who was the booker for the Great American Music Hall 

in San Francisco. Annie suggested that I might want to consider research on the 

North Richmond blues scene because so much attention had already been paid to the 

Oakland scene. I began to do my background research and discovered that the blues 

scene in North Richmond was an important aspect of the history of African 

American music in California that had been largely ignored.  

Discussing the research with my wife C.J. Callen, I discovered that she was 
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currently working with individuals from a number of community organizations in 

North Richmond who might be willing to offer me their assistance. She graciously 

introduced me to three individuals who became invaluable guides and resources for 

this research: Annie King-Meredith, Corrine Saine and Fred Jackson. They not only 

shared their recollections and knowledge but also introduced me to other individuals 

in the community who were willing to acts as informants. These individuals offered 

their recollections and their hospitality. I am especially indebted to Clarence “Little 

Red” Tenpenny who was so gracious with his time and his personal collection of 

memorabilia from his days as a club musician and band leader.  

The background research for this project would not have been possible without 

the assistance of the staffs of the Oakland, Berkeley and Richmond public libraries 

and Bay Area music writer and musicologist Lee Hildebrand. Professors Scott 

Marcus (Music) and Denise Bielby (Sociology) of the University of California at 

Santa Barbara offered invaluable assistance in framing the approach to this research 

and in improving the quality of this work. Finally, this work would not have been 

possible without the loving support of my wife C.J. Callen who always challenges 

me to see more and try to do better. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Like the spirituals, the blues affirms the somebodiness of black 
people, and they preserve the worth of black humanity through ritual 
and drama. The blues is the transformation of black life through the 
sheer power of song. They symbolized the solidarity, the attitudes and 
the identity of the black community and thus create the emotional 
forms of reference for endurance and for artistic appreciation. In this 
sense, the blues are that stoic feeling that recognizes the painfulness 
of the present but refuses to surrender to its historical contradictions.1  

 

The “Musical Community” of a locality is composed of the musical products, 

individuals and institutions that are an essential part of communal life. The Musical 

Community supplies a variety of valuable social, economic, cultural and imaginative 

resources. It provides occasions for social interaction and fellowship, entertainment 

and release, economic opportunity, creative self-expression and mentorship. For 

some communities, it also provides a road to success and, often, a way out. The 

Musical Community links a community to tradition and forms a platform from which 

individuals can imagine future possibilities. Questions of personal and communal 

identity are defined, contested and negotiated within the parameters of the Musical 

Community. A sense of musical identity is neither a mirror that reflects the value and 

priorities of individuals within a community nor the inevitable result of historical, 

social or economic factors.2 The articulation of a community's musical identity is a 

multi-faceted and dynamic process that is dependent upon a complex system of 

                                                
1 James Cone, The Spirituals and the Blues (New York: The Seabury Press, 1972), 117.  
2 Clifford Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures (New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1973), 449.  
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supports—economic, social, cultural, and moral.3 The Musical Community is an 

essential facet of that system of supports.4  

Changes in the Musical Community can profoundly affect daily life. The loss of 

critical institutions or individuals may signal the loss of valuable resources that may 

not be replaced. This work examines the impact that changes in the Musical 

Community of North Richmond, California had on communal life between the mid-

1940s and the late 1960s. World War II ushered in a period of dramatic economic, 

social and cultural change in North Richmond as it grew from a sleepy semi-rural 

community populated largely by European immigrants to a densely populated, 

predominantly African American community that quickly became one of the three 

significant centers of the "blues" in California.5 The thriving nightclub district that 

centered on Grove Street became an important component musical and economic life 

in North Richmond. However, by the late 1950s, changes in economic, social and 

cultural conditions—locally and nationwide—had begun another transformation by 

                                                
3 See for example:  Jocelyn Guilbault, Zouk. World Music in the West Indies (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1993), John Peterson, "Culture Studies through the Production Perspective: Progress 
and Prospects," in The Sociology of Culture, ed. Diana Crane (Oxford, U.K. and Cambridge, MA: 
Blackwell Publishers, 1994), Christopher Waterman, Jùju: A Social History and Ethnography of an 
African Popular Music (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990). 
4 See, John Fiske, "The Cultural Economy of Fandom," in The Adoring Audience, ed. Lisa Lewis 
(New York: Routledge, 1992). 
5 In this work, blues" refers to African American secular music in general. This usage draws upon the 
work of scholars such as Amira Baraka, James Cone and Albert Murray who have used the term to 
refer not to a particular musical genre but to the essence of African American musical sensibilities. 
When referring to the blues song form or a particular genre, such as Country Blues or Jump Blues, 
“Blues” is used. See, Amira Baraka, Blues People (New York: Quill (first published by William 
Morrow and Company), 1999/1963), Cone, The Spirituals and the Blues, Albert Murray, "The Blues 
as Dance Music," Black Music Research Journal 10, no. 1 (1990). 
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which North Richmond would become a marginalized, neglected and forgotten 

community. The transformation of North Richmond's Musical Community was an 

essential aspect of that process as the nightclub district faded and then disappeared; a 

valuable cultural, economic and social asset was lost to the community.  

 

The research for this work relied upon a mixed methodology. The primary 

sources of information were interviews, which took two distinct forms. The first 

were the oral histories of longtime residents of North Richmond.6 The second were 

shorter more directed interviews of local history scholars, local record company 

owner Chris Strachwitz, Bay Area music writer Lee Hildebrand, blues artist Jimmy 

McCracklin, and others. Other sources of information included archival material 

housed at the Richmond, Oakland, and Berkeley Public Libraries, and the popular 

and scholarly literature on the blues and local history.  

                                                
6 A number of sources provided guidance in the procedures of collecting and analyzing oral histories. 
Two of the most useful came from Kim Marie Vaz's collection of essays by researchers who collected 
oral histories of African-American women Kim Marie Vaz, Oral Narrative Research with Black 
Women (Thousand Oaks, London and New Delhi: Sage Publications, 1997). Georgia Brown's work 
outlines important aspects of the preparation and interview process, including suggested questions for 
a general life history (Georgia Brown, "Louisiana Black Women's Memoirs," in Oral Narrative 
Research with Black Women, ed. Kim Marie Vaz (Thousand Oaks, London and Delhi: Sage 
Publications, 1997). The analysis of interviews is a time-consuming process that requires an effective 
model for extracting the relevant data. The open coding, line-by-line, method of analysis of the 
transcribed interviews presented by Kim Marie Vaz provided a useful model for this research Kim 
Marie Vaz, "Social Conformity and Social Resistance: Women's Perspectives on "Women's Place"," 
in Oral Narrative Research with Black Women, ed. Kim Marie Vaz (Thousand Oaks, London and 
New Delhi: Sage Publications, 1997a). The aim of this method, which begins as soon as data is 
collected, is to identify relationships between categories that emerge from the data and generate new 
questions and hypotheses. Categories derived from the coding are useful in developing conceptual 
frameworks that have particular validity to the analysis of the data gathered.  
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Thorough background research is essential to accomplishing useful interviews.7 

The first step in my research on the North Richmond blues scene was to comb city 

directories, copies of local newspapers, and telephone directories in order to 

reconstruct the blues “production system” (nightclubs, record stores, etc.) that 

existed in the period under study.8 I later found that the interviews themselves also 

proved to be valuable sources of documentary evidence as informants shared old 

photographs, newspaper clippings, and mementos with me.9  

The informants for this project included individuals active in the “production 

system” (musicians, nightclub owners and employees, etc.), the "users" of the music 

(i.e., clubgoers, fans), and community members who were not actively involved in 

the blues scene.10 This definition of the North Richmond “blues scene” draws upon 

                                                
7 See for example, Diane Turner’s work reconstructing the history of the Black Musicians’ Union 
local in Philadelphia. Diane Turner, "Reconstructing the History of Musicians' Protective Union Local 
274 through Oral Narrative Method," in Oral Narrative Research with Black Women, ed. Kim Marie 
Vaz (Thousand Oaks, London and New Delhi: Sage Publications, 1997), 177-96. 
8 This material is housed in the local history archives of the Richmond Public Library. 
9 Turner, "Reconstructing the History of Musicians' Protective Union Local 274 through Oral 
Narrative Method," 192.A number of sources provided guidance in the procedures of collecting and 
analyzing oral histories. Two of the most useful came from Kim Marie Vaz's collection of essays by 
researchers who collected oral histories of African-American women Vaz, Oral Narrative Research 
with Black Women. Georgia Brown's work outlines important aspects of the preparation and interview 
process, including suggested questions for a general life history (Brown, "Louisiana Black Women's 
Memoirs." The analysis of interviews is a time-consuming process that requires an effective model for 
extracting the relevant data. The open coding, line-by-line, method of analysis of the transcribed 
interviews presented by Kim Marie Vaz provided a useful model for this research Vaz, "Social 
Conformity and Social Resistance: Women's Perspectives on "Women's Place"." The aim of this 
method, which begins as soon as data is collected, is to identify relationships between categories that 
emerge from the data and generate new questions and hypotheses. Categories derived from the coding 
are useful in developing conceptual frameworks that have particular validity to the analysis of the data 
gathered.  
10 Informants were selected for this research through a "snowballing” process, beginning with a small 
pool of informants identified during preliminary fieldwork and relying upon their referrals to other 
knowledgeable individuals.  
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sociologist Howard Becker's concept of "art worlds" that emphasizes the essential 

roles people other than "artists" in facilitating artistic endeavors.11 As locally-based 

entertainment, the nightclubs in North Richmond called upon members of the 

community for a variety of activities, from serving drinks and setting up the stage to 

posting fliers and printing tickets. The inclusion of the experiences of individuals 

who remained outside the “blues scene” was useful in demonstrating both that the 

community did not have a single, uncontested musical identity and that the blues 

scene affected the lives of even those community members not actively involved in 

it. This broad-based focus also led to a greater inclusion of female voices.12 If the 

blues scene in North Richmond is examined only from the perspective of those 

individuals involved in the creative aspects of the production of the music, what 

emerges is a portrait of a predominantly male domain. However, if the focus is 

broadened to include the cultural, economic and social milieu of the music, a much 

different picture emerges that requires the stories of the women who formed a 

significant portion of the audience and the non-creative portion of the production 

system (nightclub owners, cooks, waitresses, etc.). Analysis of how they made use of 

                                                
11 Howard Becker, "Art as Collective Action," American Sociological Review 39, no. 6 (1974), 
Howard Becker, Art Worlds (Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: University of California Press, 
1982), 34-39. Becker’s work also emphasized the role the audience plays in maintaining and changing 
artistic convention (Becker, Art Worlds, 40-67. Also see, Wendy Griswold, "A Methodological 
Framework for the Sociology of Culture," in Sociological Methodology, ed. Clifford Clogg 
(Washington, D.C.: American Sociological Association, 1987), Peterson, "Culture Studies through the 
Production Perspective: Progress and Prospects."   
12 Arlene Hambrick, "You Haven't Seen Anything until You Make a Black Woman Mad," in Oral 
Narrative Research with Black Women, ed. Kim Marie Vaz (Thousand Oaks, London and New Delhi: 
Sage Publications, 1997), 66. 
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the music and how they perceived their place in the blues "world" was an essential 

aspect of this project.   

In their creation of a "field" as a locus for study, ethnographers must be aware of 

the tendency of that very creation to blur or erase "boundary areas" As 

anthropologist James Clifford has pointed out, "historical realities can slip out of the 

ethnographic frame."13 It is essential to keep in mind that local communities exist 

within a web of "cross-societal bonds" and that "cultural flows" between often 

seemingly distant communities have a substantial impact on day-to-day life.14 During 

the 1940s and 1950s, the nightclub district in North Richmond was a distinct part of 

the fabric of African American popular music. Local residents were exposed to 

developments in Black popular music, which soon found expression in local musical 

life. The creative work of local musicians also influenced changes in musical styles 

in other parts of California and the nation.  

The performance of a fieldwork project focused on learning about the past 

presents certain unavoidable dilemmas. There is no objective standard against which 

to judge the veracity of the multiple stories that emerge from informants, archival 

material, and secondary sources. As ethnomusicologist Philip Bohlman has pointed 

out: "Each individual narrates the past not only as she remembers it through her own 

                                                
13 James Clifford, "Traveling Cultures," in Cultural Studies, ed. Lawrence Grossberg, Cary Nelson, 
and Paula A. Treichler (New York: Routledge, 1992), 97. 100-01. 
14 Arjun Appardurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1996), 27-47.Though Appadurai focuses his discussion on the 
transnational aspects of these flows, his arguments are equally cogent when applied to intra-national 
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experiences, but in a very selective way." The past that emerges from the various 

sources (or stories) is necessarily a contested space: not one past but many. "[T]he 

impact of that contestation on the present may provide palpable evidence for the 

fieldworker to interpret the past." Oral tradition is the "fabric that makes the 

everyday legible" and the primary means through which the ethnographer can "read 

backward.”15  

The value and meaning local musical life has for members of a community can 

best be determined by the "uses" they make of the resources provided to them by the 

Musical Community. Two analytical concepts drawn from studies of fans of mass 

culture provided useful analytical frameworks for examining how North Richmond 

residents made "use" of the local blues scene. The first was Lawrence Grossberg’s 

concept of “mattering maps.” The essence of Grossberg’s concept is that individuals 

constantly renegotiate the relationships between the different things that matter in 

their lives, actively creating their own cultural environments, which act as maps of 

what "matters" that direct their emotional investment in the world. Grossberg's 

approach proved useful in analyzing how people mediated the often-conflicting 

relationships between different things that mattered in their lives: work and play, 

church and nightlife, etc.16 The second concept was John Fiske’s application of 

                                                                                                                                     
flows. 
15 Philip Bohlman, "Fieldwork in the Ethnomusicological Past," in Shadows in the Field, ed. Gregory 
Barz and Timothy Cooley (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997), 147, 52, 51. 
16 Lawrence Grossberg, "Is There a Fan in the House? The Affective Sensibility of Fandom," in The 
Adoring Audience, ed. Lisa Lewis (New York: Routledge, 1992), 53-58. Grossberg's concept of 
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Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of “cultural economy."17 The theory of “cultural economy” 

maintains that individuals make use of cultural texts to acquire “cultural capital,” 

which provides them with social prestige and self-esteem. Fiske emphasizes how 

individuals actively select texts that offer them the opportunity to make meaning of 

their experiences and create social identities.18 Applying this conceptual framework 

to the uses individuals made of the blues in North Richmond helped illuminate the 

meaning people attributed to their relationship with the Musical Community.  

This work also relies heavily upon the historical and analytical work of numerous 

scholars who have studied the Blues and other forms of African American music. 

These included the groundbreaking works of Amira Baraka  (Blues People 1962), 

Charles Keil (Urban Blues 1966) and James Cone (The Spirituals and the Blues 

1972), which signaled a break from the romanticized and often paternalistic 

treatment the blues had received from earlier writers.19 James Cone's The Spirituals 

and the Blues was particularly useful when considering constructions of musical 

identity because of his application of a holistic approach that attempts to integrate 

musical, social and spiritual issues. Mike Rowe's Chicago Blues, which examines the 

role the blues played during the dramatic expansion of Chicago's African American 

community during the 1940s and 1950s, was also relevant to understanding the 

                                                                                                                                     
"mattering maps" is essentially a practical application of Clifford Geertz's elaboration of Max Weber's 
concept of culture as "webs of significance" (Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures, 5.). 
17 Fiske, "The Cultural Economy of Fandom," 30-49. 
18 Ibid., 35. 
19 Baraka, Blues People, Cone, The Spirituals and the Blues, Charles Keil, Urban Blues (Chicago and 
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dramatic upheaval that occurred in North Richmond during that period.20  

 

The next chapter details the history of the African American community in North 

Richmond up to the beginning of World War II with particular emphasis placed upon 

musical life. Chapter Three, "The Blues Come To North Richmond," continues the 

history of North Richmond, describing the transformation of the community that 

occurred during World War and the development of the blues scene during the 1940s 

and 1950s. Chapter Four discusses the impact that newly emerging African American 

musical styles, particularly Rhythm & Blues, had on musical life in North Richmond. 

Chapter Five, “North Richmond and the ‘Oakland’ Sound” examines the musical 

styles that developed in North Richmond and other entertainment districts on the 

eastern side of the San Francisco Bay (the East Bay). Chapters Six, “The Musical 

Community,” analyzes the role the Musical Community played in day-to-day life in 

North Richmond. Chapter Seven, "Decline of North Richmond as an Entertainment 

Center," discusses the causes and effects of the decline of North Richmond’s blues 

scene during the 1960s and 1970s. The "Conclusion", Chapter Nine, discusses how 

changes in the Musical Community in North Richmond (and in other Musical 

Communities) affect communal life. An annotated discography follows the 

                                                                                                                                     
London: University of Chicago Press, 1966). 
20 Mike Rowe, Chicago Blues: The City and the Music (London: Eddison Press, 1975). 
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conclusion of the text that lists the recorded works of important Richmond (and East 

Bay) artists and significant musical influences upon those artists and the musical life 

of North Richmond in general.
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Chapter Two: Historical Background 
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The establishment of a significant African American community on the eastern 

shore of the San Francisco Bay (the "East Bay") began in 1869 when the Central 

Pacific Railroad (later the Southern Pacific Railroad) chose Oakland as the western 

terminus for its transcontinental route. The Pullman Company, which had recently 

introduced sleeping cars for long distance railroad travel, also established Oakland as 

its western terminus. Pullman cars traveled on Central Pacific trains and each carried 

a porter who provided personal services. Company policy required porters to be 

African American men and Oakland soon became home base for a growing number of 

Pullman porters and their families who formed the nucleus of a growing African 

American community.1 By 1880, the African American population of Oakland had 

grown to five hundred and ninety-three individuals.2  

In 1900, the Santa Fe Railroad line up the San Joaquin Valley from Southern 

California connected Richmond, ten miles north of Oakland, to the transcontinental 

railroad lines. The availability of rail transportation coupled with the cheap land 

prices made Richmond a prime site for industrial development (Johnson 1993:14; 

                                                
1 Lawrence Crouchett, Lonnie Bunch III, and Martha Kendall Winnacker Winnacker, The History of 
the East Bay Afro-American Community 1829-1977 (Oakland: Northern California Center for Afro-
American History and Life, 1989), 9, Delores Nason McBroome, Parallel Communities. African-
Americans in California's East Bay 1950-1963 (New York and London: Garland Publishing, 1993), 
20. 
2 Crouchett, Bunch III, and Winnacker, The History of the East Bay Afro-American Community 1829-
1977, 10. 
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Crouchett, et al. 1989:17).3 Several small industrial operations were established in 

Richmond and others opened along the railroad line between Oakland and Richmond.4 

In 1902, Standard Oil Company opened a refinery in Richmond, which, by 1904, had 

become the second largest refinery in the world.5 In 1909, the Pullman Company 

moved its headquarters from Oakland to Richmond where its shop constructed, 

refurbished and repaired all Pullman cars used west of the Mississippi.6 The majority 

of African American workers at Pullman's Richmond facility continued to live in 

Oakland but a few relocated to Richmond.7  

The first African American settlers had arrived in Richmond at the turn of the 

century and, by 1910, their number had only grown to twenty-nine individuals out of 

a total population of six thousand, eight hundred and two (0.4% of the total 

population).8 Until World War II, Richmond remained a sparsely populated, 

                                                
3 Ibid., 17, Marilynn S. Johnson, The Second Gold Rush: Oakland and the East Bay in World War Il 
(Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: University of California Press, 1993), 14. 
4 Johnson, The Second Gold Rush: Oakland and the East Bay in World War Il, 14. 
5 Robert. Wenkert, An Historical Digest of Negro-White Relations in Richmond, California (Berkeley: 
Survey Research Center, University of California, 1967), 2. Standard Oil also maintained a storage 
facility in Richmond that served all of Northern California. Johnson, The Second Gold Rush: Oakland 
and the East Bay in World War Il, 14. 
6 Wenkert, An Historical Digest of Negro-White Relations in Richmond, California, 3. Marilynn S. 
Johnson, "War as Watershed: The East Bay and World War Il," Pacific Historical Review 43, no. 3 
(1984): 8. 
7 Shirley Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987 (Richmond, CA: 
Richmond Public Library (Monograph prepared as part of the Visions Toward Tomorrow project), 
1989), 8. 
8 Crouchett, Bunch III, and Winnacker, The History of the East Bay Afro-American Community 1829-
1977, 17, Wenkert, An Historical Digest of Negro-White Relations in Richmond, California, 11. By 
1910, the African American population in Oakland had grown to three thousand fifty-five individuals, 
replacing the Chinese as the largest minority group in the city (Crouchett 1989:17). This growth was 
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predominantly rural community that old-time residents described as "a small, self-

sufficient town where everybody knew everybody."9 Richmond also served the 

needs of the surrounding area for less reputable forms of entertainment. In 1913, the 

City of Richmond had ten thousand residents but was home to seventy-three 

saloons, twenty-seven hotels with bars, thirteen pool rooms, about thirty-five other 

gambling establishments, and eight houses of prostitution.10 

World War I created employment opportunities for African Americans throughout 

the East Bay due to war contracts and the loss of White workers to the military. 

Many companies hired African American workers for the first time.11 The industries 

in Richmond, which had an increased need for manual laborers, offered better 

opportunities for employment for African Americans than were available in the 

nearby cities of Oakland and Berkeley.12 World War I began a period of rapid 

industrial development in Richmond that would last until the onset of the Great 

                                                                                                                                     
spurred mainly by employment opportunities provided by the Pullman Company and by the 
replacement of Chinese servants and laborers by African Americans (ibid.:9). 
9 Johnson, The Second Gold Rush: Oakland and the East Bay in World War Il, 27. The quote is taken 
an oral history of long-time resident Stanley Nystrom (Judith Dunning, "On the Waterfront: An Oral 
History of Richmond, California (Richmond Oral History Project)," (Berkeley: The Bancroft Library, 
University of California, 1990-1992). 
10 Wenkert, An Historical Digest of Negro-White Relations in Richmond, California, 65. The nearby 
communities of El Cerrito and San Pablo also helped fill this need. In 1932, a greyhound track was 
opened in El Cerrito that existed alongside illegal gambling at a string of nightclubs and casinos run 
by "Big Bill" Penchart that also featured illegal liquor. El Cerrito was known as a "wide-open town" 
until 1939 when California Attorney General Earl Warren closed down Penchart's operation. San 
Pablo was a center of illegal gambling during the 1920s and 1930s. (Emmanuels 1986:128-130).   
11 Crouchett, Bunch III, and Winnacker, The History of the East Bay Afro-American Community 
1829-1977, 19, McBroome, Parallel Communities. African-Americans in California's East Bay 1950-
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Depression. After World War I, Standard Oil Company, the Pullman Company, the 

Santa Fe Railroad yards, iron foundries, canneries and other industries in Richmond 

continued to employ Black workers despite the return of White workers from the 

war.13 The largest employer of African Americans was Standard Sanitary, a 

manufacturer of bathtubs and other porcelain fixtures, located in North Richmond.14 

Two foundries located in Richmond also employed significant numbers of African 

Americans but typically hired them for only the lowest skilled, lowest paid jobs. In 

an interview with local historian Shirley Moore, long-time African American resident 

Irene Batchan related the pattern of employment discrimination followed by the iron 

foundries. 

[They were] particular about whether a colored man could read…. If you 
were just brute strength, they could hire you for lifting pieces of steel. But if 
you had a little education [they would not hire you].15   
 

In 1926, the City of Richmond contracted real estate developer Fred Parr to create 

a new deep-water port, which was to become a significant factor in the future 

development of Richmond, during World War II. The new deep-water port and 

financial incentives offered by the City of Richmond resulted in the decision of Ford 

                                                                                                                                     
1963, 43. 
12 Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 7. 
13 Crouchett, Bunch III, and Winnacker, The History of the East Bay Afro-American Community 
1829-1977, 19. 
14 Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 9. 
15 Ibid. 
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Motor Company in 1931 to locate a new assembly plant in Richmond.16  

Despite increased employment opportunities for African Americans during the 

1920s, the African American population of Richmond only grew to forty-eight 

residents (out of a total population of twenty thousand) by 1930.17 Most African 

Americans who worked in Richmond continued to live in Berkeley or Oakland. The 

few who settled in Richmond found that the only area in which they could readily 

find housing was North Richmond, an isolated and relatively undeveloped 

neighborhood on the northeastern corner of the City of Richmond that spilled over 

into the bordering unincorporated area of Contra Costa County.  

Between 1900 and 1925, local real estate developers, anticipating substantial 

growth due to the opening of the Panama Canal and other factors, subdivided large 

parcels of land in Richmond into extremely small lots (25' x 100'). This development 

policy created the basis for a number of problems that continue to plague 

Richmond.18 It also meant that cheap land was readily available and that factory 

wages were usually enough to enable a White worker to purchase a lot and build a 

                                                
16 Lee D Fridell, The Story of Richmond (Richmond, CA: Richmond Public Schools, 1951), 35, 
Johnson, The Second Gold Rush: Oakland and the East Bay in World War Il, 19. 
17 Crouchett, Bunch III, and Winnacker, The History of the East Bay Afro-American Community 
1829-1977, 35, Johnson, The Second Gold Rush: Oakland and the East Bay in World War Il, 15. 
18 Wenkert, An Historical Digest of Negro-White Relations in Richmond, California, 65. Wenkert 
quotes a report of the Richmond City Planning Commission in 1958 found that the "causes of down-
at-the-heel neighborhoods and blighted houses date from Richmond's early beginnings. Improper 
drainage, substandard lot sizes, unbuildable lots and poor street layouts were due, in most cases, to the 
poor land subdivision practices current at the turn of the century." Richmond City Planning 
Commission, "Residential Richmond, Part I," (1958), 6. 
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small house.19 However, African American workers were routinely denied the 

opportunity to purchase or rent housing. Even with the increased employment of 

African American workers during and after World War I, city officials gave little 

attention to the shortage of housing for African American workers.20 A large number 

of African American residents of Richmond lived in boardinghouses.21 The only 

nearby area in which they were typically allowed more permanent accommodations 

was the unincorporated section of North Richmond, which soon became the center of 

Richmond's small African American community.22  

North Richmond was a largely rural area located partly within and partly outside 

the City of Richmond; the railroad tracks that separate it from rest of the City of 

Richmond create the boundaries for the community. In the early part of the 

twentieth century, North Richmond was known as "Cabbage Patch" because of the 

numerous truck farms located there.23 Many residents lived in makeshift shacks and 

the open fields surrounding them were full of grapevines, fruit trees and livestock.24 

North Richmond maintained this rural character up until the advent of World War II 

and the truck farms, which were mostly owned by Italian and Portuguese immigrants, 

                                                
19 Crouchett, Bunch III, and Winnacker, The History of the East Bay Afro-American Community 
1829-1977, 19. 
20 McBroome, Parallel Communities. African-Americans in California's East Bay 1950-1963, 43. 
21 Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 19. 
22 The population of Richmond tripled between 1910 and 1920 (to 16,483) but the percentage of 
Black residents dropped to 0.2% (33 individuals) despite the increase in Black employment (Wenkert 
1967:11).  
23 Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 6-7. 
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were one source of employment for local African Americans.25 In addition, several 

small manufacturing operations located in North Richmond employed African 

American workers, including Standard Sanitary and Certainteed Manufacturing 

Company (a manufacturer of mattresses and roofing materials). African American 

residents of North Richmond also worked in industries located in other parts of 

Richmond, including the Sante Fe yards, the Pullman Company shop, two foundries 

and several canneries.26 North Richmond was also home to a number of self-

employed African Americans, including the Griffin family who opened a grocery 

store in 1920 that catered to Black residents.27  

Like other East Bay areas where African Americans settled, North Richmond was 

a multi-ethnic community. It was predominantly populated by Mexican, Italian and 

Portuguese immigrants but also had a small number of Native American and African 

American residents.28 Long-time African American resident Marjorie Woodward 

remembers six families living there; Florence Reid Randall remembers that you 

                                                                                                                                     
24 Lee Hildebrand, "North Richmond Blues," East Bay Express, February 2, 1979a, 1. 
25 Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 6-7. 
26 In 1929, their daughter and her husband Perry Vaughn, son of another North Richmond family, 
opened a hardware store in North Richmond. Ibid., 10. 
27 Ibid., 11-12. 
28 Hildebrand, "North Richmond Blues," 1, Johnson, "War as Watershed: The East Bay and World 
War Il," 318, Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 24. By 1930, 
Richmond had only forty-eight African American residents. By 1940, this number had increased to 
two hundred and seventy. Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 
21.Moore 1989:21.   
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could count the number of Black families on "two hands or maybe just one hand."29 

Randall says that, before World War II, North Richmond was a peaceful 

neighborhood without problems: "It was truly like heaven. Neighbors was truly 

neighbors."30 African American residents report that they freely interacted with their 

neighbors. Randall recalls a period of harmonious relations between African 

Americans and the Italians, Portuguese, and Hispanics who made up the majority of 

residents in North Richmond. 

We had no problems. No name calling, no fighting. We'd spend the night at 
each others' homes and our parents knew each other. 
 
I used to go to the Spanish movies with them [the family of her best friend 
Rachel Delacruz]… and they would take me to the Spanish dances and 
what-have-you. So, it was just like one family.31  
 

African American residents remember sharing in the cultural activities of their 

neighbors. They learned to make tamales, dance the polka, wager on local bullfights, 

and some learned to speak Spanish, Italian or Portuguese.32 However, some African 

Americans report that their White and Hispanic friends began to disassociate from 

                                                
29 Florence Reid Randall, "Interview by Author," (North Richmond Multicultural Senior Center, 
North Richmond, CA: 1998), Marjorie Woodward, "Interview by Author," (North Richmond 
Multicultural Senior Center, North Richmond, CA: 1998).   
30 Randall, "Interview by Author." 
31 Ibid. 
32 Judith Dunning, Harry and Marguerite Williams. Reflections of a Longtime Black Family in 
Richmond (an Oral History Conducted in 1985 by Judith Dunning), 23 vols., On the Waterfront: An 
Oral History of Richmond, California (Richmond Oral History Project) (Berkeley: The Bancroft 
Library, University of California, 1990a), Johnson, "War as Watershed: The East Bay and World War 
Il," 26, Randall, "Interview by Author," 17. 
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them when they reached adolescence.33 

Home ownership was a widespread desire of African American residents in 

Richmond and, as soon as they could save the funds necessary to buy a lot and build 

on it, they would begin constructing a house in North Richmond. Homes in North 

Richmond were typically built by the owners with little regard for government 

regulations. William Malbrough described the construction of his home in North 

Richmond in the late 1920s: 

It was a rough town then. If you had lumber you could build anything you 
wanted to. No permits or licenses were necessary…. I had some friends who 
helped me build it. I didn't know much about building but I learned.34  
 

During the Depression, the rural character of North Richmond was a resource to 

supplement county food supplies for the unemployed: vegetable gardens on vacant 

lots, chicken coops near houses, the hunting of mudhens in coastal marshes.35  

During the 1930s, African Americans in the East Bay began to exercise their 

economic power to combat discrimination in employment and housing. These 

efforts, which were centered in Oakland, had little effect on Richmond, which 

remained a strictly segregated community. In North Richmond, community 

members, including African American clergy and businessmen, organized the North 

Richmond Improvement Club which lobbied the Richmond City Council for 

                                                
33 Dunning, Harry and Marguerite Williams. Reflections of a Longtime Black Family in Richmond (an 
Oral History Conducted in 1985 by Judith Dunning), 26. 
34 Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 20. 
35 Crouchett, Bunch III, and Winnacker, The History of the East Bay Afro-American Community 
1829-1977, 35-36. 
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streetlights and police protection. The North Richmond Negro Protective League 

made frequent, but unsuccessful, protests against the lack of fire or police protection 

in their neighborhood. In 1940, the League demanded but failed to obtain a 

playground for children in North Richmond and in 1941 filed a complaint with the 

City Council against the discriminatory hiring practices of the local fish canneries.36 

Neighborhood improvement associations organized by African American in 

Richmond initiated campaigns for equitable housing laws. A primary goal of these 

campaigns was the elimination of the use of the restrictive covenants that were 

routinely applied to residential housing developments. These covenants were clauses 

written into deeds of sale that explicitly forbid the owner (or any future owner) of the 

property from selling it to an African American buyer. Real estate developers also 

freely used racist imagery in promoting new developments.  

Savages running wild in a central African forest, living on wild nuts and 
fruit, sleeping in trees or caves, don’t care much about a home—they don’t 
want property because they can’t take care of it. But white men, civilized 
men, twentieth century Americans, should need no argument to make them 
see the beauty of owning property-real property—A HOME.37  
 

The systematic exclusion of African Americans from social and economic 

opportunities in Richmond extended beyond housing and employment. They were 

allowed to shop and to go to the movies in downtown Richmond but could not try on 

clothing. African Americans also were not allowed to be buried in the Whites-only 

                                                
36 Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 26. 
37 Quote from Walls’ Addition to the City of Richmond, Pamphlet 4599-45 [on exhibit at Oakland 
Northern California Center for Afro-American History and Life.]. Quoted in McBroome, Parallel 
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Sunset Cemetery located just outside the city limits.38 Longtime African American 

residents remember that during the 1920s, Alvarado Park in Richmond and the 

nearby hills of Albany and El Cerrito were sites of local Ku Klux Klan cross-

burnings and rallies.39 However, prior to World War II, local African American 

residents reported that the small number of African American students in Richmond 

schools was treated "equally."40 However, school records show that most African 

American students dropped out of school before graduating and that pre-high school 

students were concentrated in the Peres School that served a White working class 

area and the outlying communities of North Richmond, the Sante Fe yards and lower 

MacDonald Avenue where African Americans, Native Americans and Hispanics 

were concentrated. During the late 1930s there was significant growth in the 

"outlying" areas and the principal of the Peres School expressed alarm that the 

combined number of African American, Native American and Portuguese students 

would should exceed the number of White students.41  

North Richmond lacked the sophistication of the nearby cities of Berkeley and 

Oakland and long-time African American residents recall that African Americans 

from those communities tended to look down on them. Many African Americans 

from Oakland and Berkeley worked in Richmond but would not think of living there 

                                                                                                                                     
Communities. African-Americans in California's East Bay 1950-1963, 80. 
38 Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 22. 
39 Ibid., 26. 
40 Ibid., 23-24. 
41 Ibid., 24. 
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among those "backwards, backwoods people" (Moore 1989:33, quoting long-time 

resident Ivy Reid Lewis).42 African Americans who settled in North Richmond did 

not share this assessment of their community but appreciated its rural quality. Most 

had come from rural areas of the South and some had tried living in the cities of 

Oakland and Berkeley before moving to North Richmond where they could more 

readily find employment and "plant a patch" in the backyard.43  

Cultural Life. North Richmond was the cultural center for the small population 

of African Americans who lived in the Richmond area. African American churches, 

fraternal organizations and social clubs in North Richmond provided the only 

organized entertainment in the area for African American residents. The fraternal 

organizations and social clubs held occasional dances but North Richmond 

residents—Black and White—usually had to go elsewhere for secular 

entertainment.44 In general, organized entertainment in Richmond took an outdoorsy 

form—hayrides, boat trips and picnics organized by local churches or fraternal 

organizations.  

Despite their small number, African Americans in North Richmond maintained a 

sense of cohesion as a community that was reflected in their organizations and 

institutions. Richmond's first Black church, the North Richmond Missionary Baptist 

Church, was established in 1919 after a group of residents requested that Reverend 

                                                
42 Quote by long-time resident Ivy Reid Lewis. Ibid., 33. 
43 Ibid. 
44 Dunning, Harry and Marguerite Williams. Reflections of a Longtime Black Family in Richmond (an 
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G.C. Coleman of the North Oakland Baptist Church conduct church services in 

Richmond.45 Services were held in members' homes until the congregation saved 

enough to erect a small building in 1921, the same year that it got its own pastor.46 

The church became an important community institution in North Richmond (it 

continues to be an important part of the community today). In 1925, the Richmond 

Church of God in Christ (later the McGlothen Temple) was established in North 

Richmond.47 It also met in the homes of members of the congregation until it raised 

enough money to erect a building.48  

The activities of the Black churches in North Richmond served more than the 

spiritual needs of their members. In the 1920s and 1930s, the churches sponsored the 

cultural and social activities—bake sales, picnics, musicals—that provided the 

primary sense of cohesion for Richmond's African American community. They were 

particularly important in providing activities for youth. The North Richmond 

Missionary Baptist Church sponsored children's play and study groups, and young 

adult social clubs. Historian Shirley Moore notes that these activities were 

instrumental in providing African Americans in Richmond "with a feeling of 

empowerment and self-sufficiency at a time when Black people were not allowed to 

                                                                                                                                     
Oral History Conducted in 1985 by Judith Dunning), 37-38. 
45 Crouchett, Bunch III, and Winnacker, The History of the East Bay Afro-American Community 
1829-1977, 23, Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 14. 
46 Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 14. 
47 Johnson, The Second Gold Rush: Oakland and the East Bay in World War Il, 123. 
48 Woodward, "Interview by Author." 
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fully exercise their rights as American citizens."49 The churches also provided much-

needed social services, particularly during the Depression that hit African American 

families in California disproportionately hard.50 In 1930, there were only forty-eight 

Black residents in Richmond. However, the North Richmond Missionary Baptist 

Church actively responded to the needs of poor people within the community. It 

operated a "clean clothes closet" and collected food and money for people in need. 

Ivy Reid Lewis remembered her mother cooking "big pots of beans… to feed all the 

people who were hungry."51 

Secular organizations also played an important role in creating cohesion within 

the African American community in Richmond. In 1921, African Americans in 

Richmond formed a Masonic Lodge and, a year later, constructed a building on 

Grove Street in North Richmond.52 During the 1930s, African Americans also built 

the North Richmond Elk's club on York Street, which held social outings, such as 

boat rides, and held dinners to raise scholarship funds to help local youth.53 Because 

of the lack of entertainment options for African Americans, some North Richmond 

residents secured a large building on York Street and constructed the "little 

                                                
49 Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 16. 
50 Blacks made up 1.4% of California's population in 1930 but statistics from 1935 indicate that they 
made up 5.6% of the families on relief (Crouchett 1989:67-68). Black families sought public 
assistance at a rate four times that of other Californians (McBroome 1993:70). 
51 Quote from an interview of Ivy Reid Lewis by Shirley Moore on July 29, 1987. Crouchett, Bunch 
III, and Winnacker, The History of the East Bay Afro-American Community 1829-1977, 35-36. 
52 Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 17. 
53 Dunning, Harry and Marguerite Williams. Reflections of a Longtime Black Family in Richmond (an 
Oral History Conducted in 1985 by Judith Dunning), 37-38, Moore, The Black Community in 
Richmond, California 1910-1987, 17. 
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neighborhood house" that became the site for numerous social events.54 

During the 1920s, African Americans in Richmond also established several 

baseball teams. Charles Reid who later became an important community leader in 

North Richmond was the star pitcher on one of oldest and most popular of these 

teams, the Pierce Colored Giants. Reid, an extremely talented athlete, played with 

local White players who went on to the major leagues—such as Lefty O'Doul, Ernie 

Lombardi and Joe Cronin—and legends of the "colored leagues," such as Cool Papa 

Bell, Stack Martin and Bullet Rogan.55 Reid became involved in youth sports in 

Richmond and created a playground for community youth in North Richmond that 

was later taken over by the City of Richmond (later named the Shields-Reid Park by 

the City of Richmond).56  

 

Musical Life 

Sacred Music: The churches in North Richmond were the primary focus of 

African American musical life in Richmond. Most African Americans in the 

Richmond area attended the Black churches in North Richmond though a few 

Richmond residents attended predominantly White churches.57 Before World War II 

there was a small Gospel music scene in North Richmond which featured mostly 

                                                
54 Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 18. 
55 Hildebrand, "North Richmond Blues," 4, Randall, "Interview by Author." 
56 Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 19. 
57 Dunning, Harry and Marguerite Williams. Reflections of a Longtime Black Family in Richmond (an 
Oral History Conducted in 1985 by Judith Dunning), 34, Randall, "Interview by Author." 
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local male quartets and solo singers with occasional visits by artists from San 

Francisco, Oakland and Los Angeles. This was in addition to congregational singing 

that was an essential part of church services. North Richmond churches had 

organized choirs but the large Gospel choirs that would become such a prominent 

feature of African American churches did not begin to appear until the mid-1930s.58 

Male quartets were regularly featured during services at the North Richmond 

Missionary Baptist Church. As was typical of pre-World War II Baptist 

congregations, the quartets sang without any accompaniment other than "slapping of 

the hip and tapping the feet and the fellows harmonizing, singing that sound so 

good."59 The Church of God in Christ in North Richmond (locally known as the 

"Sanctified Church") featured a different style of sacred music. The Sanctified 

Church also featured solo singers and quartets in its services but the singing in the 

Sanctified Church was accompanied by a full band made up of drums, piano, 

tambourine, and saxophone.60 As was common throughout the nation, members of 

other African American churches often attended Sanctified or Pentecostal services in 

order to see the show and hear the music.61 North Richmond Missionary Baptist 

Church member Florence Reid Randall remembers her reaction to the performances 

                                                
58 Few gospel performances outside of churches in the East Bay occurred prior to World War II 
though there is a record of a choir competition at the Municipal Auditorium in Oakland in 1928 (Dje 
Dje 1999:128) 
59 Randall, "Interview by Author." 
60 Woodward, "Interview by Author." 
61 Horace Clarence Boyer, How Sweet the Sound: The Golden Age of Gospel (Washington, D.C.: 
Elliott & Clark Publishing, 1995), 19. 
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of the Sanctified church's choir: 

…they had tambourines, guitars and pianos and drums and what-have-you 
and it was just fascinating to me as a young kid to see the people dance to 
that music…. I was just fascinated—but the music sounded so good. They're 
playing the tambourines, just beating those tambourines. People just had the 
rhythm to it.  
 
When you go to the Sanctified church, you felt like dancing. People say the 
spirit hit you and you dance but that music just made you feel like just 
dancing. And the Baptist church was different, you just wanted to listen to 
the good singing.62 
 

The interaction between African American sacred and secular music has been 

well documented.63 That interaction was one of the factors that influenced the blues 

scene that developed in North Richmond during the 1940s. The styles of sacred 

music featured at the North Richmond Missionary Baptist Church and the 

"Sanctified Church" reflected the two predominant styles of African American 

sacred music nationwide: the Pentecostal and Baptist styles.     

(1) Pentecostal Style Sacred Music: The Pentecostal style of sacred music that is 

used in the services of Pentecostal, Holiness and Sanctified churches was born at the 

Azusa Street Revival in Los Angeles. The Azusa Street Revival lasted from 1906 to 

1909, and then spread its message and style of worship to Black and White churches 

throughout the nation, particularly in the South.64 The revival featured forceful, 

                                                
62 Randall, "Interview by Author." 
63 See for example, Boyer, How Sweet the Sound: The Golden Age of Gospel, Cone, The Spirituals 
and the Blues, Keil, Urban Blues. 
64 Boyer, How Sweet the Sound: The Golden Age of Gospel, 12-16, Jacqueline Cogdell DjeDje, "The 
California Black Gospel Music Tradition: A Confluence of Musical Styles and Cultures," in 
California Soul. Music of African Americans in the West, ed. Jacqueline Cogdell DjeDje and Eddie S. 
Meadows (Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: University of California Press, 1998a), 126. The 
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jubilant, highly emotional, often ecstatic singing, and occasional singing in tongues 

(unknown languages). Music was an integral part of services and good singers often 

became celebrities within a congregation.65 The "shout music" of the Azusa Street 

Revival quickly became very popular and Pentecostal and Holiness churches began 

to make significant inroads into the membership of Baptist and Methodist churches, 

the largest African American Christian churches.66 The Holiness movement split into 

two churches shortly after the end of the revival.67 The Church of God (Holiness) 

discouraged excessive emotionalism in its services and did not allow instrumental 

accompaniment because it is not mentioned in the New Testament. The new Church 

of God in Christ (C.O.G.I.C.—also referred to as "Sanctified") embraced the 

emotionalism of the revival. It also allowed instrumental accompaniment and 

prominently featured music in all of its services but strictly forbade its members to 

listen to secular music: the church was the only sanctioned musical outlet for its 

members.68 

(2). Baptist Style Sacred Music: In the early part of the twentieth century, the 

music used in the services of African American Baptist churches consisted primarily 

of Protestant hymns composed by European and European American composers. 

                                                                                                                                     
Azusa Street Revival differed from earlier revivals in that it was initiated by and for African 
Americans and the experience of being saved depended upon "speaking in tongues" (Boyer 1995:13).  
65 Boyer, How Sweet the Sound: The Golden Age of Gospel, 12-19. 
66 Ibid., 24-25, 41. 
67 The Holiness movement differed from Penetcostalism in that it did not believe that the experience 
of "speaking in tongues" was necessary before one could enter heaven. Ibid., 15.  
68 Ibid., 14-15. 
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Congregational singing featured the "lining out" tradition that had been established 

in the United States in the seventeenth century, following the practice of the Church 

of England. A song leader would sing one or two lines of the hymn before the 

congregation sang it in parallel harmony, decorated with bends, slurs, slides and held 

notes, matching or surpassing the ornaments of the song leader.69 Baptist churches 

also featured performances by "Jubilee Quartets," a male quartet style of singing 

developed at Fisk University in 1905. Jubilee Quartets performed without 

accompaniment, drew their repertoire from traditional Protestant hymns, and 

featured a trained vocal style and concert demeanor. Members of the congregation 

would respond to their performances with exclamations of "amen", "hallelujah" or 

"praise the lord." Jubilee Quartets later appeared in Pentecostal and Sanctified 

churches where they performed with instrumental accompaniment and featured a 

more frenzied less refined style of performance.70 In 1921, the National Baptist 

Convention recognized the power of "gospel music" and published the influential 

songbook Gospel Pearls. It dictated a new style of singing that featured the ecstasy 

of the Pentecostal and Sanctified churches without their excesses, such as singing at 

the extremes of one's register, adding words to the text, handclapping or shouting.  

During the 1930s, religious songs and hymns composed by African American 

composers were increasingly incorporated into the repertoire of both Baptist and 

                                                
69 Ibid., 7. 
70 Ibid., 29-30. 
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Sanctified churches. These songs differed from earlier sacred music in their 

widespread incorporation of elements drawn from secular music. In the 1920s, 

religious songs performed by itinerant African American artists, often identified with 

the Pentecostal or Sanctified churches, had emerged as a popular commercial genre. 

The songs of these singers freely drew upon blues, ragtime and barrelhouse styles 

that were common in African American secular music of the rural South.71 The 

1920s also saw the beginning of the career of Thomas Dorsey who is often identified 

as the "father of gospel music." During the 1920s, Dorsey was both a successful 

blues musician ("Georgia Tom") and a composer of sacred songs.72 After a nervous 

breakdown in 1930 following the death of his wife, Dorsey, a Baptist, renounced 

secular music and composed only sacred songs. Dorsey's sacred compositions freely 

incorporated Blues and Jazz elements and were influential in setting the emerging 

style of Gospel music. The incorporation of elements from secular music into 

African American sacred music intensified during the 1930s and 1940s. In the 1940s, 

the styles of gospel music that resulted would exert a powerful influence on genres 

of African American secular music—Blues, Jazz, Rhythm & Blues—that became an 

integral part of the musical life of African Americans in North Richmond and 

                                                
71 These included singers who sang only religious songs, including many blind Pentecostal musicians 
who were awaiting healing, and artists who also sang secular music, such as Blind Lemon Jefferson, 
the most commercially successful African American recording artist of the 1920s . Ibid., 27-39, 
Stephan Calt, "(Liner Notes) Blind Lemon Jefferson. King of Country Blues," (Newton, N.J.: Yazoo 
Records, undated). 
72 Dorsey, a pianist, had been Ma Rainey's bandleader and made several successful recordings with 
guitarist "Tampa Red" (Hudson Whittaker) including the bawdy ragtime tune, "It's Tight Like That."  
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nationwide. 

Secular Music: Before World War II, there were few options for secular musical 

entertainment in North Richmond.73 Only a handful of commercial establishments 

offered any musical entertainment at all. Manuel's was a "drinking" and "party" club 

that was frequented mostly by Italians. The Pink Kitchen was a small club where 

neighborhood people drank and played cards. The only music provided in either club 

was from records patrons brought in to play on the phonograph.74 The only 

jukeboxes in North Richmond were at the two ice cream parlors, The Sweet Shop 

and The Big Dip, which were frequented by neighborhood teenagers, Black and 

White.75 During the late 1930s, “The Jolly Thirties,” a women’s social club 

sponsored dances and other social events at the “little neighborhood house” on York 

Street.76 The local Masons and Elks also held occasional dances but secular 

entertainment that featured live music was a rare event in North Richmond.77  

During this period, most African American musical entertainment took place in 

Oakland.78 Slim Jenkins' Place in Oakland was the premier nightclub in the East 

                                                
73 Dunning, Harry and Marguerite Williams. Reflections of a Longtime Black Family in Richmond (an 
Oral History Conducted in 1985 by Judith Dunning), 37-38. 
74 Woodward, "Interview by Author." 
75 Randall, "Interview by Author." 
76 African American residents of North Richmond had constructed the “little neighborhood house’ 
earlier in the decade in response to the lack of entertainment options in the community. Moore, The 
Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 18. 
77 Dunning, Harry and Marguerite Williams. Reflections of a Longtime Black Family in Richmond (an 
Oral History Conducted in 1985 by Judith Dunning), 37-38, Moore, The Black Community in 
Richmond, California 1910-1987, 18. 
78 The African American community in Berkeley also organized occasional dances which North 
Richmond resident Harry Williams remembers going to when in was a teenager during the 
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Bay. Harold "Slim" Jenkins, an African American immigrant from Louisiana, had 

moved from Los Angeles to Oakland after World War I and opened his nightclub on 

the day Prohibition ended in 1933. Slim Jenkins' Place also had a first class 

restaurant, a large banquet room, a market and a liquor store.79 The nightclub, which 

featured some of the biggest names in African American jazz and popular music, 

attracted a racially mixed clientele.80 The choice of performers reflected the 

predominant preference of African Americans in Oakland who generally considered 

themselves urbane and sophisticated. Their musical tastes tended toward Jazz and 

other "sophisticated" genres, not the "rawer" Blues.81 This attitude was at least 

partially responsible for the failure in the early 1920s of the first "high-class" 

nightclub in West Oakland, the Creole Cafe. The Creole Café, located next door to 

the future location of Slim Jenkins’ Place, featured top-name Black entertainers, such 

as Kid Ory, but failed because of lack of patronage by the Black community.82 In an 

editorial lamenting the recent failure of a number of Black-owned businesses in West 

Oakland, Oakland's California Voice, the oldest Black newspaper on the West Coast, 

stated that Creole Cafe,  

…the finest of its kind west of Chicago, can attribute its failure to lack of 
patronage by the Race, hence they were forced to ply for patronage to the 

                                                                                                                                     
1930s.Dunning, Harry and Marguerite Williams. Reflections of a Longtime Black Family in 
Richmond (an Oral History Conducted in 1985 by Judith Dunning), 38. 
79 Phil Elwood, "Slim Jenkins," in Third Annual Bay Area Blues Hall of Fame Awards Show 
(Program Notes) (1990), Lee Hildebrand, "Oakland Blues: The Thrill Goes On," Museum of 
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80 Hildebrand, "Oakland Blues: The Thrill Goes On," 3. 
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whites and slowly but surely race prejudice crept in; that was the beginning 
of the end.83  
 

In the 1930s, the two other entertainment venues in the East Bay that featured big 

name African American entertainers were also located in Oakland: Sweets Ballroom 

and the Oakland Auditorium. Both venues held "colored dances" featuring artists 

such as Duke Ellington, Louis Jordan, Cab Calloway and Count Basie.84 There were 

also a number of small nightclubs in Oakland, many on Seventh Street in West 

Oakland, which featured lesser-known entertainers. The music featured in these 

clubs covered a wide range of styles of African American popular music, including 

Jazz, City Blues and Boogie-Woogie, often played by small combos that tried to 

replicate a big band sound using only five or six musicians.85 The West Oakland 

clubs, some of which had existed since the early 1920s, provided an outlet for less 

"reputable" forms of entertainment.86 Blues had become popular throughout the 

nation with Whites during the1920s and, though the West Oakland clubs catered 

primarily to an African American audience, Whites were welcome.87 One of the best 

known local artists who played the West Oakland clubs was pianist "Count" Otis 

Matthews. Matthews, who played in barrelhouse and jump styles and favored songs 

                                                
83 Quote from the January 7, 1922 issue of the California Voice newspaper. Ibid. 
84 Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 139. 
85 "City Blues" refers to the urbanized styles of Blues that developed in urban centers during the 
1920s and 1930s. Blues musicians, such as Lonnie Johnson, Memphis Minnie, and the duo Leroy Carr 
and Scrapper Blackwell moved into the cities from the countryside and developed a more modern and 
eclectic style of Blues. It is not to be confused with the vaudeville-based genre of "Classic City Blues" 
that became hugely popular after the success of Mamie Smith's "Crazy Blues" in 1920. 
86 Hildebrand, "Oakland Blues: The Thrill Goes On," 3. 
87 Crouchett, Bunch III, and Winnacker, The History of the East Bay Afro-American Community 
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with bawdy lyrics. Johnny Otis, a pioneering force in Rhythm & Blues in Los 

Angeles during the 1950s, recalls playing "greasy spoon dives" on Seventh Street as 

a member of Count Otis and his West Oakland Housewreckers as a teenager during 

the 1930s and Matthews would remain a fixture of the Oakland and North Richmond 

blues scenes until his death in the mid-1940s.88  

 

North Richmond on the Eve of World War II. In 1940, the City of Richmond had 

270 African American residents (7.3% of population). According to U.S. Census 

data, virtually all of them lived within four blocks located at the northern edge of the 

city (North Richmond).89 Census data does not indicate how many African 

Americans lived in the unincorporated section of North Richmond but it lists only 

582 African Americans in all of Contra Costa county (0.006% of the population).90 

The construction of the first Kaiser Shipyard, in 1940, was a harbinger of the 

wartime economic boom that would dramatically change Richmond.   

The development of wartime industries triggered more than economic changes. Most 

of the workers who came to fill the needs of these industries were from the Southwest 

                                                                                                                                     
1829-1977, 14. 
88 Johnny Otis, Upside Your Head! Rhythm & Blues on Central Avenue (Hanover, N.H.: University 
Press of New England, 1993), 55. Otis, Upside Your Head! Rhythm & Blues on Central Avenue, 50, 
Clarence "Little Red" Tenpenny, "Interview by Author," (North Richmond, CA: 1998). 
89 Johnson, "War as Watershed: The East Bay and World War Il," 15. 
90 Wenkert, An Historical Digest of Negro-White Relations in Richmond, California, 1. 
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and brought their culture with them.91 They would permanently transform everyday life 

in the East Bay, particularly in communities, such as North Richmond, where the new 

immigrants came to predominate. A change in musical life was one facet of this 

transformation.92 For the first time, Country Music and Blues became significant parts of 

the musical life of the East Bay. North Richmond, which had had little organized 

musical entertainment prior to World War II, would, within a few short years, become 

one of the three significant centers of the blues in California. 

                                                
91 The Southwest includes the states of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and Louisiana.  
92 Others included Southern cooking, folk arts and a growth in evangelical religion. 
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CHAPTER THREE: The Blues Comes to North Richmond 

      
    

 
 

 

Little Red and the Dukes of Rhythms from the late 1940s 
Lovey Lovejoy, Little Red, Big Dad, Owen Felder, Count Otis Matthews 

(From the Personal Collection of Clarence "Little Red" Tenpenny) 
 

Transformation of Richmond during World War II. Between 1940 and 1950, 

Richmond went through a period of unprecedented growth. The city grew from a 

community of approximately 23,000 people living in single-family dwellings to a 
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community of almost 100,000, many living in sprawling housing projects constructed 

to house the new shipyard workers—an increase of almost 500%.1 The growth of the 

African American community was even more dramatic. Between 1940 and 1944, the 

African American community in Richmond grew from 277 people (1.1% of the 

population) to 5673 (6.1% of the population), an increase of 2001%. Between 1944 

and 1950, it grew another 135% to 13,374 (13.4% of the population).2  

The transformation of Richmond was part of a significant demographic shift that 

took place nationwide. During the 1940s and 1950s, there was a massive movement 

of people, both European American and African American, from the South to the 

cities of the East, Midwest and West. This migration was spurred by the promise of 

employment and, for African Americans, the promise of a better social climate. It 

was also spurred by an increase in Black unemployment in the South as New Deal 

work programs were discontinued and many Southern war industries refused to hire 

Black workers. African Americans who did find employment in wartime industries in 

the South were often subject to violent attacks.3 During the 1940s and 1950s, more 

than 650,000 African American moved to the West Coast from the South, almost five 

                                                
1 McBroome, Parallel Communities. African-Americans in California's East Bay 1950-1963, 94. 
 2 Johnson, The Second Gold Rush: Oakland and the East Bay in World War Il, 52-53.During the 
1940s, the entire Bay Area grew dramatically in population. It also became noticeably younger, more 
Southern, more Black, and more female (for every 94 men that migrated to the Bay Area during 
World War II, 100 women came). Johnson, The Second Gold Rush: Oakland and the East Bay in 
World War Il, 45,58. 
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times the number that had moved there from the South during the preceding four 

decades.4 These immigrants were predominantly from the West South Central states 

of Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas, and Oklahoma. In the years between 1940 and 1950, 

of the more than 323,000 African Americans who moved to the West Coast from the 

South, more than 223,000 (69%) came from the West South Central states.5 The 

influx of African Americans into Richmond followed the same pattern, though 

historian Shirley Moore reports that there were also sizeable numbers of immigrants 

from Mississippi, Georgia and South Carolina.6  

Most of the southern immigrants who came to Richmond, came in search of 

employment in the wartime industries that were set up there starting in 1940 when 

construction began on Yard One of the Kaiser Shipyard.7 Within a few short years, 

there were four shipyards and a prefabrication plant in Richmond dedicated to 

production for the war effort.8 In 1942, labor recruiters began travelling to Arkansas, 

Louisiana, Texas, Mississippi and the Carolinas to recruit workers for the four 

                                                                                                                                     
3 Johnson, The Second Gold Rush: Oakland and the East Bay in World War Il, 53-54. 
4 Rowe, Chicago Blues: The City and the Music, 28. 
5 Ibid., 28, 30. 
6 Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 36. 
7 Johnson, The Second Gold Rush: Oakland and the East Bay in World War Il, 33. 
8 McBroome, Parallel Communities. African-Americans in California's East Bay 1950-1963, 94. The 
shipyards were the main source of employment. These jobs were open to African American men but it 
was not until 1944 that the shipyards began to employ small numbers of African American women. 
However, African American women were often successful in finding jobs with the railroads, 
canneries and military supply companies. Johnson, The Second Gold Rush: Oakland and the East Bay 
in World War Il, 48. 
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Kaiser shipyards.9 The recruiting efforts influenced some African Americans to 

relocate to the West Coast. However, nearly three-quarters of those who settled in 

the Bay Area during the 1940s came west on their own account without any direct 

contact with recruiters.10 African Americans who emigrated to Richmond relayed the 

message of high paying jobs and a freer social environment back to family, friends 

and church members in the South.11 Pullman Porters, who had long served as a 

channel of information among African Americans about job opportunities and living 

conditions, also spread the word.12 These unofficial networks were responsible for 

encouraging more African American to immigrate to the East Bay than the activities 

                                                
9 Crouchett, Bunch III, and Winnacker, The History of the East Bay Afro-American Community 1829-
1977, 45-46. By the end of the war, Kaiser alone had brought 37,852 workers to Richmond, paying 
their train fare, but another 60,000 came at their own expense. Moore, The Black Community in 
Richmond, California 1910-1987, 38. 
10 Johnson, The Second Gold Rush: Oakland and the East Bay in World War Il, 52. 
11 Crouchett, Bunch III, and Winnacker, The History of the East Bay Afro-American Community 
1829-1977, 46, Judith Dunning, Ira Dale Mays. Stories of a Second Generation Ironworker from 
Iowa (an Oral History Conducted in 1985 by Judith Dunning), 23 vols., On the Waterfront: An Oral 
History of Richmond, California (Richmond Oral History Project) (Berkeley: Bancroft Library, 
University of California, 1992b), Judith Dunning, Lewis Van Hook. Recollections of a Singing 
Shipbuilder (an Oral History Conducted in 1983 by Judith Dunning), vol. 23, On the Waterfront: An 
Oral History of Richmond California (Richmond Oral History Project) (Berkeley: The Bancroft 
Library, University of California, 1992d), Judith Dunning, Lucille Preston. A World War Il Journey 
from Clarksdale, Mississippi to Richmond California, 1942(an Oral History Conducted in 1985 by 
Judith Dunning), 23 vols., On the Waterfront: An Oral History of Richmond, California (Richmond 
Oral History Project) (Berkeley: The Bancroft Library, University of California, 1992c), 13-14, 26-
27,34, Judith Dunning, Selena Foster. A Longtime Richmond Resident from Cherokee County, Texas 
(an Oral History Conducted in 1986 by Judith Dunning), 23 vols., On the Waterfront: An Oral 
History of Richmond California (Richmond Oral History Project) (Berkeley: The Bancroft Library, 
Univeristy of California, 1992a), 64-65, Johnson, The Second Gold Rush: Oakland and the East Bay 
in World War Il, 51-52, Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 36-
37.Both Black and White migrants followed this pattern of “chain migration.”   
12 Crouchett, Bunch III, and Winnacker, The History of the East Bay Afro-American Community 
1829-1977, 10. 
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of the official recruiters. Entire families, church congregations and, in a few cases, 

entire towns left the South to relocate to the East Bay.13  

The housing supplies in Richmond were soon overwhelmed and makeshift 

housing soon became commonplace. People lived in  

…trailers, tents, in houses, cardboard shacks, greenhouses, barns, garages, 
in automobiles, in theaters, or just fenced-offed corners with the stars for a 
roof.14  

 
Private developers constructed more than four thousand poorly-made houses. Local 

residents rented out housing for almost five thousand individuals. Many were "hot 

beds" in which shipyard workers took turns sleeping in shifts.15 For African 

Americans, the search for housing was especially difficult.16 The only places they 

were welcome were in the government housing projects erected for the shipyard 

workers, which had a small quota of units reserved for African American workers, 

                                                
13 Ibid., 46, Dunning, Lewis Van Hook. Recollections of a Singing Shipbuilder (an Oral History 
Conducted in 1983 by Judith Dunning), 34, Dunning, Lucille Preston. A World War Il Journey from 
Clarksdale, Mississippi to Richmond California, 1942(an Oral History Conducted in 1985 by Judith 
Dunning), 13-14, Johnson, The Second Gold Rush: Oakland and the East Bay in World War Il, 53, 
Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 36-38. 
14 Quote by former Sheriff  John A Miller. Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 
1910-1987, 38. 
15 Ibid, Woodward, "Interview by Author." 
16 Patterns of residential segregation in the East Bay intensified during the 1940s with the increased 
use of restrictive occupancy clauses in deeds and leases and the initiation of federal loan programs to 
underwrite construction of homes for defense workers in nearby suburbs which were only available to 
White workers. Judith Dunning, Marguerite Clausen. Memories of a Lifelong Richmond Resident (an 
Oral History Conducted in 1985 by Judith Dunning), 23 vols., On the Waterfront: An Oral History of 
Richmond, California (Richmond Oral History Project) (Berkeley: The Bancroft Library, University 
of California, 1990b), 46-47, Johnson, The Second Gold Rush: Oakland and the East Bay in World 
War Il, 320, McBroome, Parallel Communities. African-Americans in California's East Bay 1950-
1963, 91-92. 
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and in North Richmond.17 The war years saw a dramatic demographic shift in 

Richmond: in 1940, its population was 7.5% African American but by 1950, it had 

become 39% African American. The change was even more dramatic in the 

unincorporated portion of North Richmond, which by 1950 was 90% African 

American.18  

Open space in North Richmond—mostly wet marshland formerly used for truck 

farming—soon became filled with tents, trailers and shacks.19 Ivy Reid Lewis recalls 

that Black people were living in "every kind of shack and garage."20 One Black 

immigrant to North Richmond described living in a one-room trailer in North 

Richmond: 

No facilities, twelve people lived in that trailer. Four of us went to work… 
We'd take turns sleeping, shared beds.21  

 
Some people were able to purchase lots that sold for three hundred times what they 

                                                
17 Dunning, Marguerite Clausen. Memories of a Lifelong Richmond Resident (an Oral History 
Conducted in 1985 by Judith Dunning), 48, Hildebrand, "North Richmond Blues," 4, Wenkert, An 
Historical Digest of Negro-White Relations in Richmond, California, 22.In 1941, in an effort to deal 
with the housing crisis, the City of Richmond received funding from the federal government and 
constructed two housing projects but neither admitted African Americans. McBroome, Parallel 
Communities. African-Americans in California's East Bay 1950-1963, 94-95. In the next three years, 
the City built eighteen additional housing projects. Under federal housing law, the projects had to 
offer housing to African Americans but they were segregated and poorly constructed. Moore, The 
Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 39. 
18 Johnson, The Second Gold Rush: Oakland and the East Bay in World War Il, 319, McBroome, 
Parallel Communities. African-Americans in California's East Bay 1950-1963, Wenkert, An 
Historical Digest of Negro-White Relations in Richmond, California, 26. 
19 Dunning, Selena Foster. A Longtime Richmond Resident from Cherokee County, Texas (an Oral 
History Conducted in 1986 by Judith Dunning), 130-31. 
20 Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 38. 
21 Sheila Tropp Lichtman, "Women at Work, 1941-45: Wartime Employment in the San Francisco 
Bay Area." (Ph.D. diss., University of California at Davis) quoted in Johnson, The Second Gold Rush: 
Oakland and the East Bay in World War Il, 116.. 
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had sold for a decade earlier.22 This situation was exacerbated by the concerted 

efforts of many local real estate agents to purchase property owned by White 

residents and resell it at inflated prices to recent Black immigrants. The real estate 

agents told the White property owners that it was in their best interest to sell their 

property before the community became a Black area.23 

Unusually heavy rains that flooded North Richmond during the winters of 1943-

44 and 1944-45 heightened the housing crisis for African Americans. Many of the 

makeshift dwellings were blown down or flooded. In response to the residents' pleas 

for assistance, a city housing inspector came out and issued a report condemning 

seventy-five percent of the ramshackle dwellings as below housing code standards.24 

Probably due to a lack of practical alternatives, little action seemed to have followed 

this report. The housing crisis in North Richmond continued after the end of the war. 

In 1950, eighty percent of the African Americans in Richmond lived in temporary 

housing. Twenty percent of them lived in the city portion of North Richmond. An 

additional twenty-nine hundred people lived in temporary housing in the county 

portion of North Richmond, which was ninety percent African American.25 

Beginning in the late 1940s, the City of Richmond and the local Chamber of 

                                                
22 Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 38. 
23 Dunning, Marguerite Clausen. Memories of a Lifelong Richmond Resident (an Oral History 
Conducted in 1985 by Judith Dunning), 50, Hildebrand, "North Richmond Blues," 4. 
24 Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 39. 
25 Wenkert, An Historical Digest of Negro-White Relations in Richmond, California, 36.The 1950 
census listed North Richmond (city and county portions) as 39.1% Black. Johnson, The Second Gold 
Rush: Oakland and the East Bay in World War Il, 319. 
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Commerce initiated a number of efforts aimed at counteracting many of the changes 

it had undergone during the war years. These efforts, which were to accelerate during 

the early 1950s, were seen by many African American residents as a thinly veiled 

effort to drive Black residents out of the community. North Richmond was to 

become a focal point of many of these efforts.  

During World War II, the massive influx of workers and servicemen awaiting 

assignment into Richmond caused a boom in business in downtown Richmond. Most 

merchants continued the restrictive practices that were common in pre-war 

Richmond and overt discrimination against African Americans intensified.26 In 

downtown Richmond, "Negro Patrons Not Wanted" signs were seen for the first time 

in the windows of stores and cafes.27 Merchants typically only hired African 

Americans for the most menial positions, usually out of sight of White customers.28 

Richmond also saw a dramatic increase in the number of establishments offering 

entertainment of one variety or another. A February 1945 article in Fortune 

magazine described Richmond as "a city that looked like carnival night every night 

every hour for three years."29 Nightclubs, restaurants, bars, poolrooms, dancehalls 

and movie theaters sprang up all over town. Downtown movie theaters and 

                                                
26 Crouchett, Bunch III, and Winnacker, The History of the East Bay Afro-American Community 
1829-1977, 46. 
27 Dunning, Selena Foster. A Longtime Richmond Resident from Cherokee County, Texas (an Oral 
History Conducted in 1986 by Judith Dunning), 77, Hildebrand, "North Richmond Blues," 24, 
Wenkert, An Historical Digest of Negro-White Relations in Richmond, California, 24. 
28 Wenkert, An Historical Digest of Negro-White Relations in Richmond, California, 24. 
29 "Richmond Took a Beating: From Civic Chaos Came Ships for War and Some Hope for the 
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restaurants operated around the clock and customers in bars were usually lined up 

three deep.  

There were no more weekends or nights. It was just twenty four hours a day, 
seven days a week.30  
 

The bars were always full and downtown Richmond became notorious for barroom 

brawls and shootouts, some involving dozens of combatants. Boxing matches, tent 

shows, and travelling carnivals were also popular.31   

The influx of African Americans coupled with the restrictive practices of White 

businesspeople created business opportunities for African American residents who 

offered a variety of services to Richmond's growing Black population. African 

American entrepreneurs opened legitimate businesses—such as barbershops, 

restaurants and shoe shine parlors—and illegal establishments that offered gambling 

and prostitution.32 Both types of businesses flourished in North Richmond. Gambling 

houses included legal cardrooms, where patrons could play certain games allowed by 

state law, and illegal gambling houses. The gambling houses and brothels there, and 

in other parts of Richmond, drew Black and White customers from throughout the 

Bay Area. Both relied upon regular pay-offs to law enforcement officers for their 

continued operation.33 North Richmond also quickly became home to numerous 

                                                                                                                                     
Future," Fortune 31:262) quoted in Johnson, The Second Gold Rush: Oakland and the East Bay in 
World War Il, 148.. 
30 Quote from Judith Dunning's interview of Stanley Nystrom. Ibid., 147. 
31 Ibid., 147-48. 
32 Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 51. 
33 Clarence "Little Red" Tenpenny, "Interview by Author," (North Richmond, CA: 1998a). 
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restaurants and bars that catered to the tastes of the African American newcomers, 

featuring southern style food and entertainment.34  

Neither the White community nor the existing African American community 

welcomed the massive influx of African American immigrants. The number of 

immigrants was too great to be easily absorbed into the existing African American 

community and many older residents found the sudden influx of newcomers 

disturbing.35 The newcomers dressed, talked and acted differently than the older 

residents. For many of the newcomers, it was their first experience of having 

expendable income and some flaunted their newfound wealth. Sociologist Katherine 

Archibald reported that the tastes of Black and White newcomers alike quickly 

progressed from dime stores to department stores to fur and perfume shops.36 Many 

old-time African American residents felt the newcomers were unable to handle their 

sudden prosperity and inevitably turned to drinking, gambling, fighting and sexual 

misconduct.37 The sudden influx of immigrants also disrupted the relationship the 

older residents had worked out with the White community and there was a sudden 

rise in racial tension.38 The accompanying influx of a large number of southern 

                                                
34 Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 57. 
35 Crouchett, Bunch III, and Winnacker, The History of the East Bay Afro-American Community 
1829-1977, 51, McBroome, Parallel Communities. African-Americans in California's East Bay 1950-
1963, 93-94. 
36 Katherine Archibald, Wartime Shipyard: A Study in Social Disunity (Berkeley and Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1947), 7. 
37 Johnson, The Second Gold Rush: Oakland and the East Bay in World War Il, 153. 
38 In March 1944, a "race riot" developed out of fight between White and Black servicemen in 
Oakland. A front-page story in the Oakland Observer attributed the event partially to the influx of 
"socially-liberated or uninhibited Negroes who are not bound by the old and peaceful understanding 
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Whites also exacerbated the level of racial tension as crude expressions of racial 

prejudice became more common.39   

Racial tension was particularly apparent in the Richmond shipyards. Despite the 

low regard in which "Okies" and women workers were held, the main disapproval 

fell upon African American workers.   

In most of the whites, the hatred was basic, a deep-seated and strong-
flavored aversion that was evident in almost every gesture or remark…40  
 

Sociologist Katherine Archibald reported that the use of derogatory terms such as 

"nigger" or "jigaboo" was common and most White workers thought of their Black 

co-workers as mentally and morally inferior.41 Archibald reported that the 

immanence of interracial violence was never far below the surface. One White 

woman told Archibald after seeing a fight between a Black and White worker: 

If any trouble ever starts in this place… I'm going to jump in the bay and 
swim out as far as I can, because I know there will be killing, lots of 
killing.”42                                                 

 
By 1945, new African American residents outnumbered the existing Black 

community, five to one.43 Though mostly from the South, there were also immigrants 

from the Midwest and North. This new level of diversity in the African American 

                                                                                                                                     
between the Negro and the white in Oakland" quoted in  Crouchett, Bunch III, and Winnacker, The 
History of the East Bay Afro-American Community 1829-1977, 51. 
39 Ibid., 51-52, Dunning, Marguerite Clausen. Memories of a Lifelong Richmond Resident (an Oral 
History Conducted in 1985 by Judith Dunning), 41-42. 
40 Archibald, Wartime Shipyard: A Study in Social Disunity, 61. 
41 Ibid., 74. 
42 Ibid. 
43 Crouchett, Bunch III, and Winnacker, The History of the East Bay Afro-American Community 
1829-1977, 45. 
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population made it difficult to forge unity.44 This was exacerbated both by the 

attitude of the older residents toward the new immigrants and the cultural differences 

that existed between them. The older residents commonly viewed the new 

immigrants as crude country folk, lacking their urbanity and sophistication. Many 

long-time residents felt that the newcomers were loud, pushy and unable to adjust to 

living in an urban environment.45 The newcomers were also blamed for rising crime 

rates in the community.46 African American newcomers received a disproportionate 

amount of the blame since the local press exaggerated the participation of African 

Americans in crime: the only criminal suspects the Richmond Independent identified 

by race were African Americans.47 Local historian Shirley Moore reports that during 

the war years, there was a dramatic increase in crime without an accompanying rise 

in police services.48 This is disputed by another historian, Marilyn Johnson, who 

states that the wartime increase in crime was actually insignificant and that local 

cities may have been maneuvering for federal aid or trying to contain the social 

                                                
44 Ibid., 52. 
45 Dunning, Harry and Marguerite Williams. Reflections of a Longtime Black Family in Richmond (an 
Oral History Conducted in 1985 by Judith Dunning), 20-21, 102-03, Dunning, Marguerite Clausen. 
Memories of a Lifelong Richmond Resident (an Oral History Conducted in 1985 by Judith Dunning), 
37-42. 
46 Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 52-53. 
47 Ibid., 53-54. 
48 A history of Richmond prepared for the Richmond Public Schools in 1951 reported that during 
World War II, Richmond had the highest juvenile delinquency rate in the nation and three times the 
California average; adult crime was also rampant. Fridell reported that when the city set out to hire 
seventy-five new policemen, it was only able to hire eight because the shipyards offered more 
lucrative employment. Fridell, The Story of Richmond, 38. 
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transformations that were occurring.49 African American requests for additional 

police services in their neighborhoods were routinely denied. In 1943, James Chase, 

a North Richmond resident and member of the Negro Protective League, went to the 

Richmond City Council to request additional police services beyond the single police 

car assigned to the area—his request was denied.  

Despite, the hostility of many longtime African American residents toward the 

newcomers, many African American individuals and institutions in Richmond 

worked to help assimilate the newcomers into the community. On one occasion, this 

led to an unexpected alliance between established African American leaders and 

racist forces. This was in 1943 when plans to locate a USO club for African 

American workers and servicemen in Point Richmond, a White area of Richmond, 

was met with widespread opposition by local citizens. William Batchan of the Negro 

Protective League joined with Point Richmond citizens in advocating that the club be 

located in North Richmond. This strange alliance was at least partially based on 

economic factors but Batchan also stated that he was concerned with preserving the 

African American community in North Richmond and helping to assimilate the 

African American newcomers. Among the institutions, he listed as components of 

the Black community, were cocktail lounges and nightclubs.  

We are the homeowners and taxpayers and we are the people who plan to 
continue making our homes in Richmond after the war is over..… we have 
created a self-sufficient community with clubs, lodges, churches, cocktail 
lounges, and night clubs most of the new Negro arrivals now go to North 

                                                
49 Johnson, The Second Gold Rush: Oakland and the East Bay in World War Il, 153-55. 
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Richmond for their social contacts.50  
 

African American churches were the institutions that made the greatest effort to 

help the newcomers adjust to their new environment. This was particularly true of 

evangelical churches whose memberships soared due to the influx of Southern 

workers. In North Richmond, the "Sanctified Church," renamed McGlothen Temple 

in 1945, provided Pentecostal newcomers with the style of worship they were 

accustomed to in their home states. The new pastor of McGlothen Temple, Bishop 

G.W. McGlothen, was himself an immigrant from Texas and his church soon 

became home to many newly arrived workers. The influx of newcomers also led to a 

rise in efforts to combat discrimination in Richmond. The NAACP in Richmond was 

founded in 1944 by Cleophus Brown, a Texas newcomer, who saw the need for a 

Richmond chapter when he arrived in the city and saw the pervasive discrimination 

against African Americans.51 Old-time residents and newcomers were increasingly 

forced to live, work and socialize together: they lived in the same neighborhoods, 

often went to the same churches and found that the White majority made no 

distinction between Black native Californians and newcomers.52  

Many of the Black newcomers believed that the older Black residents were 

"inhospitable" and jealous of the financial gains they had made.53 Some of the new 

immigrants were unfamiliar with urban life, but most of the African Americans who 

                                                
50 William Batchan quoted in Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 55. 
51 Ibid., 55-56. 
52 Ibid., 57. 
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migrated to the West Coast during the 1940s were not the "rubes" many of the old-

time residents took them to be. In fact, most came from towns and cities, not rural 

areas, but they did share a Southern cultural identity, largely rooted in rural life, 

which set them apart from older residents.54 The Southern immigrants brought facets 

of their culture with them that conflicted with the culture and values of the majority 

of African American residents of the East Bay. Evangelical Christianity was one of 

the most obvious. In 1944, a study by the Federal Council of Churches in Christ 

(FCCC), a national confederation of the large Protestant denominationscounted forty 

churches in the Richmond area, more than half of them established after 1940. The 

conservative FCCC reported that storefront churches had "grown like weeds in all 

the less cultivated spots of the war emergency effort." More than half of the 

ministers surveyed by the Federal Council of Churches had moved to the area within 

the past three years. Many of them were "worker-preachers" who had followed their 

congregations to the area and split their time between preaching and working in the 

shipyards.55 Itinerant preachers from the Southwest also toured East Bay defense 

centers, holding tent revivals near migrant housing areas. Many of these churches 

established permanent homes and became fixtures of East Bay life.56 The new 

                                                                                                                                     
53 Ibid., 54. 
54 A postwar survey of Black Richmond families found that 30% came from rural agricultural areas, 
50% from small towns and cities and 20% from large cities, such as Dallas, Little Rock, etc. Johnson, 
The Second Gold Rush: Oakland and the East Bay in World War Il, 53. 
55 There was also a similar movement of White Evangelical Christians and their preachers to the East 
Bay. Ibid., 321. 
56 Ibid. 
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immigrants also swelled the membership of existing churches with evangelical roots. 

In North Richmond, many African American shipyard workers joined the Sanctified 

Church.57 Gospel music had an upsurge in popularity as southern migrants formed 

small singing groups.58 The Gospel music scene in the Bay Area grew primarily due 

to the development of local talent, nurtured by support from local community 

institutions and visiting artists who served as role models to aspiring local artists.59 

The Gospel groups that formed during the war years laid the groundwork for later 

Bay Area Gospel groups including North Richmond's Golden West Singers. Quartets 

and other small groups continued to dominate the Gospel scene in the Bay Area until 

the late 1960s. 60 

The African American migrants also brought "rawer" forms of secular music than 

the City Blues and Jazz that the older residents preferred. Migrant musicians, who 

were often discharged servicemen, introduced southern Blues styles to the East 

Bay.61 The West Oakland nightclub district along Seventh Street prospered and 

expanded and new clubs opened in African American communities throughout the 

                                                
57 Ibid., 133. 
58 Ibid., 140. One example of the numerous local gospel groups that formed during the war years, was 
the Singing Shipbuilders, a gospel quarter formed by workers at the Kaiser shipyards in Richmond. 
The Singing Shipbuilders performed frequently at local Black churches, at launching ceremonies for 
ships, and on Berkeley radio station KRE. Dunning, Lewis Van Hook. Recollections of a Singing 
Shipbuilder (an Oral History Conducted in 1983 by Judith Dunning), 14-16, 47-51. 
59 DjeDje, "The California Black Gospel Music Tradition: A Confluence of Musical Styles and 
Cultures," 146. This was unlike Los Angeles where the gospel music scene benefited from the influx 
of a large number of nationally-known artists. DjeDje, "The California Black Gospel Music Tradition: 
A Confluence of Musical Styles and Cultures," 135, 41.  
60 Fred Jackson, "Interview by Author," (Richmond, CA: 1998 (July 16)). 
61 Johnson, The Second Gold Rush: Oakland and the East Bay in World War Il, 139. 
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Bay Area.62 One of these areas was North Richmond that within a few short years 

became, along with Los Angeles and West Oakland, one of the three most important 

centers of African American entertainment on the West Coast.  

 

Establishment of North Richmond as an Entertainment Center 

  North Richmond, California is a great little town 
  And I live there and, Jack, I gets around. 
  If you ever go there and you want to jump for joy. 
  I'll tell you where to go, that's the Club Savoy. 
 
  Now everybody goes there to have some fun 
  'Cause the joint really jumps from nine to one. 
  Around midnight everybody's higher than the moon 

 'Cause the band starts playing them dirty blues. 
  ("Club Savoy" by Jimmy McCracklin)63  
 

During World War II, a surprising number of restaurants, bars and nightclubs 

opened in North Richmond. These establishments were largely supported by the 

recent African American immigrants and reflected their cultural tastes, particularly 

Southern cooking and music. Black newcomers to Richmond initially sought 

entertainment in the established Black bars and nightclubs in West Oakland that 

were experiencing a period of invigoration due to the wartime influx of African 

Americans. However, a group of African American entrepreneurs soon established 

venues closer to home.  

A number of factors make it difficult to create an exact chronology of the 

                                                
62 Hildebrand, "Oakland Blues: The Thrill Goes On," 5. 
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establishment of North Richmond as an entertainment district. The memories of 

long-term residents are often understandably vague regarding exact dates and written 

records provide only spotty information on North Richmond prior to1960. 

Compounding this difficulty is a general neglect of Richmond's African American 

community by the city's newspapers that continued well into the 1960s.64 The two 

primary written sources that offer some insight into the establishment of businesses 

in North Richmond are the directories of businesses published periodically by R.L. 

Polk and Company and the local telephone books published by the Pacific Telephone 

Company. Both include only limited listings for North Richmond, completely 

omitting a number of well-known businesses. During the 1940s, North Richmond 

was still being developed as new streets were created and buildings appeared on 

what had previously been farm or marsh land.65 Either because new telephone 

service only slowly met the growing demand in North Richmond or because many 

business owners chose to foregone telephone service, few businesses were listed in 

the telephone books up until the 1960s.66 For obvious reasons, both the Polk 

directories and telephone directories are completely useless in documenting the 

presence of North Richmond's numerous illegal businesses, which included after-

                                                                                                                                     
63 Quoted in Hildebrand, "North Richmond Blues," 1. 
64 Linda Holmes, "Interview by Author," (Richmond Public Library, Richmond, CA: 1998). 
65 The Polk Directories for 1942 and 1950 included no listings for any of the number streets (1st to 7th) 
or for Market, Grove, Truman, Giaramata, Silver or Sanford streets. By the mid-1940s, Grove Street 
was the center of a thriving nightclub district and Market Street was one of the major business streets 
in North Richmond.  
66 Minnie Lue's, a popular nightclub established in 1948 in North Richmond, did not have a listing in 
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hours clubs, gambling clubs and brothels.  

However, the printed records do offer some insight on the transformation North 

Richmond underwent between 1942 and 1950. The Polk directory for 1942, 

compiled just prior to the period of explosive growth in North Richmond, lists only 

ten businesses in North Richmond: two restaurants, four grocery stores, a gas station, 

a confectionery, a liquor store, and Rheem's Manufacturing Company.67 The 1950 

Polk directory gives some indication of the dramatic growth that had occurred during 

the previous eight years. Listed in that year's directory are twenty-four businesses: 

seven restaurants, four grocery stores, a candy store, a liquor store, a clothes cleaner, 

a used clothing store, a watch repair store, two barber shops, two beauty shops, two 

gas stations, a cabinet maker, and Rheems Manufacturing Company.  

By the late 1940s, Grove Street had become known as the heart of a thriving 

nightclub district and attracted African Americans from throughout the Bay Area. 

The clientele in the clubs and restaurants was a mixture of local residents, shipyard 

workers, servicemen and civilian employees working at the various military bases in 

the Bay Area.68 The first clubs to open in North Richmond were small juke joints 

like the Dew Drop Inn, a little place with just one big room, that opened during the 

                                                                                                                                     
the local telephone directory until 1960.  
67 One of the two restaurants listed was Manuel's, which had been in the neighborhood since at least 
the late 1930s and catered to Italian residents of the neighborhood. Woodward, "Interview by 
Author."  
68 Corrine Saine et al., "Interview by Author," (North Richmond Multicultural Senior Center, North 
Richmond, CA: 1998). 
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waning years of World War II.69 Other small nightclubs that opened during the war 

years were the Brown Derby, the Bobby Sock Inn, Roberta's Summer Garden, the 

Downbeat (also known as the B & L Club), the Ace of Clubs, the Wagon Wheel, the 

341 Club, the Cottage Kitchen, and the Pink Kitchen.70 Some of the small clubs were 

part of larger operations. The owners of the Downbeat, Billye and Lawrence 

Strickland (the "B" and "L" of the B & L Club), operated a twenty-space trailer camp 

and a fourteen-room motel adjacent to the nightclub.71 Ora Washington, the owner of 

the Dew Drop Inn, operated a rooming house, the Cozy Club, behind the nightclub. 

Most of the Cozy Club's clients were servicemen spending a weekend leave in North 

Richmond.72   

The small nightclubs and "jook joints" established the nucleus for the growing 

nightclub district in North Richmond.  

During the war, things were swinging every night because they [workers in 
the wartime industries] had different nights off. The clubs stayed full all the 
time. Gamblers hanging around during the daytime. Big acts just on 
weekends.73  
 

The smaller clubs also provided a source of experienced personnel that the larger 

clubs, which soon opened, could draw upon. Good cooks were particularly valued 

and frequently left a club they were working at in response to a better offer from 

                                                
69 Woodward, "Interview by Author." 
70 Saine et al., "Interview by Author." 
71 Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 57-58. 
72 Woodward, "Interview by Author." 
73 Ibid. 
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another club owner.74 Tapper's Inn, which quickly became the premier nightclub in 

North Richmond during the 1940s, particularly benefited from this practice.  

The small nightclubs offered a variety of ambiences for their patrons. Manuel's 

and the Pink Kitchen, the two pre-war nightclubs, were simply places for 

neighborhood people to drink and relax. The Ace of Clubs and the Downbeat were 

small, informal clubs where local musicians could come in, perform, and hone their 

skills.75 Roberta's Summer Garden offered a more private atmosphere. Its primary 

attraction was as a place where couples could rent a private room, purchase dinner 

and alcohol, and share a quiet evening.76 The live entertainment at the Dew Drop 

Inn, one of the smaller clubs, began with a Sunday afternoon jam session organized 

by local drummer Clarence "Little Red" Tenpenny.77 Jam sessions soon became a 

fixture of the blues scene in North Richmond, attracting musicians from throughout 

the Bay Area.  

During the war years, the premier nightclub in North Richmond was Tapper's Inn, 

which was located on Chesley Street at the very edge of North Richmond. George 

Bally, more commonly known as “Tapper George,” was the owner of Tapper's Inn 

that offered "Southern cuisine" and some of the biggest names in Black 

entertainment, such as T-Bone Walker, Ivory Joe Hunter and Amos Milburn. Tapper 

George quickly expanded his nightclub from a relatively small operation to an 

                                                
74 Ibid. 
75 Saine et al., "Interview by Author." 
76 Woodward, "Interview by Author." 
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entertainment complex that included a nightclub and restaurant, which operated 

around the clock, and a constellation of businesses that Tapper George leased out to 

other entrepreneurs: Tapper's Barbershop, Tapper's Beauty Shop and Tapper's 

Service Station, which also operated around the clock.78 Tapper George tried to 

exploit the market for entertainment as widely as possible by presenting a variety of 

music genres and nights devoted to specialty entertainment, such as roller skating 

nights.79 The establishment of a first-class restaurant was a central factor in Tapper's 

Inn gaining a reputation as a first-class nightspot. To build the reputation of his club, 

Tapper George recruited a cook from the Club Savoy. He later also hired Roberta of 

Roberta's Garden away from her own club for a period of time in order to help out in 

his kitchen (Interview with Marjorie Woodward on August 13, 1998).80  

Another early nightclub that soon became prominent in the local music scene was 

Granny Johnson's Club Savoy. The Club Savoy had a bar, a dining room, and a large 

dance floor (Interview with Marjorie Woodward on August 13, 1998). The Savoy 

featured a Sunday afternoon jam session from 3:00 to 6:00 p.m. that drew performers 

from as far away as San Francisco.81 The Club Savoy was also home base for Jimmy 

McCracklin, a North Richmond resident, who was one of the most popular of the 

early Oakland/Richmond blues artists in addition to being Granny Johnson's brother-

                                                                                                                                     
77 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author.", Woodward, "Interview by Author." 
78 Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 57-58, Saine et al., "Interview 
by Author." 
79 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
80 Woodward, "Interview by Author." 
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in-law. McCracklin regularly performed at the Savoy up through the mid-1950s. 

During the late 1940s, the Club Savoy featured popular locally-based performers, 

such as Jimmy McCracklin, Lowell Fulson and L.C. “Good Rockin’” Robinson. In 

the early 1950s, it began to book nationally prominent acts such as T-Bone Walker, 

Big Mama Thornton and Big Joe Turner.82 Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, it also 

remained an important forum for younger local performers, including a few, such as 

Joe Simon, who would become nationally known. 

In the mid-1950s Jimmy McCracklin took over the operation of the Brown Derby 

nightclub and renamed it McCracklin's Inn.83 McCracklin and his band played 

regularly at McCracklin's Inn and he booked other local musicians, particularly when 

he was on the road promoting a new recording. The club soon became a very popular 

nightspot in North Richmond.84 However, the success of McCracklin's Inn was 

short-lived: the club only remained in business for two to three years. The club lost 

its license due to an accusation by the Sheriff's Department that an underage female 

patron (or employee) had been in possession of narcotics while inside the club.85 

Jimmy McCracklin contends this was part of a pattern of harassment by the Sheriff's 

                                                                                                                                     
81 Saine et al., "Interview by Author." 
82 Ibid. 
83 It is hard to place an accurate date for the years of operation of McCracklin's Place. It is not listed in 
the Polk directories and the memories of individuals vary as to its years of operation. Jimmy 
McCracklin believes he took the club over in 1955 or 1956 and operated it for three or four years. 
Jimmy McCracklin, "Interview by Author," (Richmond, CA: 1998). 
84 Ibid, Corrine Saine, "Interview by Author," (North Richmond Multicultural Senior Center, North 
Richmond, CA: 1998a), Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
85 McCracklin, "Interview by Author.", Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." Mr. Tenpenny is unsure 
what infraction the nightclub was charged with but his best recollection is that it was accused of hiring 
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Department. He feels the Sheriff’s Department was unhappy with the high traffic his 

club drew into the neighborhood and suspects it acted with the encouragement of 

some nearby club owners who resented his club's popularity. After he lost his 

license, McCracklin said "to hell with it" and moved on to concentrating on his 

performing and recording career. 

During the mid- and late 1940s, a number of restaurants opened in North 

Richmond to serve local residents and those drawn to the area for entertainment. 

Most offered southern-style food. One of the most prominent of the early restaurants 

was Fred's Cafe, operated by Fred Berrata on Grove Street, which offered "southern 

fried chicken, bar-b-que and other delicacies" such as chittlins and greens. Another 

popular restaurant was Harrison's "Bar B.Q. Cafe" on Filbert Street, which offered 

"old southern style barbeque."86  

North Richmond was also home to a number of illegal businesses—brothels, 

gambling houses, and after-hours whiskey clubs—and, to many, it became known as 

a "vice spa" for the Bay Area.87 Grove Street, the heart of the nightclub district, was 

also the main street for gambling houses and after-hours whiskey clubs but the 

brothels generally sought more discrete locations. Well-known among these 

businesses were Moon's Cafe, a gambling club; After Hours Dad, an after-hours 

drinking club; and Miss Dover's, a speakeasy. North Richmond's illegal businesses 
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owed their continued existence to regular payoffs of the Contra Costa County 

sheriffs and Richmond Police officers.88  

By the end of the decade, additional nightclubs and bars that featured live 

entertainment had opened in North Richmond. These included Willard's Inn, the 

Lone Star, the Oasis Club, and Minnie Lue's Cocktail Lounge and Restaurant. 

Minnie Lue's, the longest lasting nightclub in North Richmond, opened in 1948 

shortly after its owner, Minnie Lou Nichols, a Georgia native, arrived in Richmond 

from New York City. Ms. Nichols came to Richmond to pay a visit to a cousin but 

decided to stay after she received compliments on her cooking skills.89 Ms. Nichols 

opened a small nightclub on Grove Street that had a restaurant in the front and a bar 

and small dance floor in the back.90 In 1949, she purchased a building at Third and 

Chesley Streets and enlarged her operation to include a large dining room and 

dancing area. Ms. Nichols contracted with a North Richmond restaurant owner to 

provide quality Southern-style "home-cooked meals," and employed three people to 

serve food, beer and wine.91 Minnie Lue's featured nationally known entertainers, 

such as Lowell Fulson, Etta James and Ray Charles. As with the Club Savoy, the 

owner's personal relationship with a prominent local entertainer was an important 

factor in the success of her club. In the late 1940s, Minnie Lue and Lowell Fulson 

                                                
88 Saine et al., "Interview by Author." 
89 Norman. "N. Richmond's Minnie Lue dies." Contra Costa Independent. Wednesday May 4 Colby, 
1983., "N. Richmond's Minnie Lue Dies," Contra Costa Independent, Wednesday May 4, 1983. 
90 Ibid, Woodward, "Interview by Author." 
91 Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 63. 
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became lovers, beginning a relationship that would continue up through the mid-

1950s. Minnie Lue's became Fulson's Bay Area base and he continued to perform 

there regularly even after he moved from Oakland to Los Angeles in the early 1950s. 

Minnie Lue's became a fixture in the community. It provided a living for her and her 

employees, and served as an informal employment referral agency for African 

Americans in Richmond. In the 1950s, Minnie Lue expanded her involvement in the 

community, making her nightclub one of its central institutions.92  

During the years following World War II, a growing number of blues performers 

made the East Bay their base of operations. Wartime bluesmen, such as Lowell 

Fulson and Jimmy McCracklin (both based in North Richmond), were joined by 

others such as Pee Wee Crayton, K.C. Douglas, Johnny Fuller, and L.C. "Good 

Rockin'" Robinson. More clubs sprang up in African American communities 

throughout the Bay Area. These clubs located in South Richmond, West Oakland, 

Vallejo, the Russell City district of Hayward, and the Hunter's Point and Fillmore 

districts of San Francisco created a local "chitlin circuit" that helped support the local 

blues scene.93 These clubs were also tied into a larger circuit that extended from Los 

Angeles to San Francisco and included nightclub districts in communities such as 

Stockton, Fresno and Modesto.94 

                                                
92 Ibid., 68-69. 
93 Johnson, The Second Gold Rush: Oakland and the East Bay in World War Il, 140-41. 
94 Musicians often moved back and forth between different communities. For example, Sidney 
Maiden and Mercy Dee Walton who became fixtures of the Fresno club scene in the 1950s and 1960s 
began their careers in the nightclubs of Richmond and Oakland during the 1940s Maureen Jung and 
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Occasional dances held by the Black fraternal organization, the Elks and Masons 

were another facet of the musical life of North Richmond during the 1940s and 

1950s. The Masons also rented their hall on Third Street to private social clubs, such 

as the Jolly Thirties, as a site for their dances. The advantage to the private clubs of 

holding a dance at the Masonic Hall was that the Masons could easily obtain a 

temporary liquor license for the event.95 The dances held by the Black fraternal 

organizations and local social clubs were a regular source of entertainment for 

individuals in the community and a source of work for local musicians.96 House 

parties that featured popular local musicians were another popular source of local 

entertainment.97 

A number of individuals that were not directly involved in the nightclub scene 

were prominent figures in the musical life of North Richmond. Ollie Freeman, a 

resident of North Richmond since 1933, was one of the few African American radio 

deejays in the Bay Area during the 1940s.98 He began his announcing career in the 

mid-1940s, broadcasting games of the local baseball club, the North Richmond 

Spiders, over a PA system he and a friend set up at the local playground. After one 

game, the manager of the opposing team, who was also an announcer on radio 

                                                                                                                                     
Jack Rhyne, "Fresno Blues.," Living Blues, May-June 1998, 27.  
95 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
96 Ibid. Lawrence Hampton, the owner of a shoe repair shop on Chesley Street, also held a "western 
dance" for members of the community every July during the 1950s and 1960s. Jackson, "Interview by 
Author." 
97 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author.", Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
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station KRE in Berkeley, complimented him on the job he had done and told him he 

had potential as a radio announcer. He invited Freeman to enroll in an announcing 

class that was being held at KRE. This led to Freeman's first radio job in 1946, 

reporting veterans' news over a station owned by the Richmond Independent 

newspaper. KRE, the first FM station in the Bay Area, was soon purchased by 

KTIM, an AM station in San Rafael (across the San Pablo Bay from Richmond in 

Marin County). When KTIM had an opening for a disc jockey, the station manager 

offered it to Freeman who broadcast a music show over both KTIM-AM and KTIM-

FM. He played mostly Jazz but mixed in some Rhythm & Blues. Freeman personally 

preferred Jazz but he saw that the developing genre of Rhythm & Blues was quickly 

becoming the most popular form of African American popular music, both in the 

Bay Area and nationwide. Freeman continued that show into the 1950s, later moving 

on to other programs at KRE in Berkeley and KISS in Pittsburg (in eastern Contra 

Costa County). His Sunday evening radio show on KISS was the only radio show in 

the East Bay that played Black popular music on Sunday night.99 The show was very 

popular and Freeman was one of the few Black deejays in the Bay Area who had the 

power to “break” a record locally. On occasion, the local popularity that occurred 

from Freeman featuring a record on his show led to national success—record 

companies took note of high local sales and often responded with a national release 

                                                                                                                                     
Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 68. 
99 The two other radio stations in the East Bay that featured African American music, KDIA and 
KSOL, broadcast Gospel music on Sunday nights (Interview with Lee Hildebrand on August 12, 
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and greater publicity for the record.100 In 1951, Freeman opened a record store, 

Jazzland Records, in North Richmond, that soon became an important community 

institution.101  

Charles Reid, a prominent local resident, who was instrumental in establishing 

recreational activities for youth in North Richmond created a musical institution in 

the 1940s when he began broadcasting Christmas carols from his front porch.102 At 

the beginning of December, Reid would set up a record player and a speaker from 

the PA system he had purchased to broadcast local baseball games on his front porch 

and broadcast Christmas carols to the neighborhood each Sunday. He originally 

broadcast them on Sunday mornings until a nearby church complained that it was 

interfering with its services. He then began broadcasting the carols after church 

services let out at one p.m. His daughter, Florence Reid Randall, recalls that 

residents frequently asked him to turn up the volume.103  

The musical life of North Richmond during the 1940s was enriched by a growing 

presence of Gospel music as the membership of local churches, particularly the 

Sanctified Church, increased dramatically. This was part of a dramatic expansion of 

                                                                                                                                     
1998). 
100 Lee Hildebrand, "Interview by Author (Telephone)," (El Cerrito, CA/Berkeley, CA: 1998a). 
101 Lee Hildebrand, "West Side Story," East Bay Express, September 28, 1979, 1,4. 
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the Gospel music scene in the Bay Area during the 1940s.104 As was true throughout 

the Bay Area, male Gospel quartets were a prominent feature of the Gospel scene in 

North Richmond during the 1940s and early 1950s.105 Local churches also regularly 

featured well-known solo singers and quartets from Oakland, San Francisco, and Los 

Angeles as part of their services. The local churches each had a set of choirs for 

different age ranges—adult, intermediate and children's choirs—which would 

occasionally travel to other churches for convocations.106 A number of individuals 

from the Gospel scene in North Richmond "crossed over" into secular music during 

the 1950s. The best known was Joe Simon, who began his career in the Golden West 

Singers gospel quartet, before moving into secular music.107 Several of the children 

of Reverend Combs, pastor of North Richmond's Green Pastures Church, also had 

success with secular music after beginning their musical careers in their father's 

church. Reverend Combs' sons Jerry Combs and Herman Henry Combs also had 

success with both sacred and secular music.108 His daughter Dorothy Combs 

Morrison, was one of the featured singers on Edwin Hawkins' Singers "Oh Happy 

Day" which crossed over from the Gospel charts to become a surprise pop hit in 

1969. During the period they were growing up, the Combs family lived in a house 
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directly behind the Club Savoy. Two other local sisters, Trudy Johnson and Ella 

Johnson Thomas moved from performing sacred music to performing secular music 

in the local clubs.109  

 

During the 1940s there were a number of stylistic changes in Black popular 

music—Blues, Jazz and Swing—that would have a far-reaching impact on all forms 

of American popular music. The development of Bebop, Rhythm and Blues and 

Rock 'n' Roll were direct results of these changes. These changes were felt at both 

the local and national level. During the 1940s, the emerging genre of Rhythm & 

Blues had the greatest impact upon the day-to-day musical life of individuals in 

Black communities throughout the nation, including North Richmond. The following 

chapter discusses the changes in African American popular music that led to the 

development of Rhythm & Blues. Chapter Five will then examine how these changes 

effected the musical life of North Richmond. 
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Chapter Four: Changing National Styles 

 

The Development of Rhythm & Blues 

During the late 1940s, Rhythm & Blues became the predominant form of African 

American popular music. It was also the first form of Black popular music that 

transcended regional boundaries. Numerous scholars have tied the development of 

Rhythm & Blues (R & B) to the growing urbanization and increased purchasing 

power of African Americans in the years immediately following World War II.1 

During the war years, due to the shortage of shellac which was used to surface 

records, the major record companies abandoned the marginal "Race" and "Country 

and Western" markets. Once the wartime restrictions on shellac were lifted at the end 

of the war, independent record companies sprang up to meet the growing demands of 

the Race and Country markets.2 The neglect of the Black market by the major record 

labels had created a niche for independent companies and the development of tape 

recording brought the cost of producing records within their reach. Most of the new 

independents were located in—or connected to—Black communities and were more 

in touch with the direction Black popular music had taken during War World II.3 The 

                                                
1 See for example, Barry Pearson, "Jump Steady. The Roots of R & B," in Nothing but the Blues, ed. 
Lawrence Cohen (New York: Abbeville Press, 1992), 318-21, Arnold Shaw, Honkers and Shouters: 
The Golden Years of Rhythm and Blues (New York: Macmillan, 1978). 
2 Shaw, Honkers and Shouters: The Golden Years of Rhythm and Blues, xviii. 
3 The major labels made an effort to re-enter the Black market but found themselves out of touch with 
the Black market. Johnny Otis, Reebee Garafalo, and Portia Maultsby, "Symposium: Views of Johnny 
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independents often knew very little about the music business and had limited capital 

but had the advantage of seeing and hearing what was happening in the Black 

community.4   

The musical changes that occurred during the half decade in which the major 

record companies abandoned the Black market actually began during the waning 

years of the 1930s. The roots of R & B can be found in those years. Three musical 

styles from the 1930s would provide much of the raw material from which R & B 

developed during the 1940s: the Kansas City "Big Band" style; Jump Blues; and a 

new, more urban style of Texas Blues. Each of these styles was deeply rooted in the 

Southwestern states which provided the majority of African American immigrants to 

North Richmond during World War II. A brief discussion of these three musical 

styles will provide background for the discussion of the musical changes that 

occurred during the 1940s that profoundly affected the musical life of North 

Richmond.  

The Kansas City Big Band Style. Large Swing/Jazz bands ("Big Bands") were 

very popular with Black audiences throughout the United States from the 1930s to 

the early 1950s. These large ensembles primarily performed dance music and 

frequently incorporated Blues into their repertoire. The musical style that later came 

to be labeled "Swing" began in Kansas City in the 1920s when Kansas City was the 
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commercial center for a vast section of the United States that extended as far south as 

Houston, as far west as Albuquerque and as far north as Wyoming and South 

Dakota. It was also the cultural center for the region and home to a sizeable African 

American population, which grew quickly during the first three decades of the 

twentieth century.5 The Black district of Kansas City was home to numerous venues 

that featured live music and it was there that a new style of Jazz developed that drew 

upon a different mix of musical styles than had been present in New Orleans during 

Jazz's formative years. Early Kansas City Jazz, which has been characterized as a 

"country cousin" of New Orleans jazz, drew heavily upon Ragtime and vernacular 

forms of African American music, such as country dances, ballads and particularly 

Blues.6  

Kansas City was one of the early centers of Ragtime, which became a nationally 

popular form of music early in the twentieth century. When a new style of Jazz 

began to develop there in the 1920s, many of the bandleaders were pianists who were 

well-versed in Ragtime. The repetitive bass figures and short melodic passages that 

were characteristic of Ragtime helped set the basis for the development of a Jazz 

style based upon the "riff." "Riffs", short melodic figures presented in forceful 

rhythm, became the "point of departure and scaffolding" for ensemble performances 

                                                                                                                                     
4 Pearson, "Jump Steady. The Roots of R & B," 321. 
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and the most clearly distinguishing characteristic of the Kansas City Big Band style.7 

The framework supplied by the riff allowed space for what was the clear emphasis of 

the Kansas City style, improvisation by the various band members.  

Instrumental and vocal Blues were an important part of the repertoire of most 

Kansas City Big Bands. The strong impact of Blues on the Kansas City Big Band 

style owes much to the influence of the Texas-based Big Bands, commonly known 

as "Territory Bands." More isolated from national musical trends than Kansas City, 

the Big Band styles that developed in Texas in the mid-1920s were also heavily 

influenced by African American piano styles. However, the musical roots of Texas 

pianists lay more in Blues and Boogie-Woogie than in the Ragtime piano. New 

Orleans Jazz was also less of an influence on Black musicians in Texas than it was 

on Black musicians in Kansas City. The Territory Bands and the Kansas City Big 

Bands exerted a great deal of influence on each other. Kansas City as the "provincial 

capitol" of the Southwest offered the most lucrative opportunities for musicians from 

throughout the Southwest. Territory Bands also frequently employed Kansas City 

musicians as sidemen. Throughout the 1920s, there was frequent movement of 

musicians back and forth between the Kansas City and Texas-based bands. The 

vocalists of the Territory Bands developed a shout style of Blues singing that 

crystallized during the 1930s and became another defining feature of the Kansas City 

                                                                                                                                     
6 Ibid. 
7 Ibid., 48. 
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Big Band style. A number of Kansas City Blues shouters, most notably Joe Turner 

and Wynonie Harris, would become popular Rhythm & Blues vocalists during the 

1940s and later garner a few early Rock 'n' Roll hits.8 The Kansas City style of shout 

singing also influenced a number of West Coast Blues and R & B performers who 

came to prominence during the late 1940s, including Lowell Fulson, Charles Brown 

and Percy Mayfield.9 

The Kansas City and Texas-based Big Bands introduced a number of instrumental 

developments that would have a significant influence on R & B. The first was the 

rise to prominence of the saxophone as a solo instrument. The saxophone was added 

to the classic New Orleans Jazz combo front line of cornet, trombone and clarinet in 

the early 1920s but it was in Kansas City and the Southwest that the modern style of 

Jazz saxophone developed. In the hands of expert players, tenor and alto saxophones 

were able to mimic the vocal performances of Blues singers. The saxophone created 

an "elongation of the human voice with its great flexibility, many subtleties of 

articulation and dynamics, and nuances of pitch.”10 During the 1920s and 1930s, alto 

and tenor saxophonists became the featured soloists in most Kansas City and 

Territory Bands.11 The two other important developments came mainly from the 

                                                
8 Charlie Gillett, The Sound of the City (New York: Pantheon Books, 1970/1983 (Revised & 
Expanded Edition), 127-29. 
9 Keil, Urban Blues, 63. 
10 Russell, Jazz Style in Kansas City and the Southwest, 232. 
11 One indication of the dominance of the saxophone in the Kansas City and Territory bands was the 
almost complete abandonment of the clarinet by Southwestern reedmen. This contrasted with the 
continued use of the clarinet in the rest of the country. Ibid., 240.   
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Territory Bands. It was in the Territory Bands, during the 1930s, that the electric 

guitar was introduced. Pioneered by three Texas artists—Aaron Thibeaux "T-Bone" 

Walker (of Dallas), Eddie Durham (of San Marcos) and Charlie Christian (of Forth 

Worth)—electrification of the guitar significantly expanded the solo capabilities of 

the instrument.12 It was also in the Territory Bands, and some of the Kansas City-

based bands, that a new style of solo instrumental performance was introduced that 

would become a staple of R & B, and later of Rock 'n' Roll. Tenor saxophonists, 

such as Big Jay McNeely of Kansas City and Illinois Jacquet of Houston, introduced 

the style of playing that came to be called "honking". "Honkers" played their 

instrument with abandon, honking single notes, making sudden changes to freak high 

tones, and performing crazy stage antics. They built tension into their performances 

through the repetition of riffs with slight shifts in emphasis. Amira Baraka asserts 

that this was a musical reclaiming of the essentially African nature of Black popular 

music that had been distorted by the popularity of Swing, particularly the watered-

down versions performed by many White bands. 

[The honkers] would vie to see who could screech, or moan, or shout the 
loudest and longest on their instruments…. The riff itself was the basis for 
this kind of playing, the saxophonist repeating the riff much past any useful 
musical context, continuing it until he and the crowd were thoroughly 
exhausted physically and emotionally. The point, it seemed was to spend 
oneself with as much attention as possible, and also to make the instrument 
sound as unmusical, or as non-Western, as possible.13   
 

By the early 1940s, many musicians throughout the country were moving from 

                                                
12 Alan Govenar, Meeting the Blues (Dallas: Taylor Publishing Co., 1988), 5. 
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the large Jazz and Swing bands into smaller combos. Some of these small combos 

were formed by Kansas City musicians, such as Charlie Parker and Kenny Clark, 

who were interested in developing a more exploratory and less dance-oriented style 

of Jazz, which was later labeled Bebop. Other combos featured a more dance and 

vocally oriented form of performance that came to be known as Jump Blues (see 

next section). The typical Kansas City line-up for these combos consisted of electric 

guitar, tenor saxophone, string bass, piano and drums.14 Their repertoire featured 

Blues and novelty numbers). In both musical style and instrumentation, these 

combos were precursors of the R & B combos that would rise to prominence in 

Black popular music in the mid-1940s.   

Jump Blues. The development of R & B owes a great deal to a musical genre that 

was developed by some of the combos that spun off from Big Bands in the early 

1940s. This new genre was Jump Blues—up-tempo, Jazz-inflected blues that 

                                                                                                                                     
13 Baraka, Blues People, 172. 

The Kansas City Big Band Style: Representative Recordings 
 

Kansas City Bands 
- Bennie Moten's Kansas City Orchestra, 1923-29. Historical. 
   #HLP-9. 
- Kansas City Jazz. Decca. #8044. 

 
Territory Bands 

- Territory Bands. EMI. #7082. 
- Territory Bands, 1929-33. Historical. #HLP-26. 
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featured a driving rhythm, shout style vocals, Boogie-Woogie piano, and honking 

saxophone solos. In the early 1940s, Jump Blues combos sprang up throughout the 

United States. The typical Jump Blues combo consisted of piano, guitar, bass, drums, 

a vocalist and a tenor or alto saxophonist (sometimes with the addition of a second 

horn). The piano, guitar, bass and drums provided rhythmic support for the vocalist 

and saxophonist, typically laying down a light Boogie-Woogie or shuffle rhythm.  

Jump Blues lyrics dealt with many of the standard topics of the Blues—love, sex, 

drinking, partying—but with an amused detachment not typical of other Blues styles. 

This amused detachment was also a feature of the performance style of Jump Blues 

vocalists. The lightheaded, good-time atmosphere was heightened by the frequent 

inclusion of novelty songs. The most influential Jump Blues artist was Louis Jordan 

who, with his Tympany Five, had fifty-seven hits on the Black music charts between 

1942 and 1951. Louis Jordan and his Tympany Five was also one of the first Black 

bands to cross over and have hits on the popular charts, and Jordan was one of the 

most popular entertainers of the 1940s with Black and White audiences alike. During 

the mid-1930s, Jordan had honed his skills as an alto saxophonist and a vocalist as a 

member of Chick Webb's New York-based Jazz orchestra. After performing in the 

New York area for several years, Jordan's career suddenly took off with the success 

of his recording "Choo Choo Ch'Boogie" on first the Black and then the popular 

music charts. The song set the mold for his later hits: witty lyrics coolly, almost 

                                                                                                                                     
14 Keil, Urban Blues, 63. 
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sardonically, sung to a light, crisp rhythm. Jordan sang very clearly with no trace of a 

regional accent. However, his solo breaks on alto saxophone reflected his early years 

as a musician in his native Arkansas. His sax playing had a grittier tone and more 

vocalized inflection than was typically used by Northeastern Jazz saxophonists.15 

Jordan's style of singing and saxophone playing would have a great influence on the 

development of R & B as an essentially national style of African American music. 

Jordan's recordings were very popular with Black audiences throughout the United 

States and Blues and Swing performers soon added his songs to their repertoires. 

Jump Blues was particularly popular throughout the Southwest and a number of the 

artists from that region were instrumental in melding Jump Blues with other styles 

and creating the musical style that would soon be labeled Rhythm and Blues.  

Texas Urban Blues. The third musical style that contributed greatly to the 

                                                
15 Gillett, The Sound of the City, 135-36, Robert Palmer, Deep Blues (New York: Penguin Books, 
1981), 201-02. 

Jump Blues: Representative Recordings 
 

Louis Jordan 
- The Best of Louis Jordan. MCA. #MCAD-4079. 
 

 Other Artists 
- Amos Milburn, Amos. Chicken Shack Boogie. Pathe-Marcam. 

#156 141  
- Roy Milton, Roy. Roy Milton and His Solid Senders. Sonet. 

#5019.  
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emergence of Rhythm and Blues during the 1940s was Texas Blues, particularly the 

more urbanized style that had emerged during the 1930s. By the 1920s, two of the 

various regional styles of the Blues had emerged as the most influential: the Delta 

Blues of northwestern Mississippi and the Texas Country Blues of eastern Texas.16 

The characteristic “heavy” sound and “rough intensity” of the Delta Blues was 

created by a combination of musical elements: the constant repetition of short lyrical 

and melodic phrases, specific points of rhythmic emphasis, and a percussive, often 

"hypnotic," musical accompaniment.17 The Texas Country Blues had a quite 

different sound that featured a more relaxed vocal style, long free rhythms and a less 

dense accompaniment that tended to be less chordal than the Delta style and placed 

more emphasis single-string melodic lines.18  

The seminal figure in setting the style of Texas Country Blues was Dallas street 

singer Blind Lemon Jefferson, who became one of the most popular Black recording 

artists of the 1920s. Blues scholar Robert Palmer described Jefferson's singing as 

combining "sprightly phrasing" and an "ever-present hint of lonesome 

melancholy."19 Jefferson played his guitar in a Boogie-Woogie rhythm and answered 

                                                
16 The generally accepted label "Texas Country Blues" is a misnomer since a large number of Texas 
bluesmen, including the most influential among them, Blind Lemon Jefferson, were urban-based 
artists. David Evans, "Going up the Country: Blues in Texas and the Deep South," in Nothing but the 
Blues, ed. Lawrence Cohen (New York: Abbeville Press, 1993), 84. 
17 Keil, Urban Blues, 59. Samuel Charters, "Working on the Building: Roots and Influences," in 
Nothing but the Blues, ed. Lawrence Cohen (New York: Abbeville Press, 1993), 23, Keil, Urban 
Blues, 59, Palmer, Deep Blues, 44. 
18 Keil, Urban Blues, 59. 
19 Palmer, Deep Blues, 107. 
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his vocal lines with elaborate single-string figures.20 The Texas Country Blues style 

was carried on and developed in the 1930s and 1940s by artists, such as Sam 

“Lightnin’” Hopkins, who maintained Jefferson's relaxed vocal style and adapted his 

guitar style to the electric guitar, playing simpler lines more suited to the greater 

sustain made possible by amplification.21 The more modern style of “Texas Urban 

Blues” that emerged built upon the Texas Country Blues style. The key figure in 

defining the Texas Urban Blues style was Aaron Thibeaux Walker ("T-Bone" 

Walker) who would become one of the greatest influences on both the development 

of post-World War II Urban Blues styles and Rhythm & Blues. Walker's guitar 

playing and singing melded the relaxed intensity of the Texas Country Blues with the 

urbanity of the Kansas City Big Band sound and Jump Blues. As is often true of 

seminal figures in musical traditions, a personal connection played a role in 

determining Walker's role as a musical innovator. Blind Lemon Jefferson was a good 

friend of Walker's family and, as a child, he occasionally guided Jefferson to the 

street corners in Dallas where Jefferson performed.22 In the late 1920s, Walker 

released two recordings on Columbia Records that were very much in the Texas 

Country Blues style. At the same time, Walker was performing with a sixteen-piece 

Territory Band that traveled throughout Texas and Oklahoma. In the mid-1930s, 

Walker moved to Los Angeles to work as guitarist and vocalist with Les Hite's big 

                                                
20 Ibid., 44, 106-07. 
21 Evans, "Going up the Country: Blues in Texas and the Deep South," 84. 
22 Palmer, Deep Blues, 107, Pete Welding, "T-Bone Walker. The Complete Imperial Recordings, 
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band.23 During the remainder of the decade he developed an innovative style of 

Blues guitar playing that explored the expanded possibilities that electrification of 

the instrument opened up. His playing in both Les Hite's big band and his own small 

combos featured "advanced harmonic chording and his inventive use of jazz-

inflected arpeggios and runs."24  

In an interview with blues scholar Paul Trynka in the mid-1990s, Memphis-based 

bluesman Little Milton described the extent of Walker's influence on blues guitarists 

in the 1940s and 1950s and the new terrain it opened up for them. 

Every guitar player has tried at one time or another to sound like T-Bone 
Walker….To me he set a style and example that there's no way you could 
play the so-called progressive Blues without touching, somewhere in there, 
T-Bone Walker. It's like a trumpet player trying to play a trumpet and trying 
not to play a note of Louis Armstrong or WC Handy. It's literally 
impossible. He was the first guy to play single note solos, he used those Jazz 
chords, and his guitar accompanied his voice. He literally made the guitar 
sing to me, and talk to me. And most of the guitar players of that era were 
just chording, playing back-beat bass and stuff like that….his stuff spoke to 
me in a more sophisticated way.25  
 
… I've always had a thing about standing on a stage doing a full night of 
doing nothing but 12-bar blues - that would bore me. And T-Bone's style 
…meant I could let myself out into different pastures."26 
  

 
During the 1940s, a large number of Texas Blues artists relocated from Texas to 

California. Many of these artists became influential figures in setting musical styles 

in California. Like the shipyard workers, the musicians followed the main railroad 

                                                                                                                                     
1950-1954," (Hollywood, CA: EMI Records, USA, 1991), 4. 
23 Welding, "T-Bone Walker. The Complete Imperial Recordings, 1950-1954," 4. 
24 Shaw, Honkers and Shouters: The Golden Years of Rhythm and Blues, 113. 
25 Paul Trynka, Portrait of the Blues. America's Blues Musicians in Their Own Words (New York: Da 
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line from the areas they lived in. From Texas, the main railroad lines led west to Los 

Angeles. These railroad lines would subsequently become a route of musical 

interchange, carrying musicians and musical styles back and forth between Texas 

and California. The Texas Urban and Country Blues musicians who relocated to 

California often drew upon the diverse range of musical styles available in Texas, 

which included much more than Blues. Ragtime, Boogie-Woogie, Country ballads, 

and Western Swing, would also influence the musical styles that emerged in 

California during the 1940s and early 1950s. The center of development for these 

new musical styles was in Los Angeles, which became the major point of genesis for 

the collection of musical styles that would subsequently be labeled Rhythm and 

Blues. 

                                                                                                                                     
Capo Press, 1997), 64. 
26 Ibid., 6. 

Texas Blues: Representative Recordings 
 

a. Texas Country Blues 
- Blind Lemon Jefferson. King of the Country Blues. Yazoo.      

#L-1069. 
- Lighthin' Hopkins. The Complete Aladdin Recordings. 

Aladdin/EMI. #E2-96843.  
 

b.  Texas Urban Blues 
- T-Bone Walker. The Complete Imperial Recordings, 1950-

1954. Imperial. #CDP-7-96737-2.  
- Clarence "Gatemouth" Brown. The Original Peacock 

Recordings. Rounder  #2039.  
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The Influence of Gospel Music on R & B: The influence of Gospel music on 

Rhythm & Blues was seen in song lyrics, musical characteristics, and performance 

style. During the 1940s, R & B songwriters began to address universal concerns and 

appeals to heaven in their lyrics in contrast to the very personal and worldly focus of 

most Blues lyrics.27 During 1950s, Gospel-oriented themes would became a common 

feature of R & B songs. The singing style and stage presentation of male Gospel 

quartets would become a common feature of R & B performances by the mid-

1950s.28  

African American secular and sacred music had always exerted strong influences 

upon each other. Early Blues performers had often included sacred songs in their 

repertoire. This was occurring less frequently by the 1930s but African American 

performers continued to move back and forth between careers in sacred and secular 

music. However, the late 1940s and early 1950s saw an unprecedented blurring of 

the musical lines between sacred and secular music. The commercial success of the 

Dominoes, an R & B vocal group put together by a Gospel singing instructor, in the 

early 1950s encouraged numerous Gospel performers to try their hand at recording 

                                                
27 Gillett, The Sound of the City, 146, Gerard Herzhaft, Encyclopedia of the Blues., trans. Brigitte 
Debord (Fayetteville, AK: University of Arkansas Press, 1997), 128-29. 
28 During the 1940s, male Gospel quartets perfected the style of singing that they had been developing 
for twenty-five years. Baptist quartets also embraced the vocal techniques that Pentecostal and 
Holiness Church singers had been using since the 1920s. Baptist Gospel singers largely abandoned the 
trained vocal style and concert demeanor that had characterized their performances, and sought to 
create music that would arouse their listeners and "wreck emotional havoc." 28 Boyer, How Sweet the 
Sound: The Golden Age of Gospel, 49. 
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secular material. Many of these performers—including Clyde McPhatter, Sam 

Cooke, and North Richmond's Joe Simon—began their musical careers with Gospel 

quartets. The influence of Gospel musical styles was also heard in the works of such 

secular artists as Ray Charles who incorporated gospel musical style and techniques 

into their performances (Gillett 1970:155).29  

Rhytym & Blues Emerges as a Distinct Genre. The development of Rhythm & 

Blues as a distinct genre during the second half of the 1940s was precipitated by a 

convergence of sociological, cultural, technological, and economic factors. In 

Honkers and Shouters: The Golden Years of Rhythm and Blues, Arnold Shaw offers 

a brief passage that succinctly summarizes these factors.  

Economically, R & B was a product of the jukebox, the shortage of disks in 
black locations, and the rising purchasing power of black people during and 
after World War II. Technologically, R & B was made possible by the 
development of tape recording, a process that brought the cost of making 
masters within the reach of small entrepreneurs. Psychologically, it was an 
expression of a people enjoying a new sense of freedom, hemmed in though 
that freedom was by ghettos. R & B disks helped blacks establish a new 
identity—the kind that led a little old black lady to refuse to yield her seat to 
a white in an Alabama bus; that led to the rise of Martin Luther King, Jr.; 
and that resulted in the 1954 Supreme Court ruling on school 
desegregation."30  

 

A few other important factors merit at least brief mention. R & B pioneer Johnny 

Otis has pointed out that the massive migration of African American out of the South 

during the 1940s was instrumental in transforming the market for Black music from 

                                                
29 Before becoming a headliner, Charles had played organ in Percy Mayfield’s band.  
30 Shaw, Honkers and Shouters: The Golden Years of Rhythm and Blues, xvi. 
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a collection of regional markets into a single national market.31 Otis also points out 

the influence economic factors had upon the make-up of R & B combos and the 

development of R & B musical style. By the mid-1940s, Big Bands were no longer 

economically feasible. Otis maintains that the early R & B combos were efforts to 

create a Big Band sound with a small combo.32 This led to a transformation of 

musical style because a small combo did not need the written arrangements that big 

bands relied upon.33 Amplification further transformed the line-up of the R & B 

combo as the electric bass and organ soon followed the electric guitar.  

The crossover success of several early R & B artists helped give economic 

impetus to the growth of R & B. Crossovers of Black artists to the pop charts had 

occurred in the 1930s and early 1940s but "the crossover concept was inherent in     

R & B from the start."34 The crossover success of "I Wonder" by Cecil Gant on the 

pop charts in 1945 precipitated the initial explosion of R& B record companies. 

These companies produced records for the Black market but always hoped for a hit 

                                                
31 Steve Chapple and Reebee Garafalo, Rock 'N' Roll Is Here to Pay (Chicago: Nelson-Hall, Inc., 
1977), 29-30, Otis, Garafalo, and Maultsby, "Symposium: Views of Johnny Otis-His Music, Life and 
the Rhythm and Blues Era". 
32 In fact, many of the artists who found success in early R & B had Big Band experience, including 
Johnny Otis, T-Bone Walker, Roy Milton, and Joe Liggins. Chapple and Garafalo, Rock 'N' Roll Is 
Here to Pay, 233.  
33 Otis, Garafalo, and Maultsby, "Symposium: Views of Johnny Otis-His Music, Life and the Rhythm 
and Blues Era". 
34 Shaw, Honkers and Shouters: The Golden Years of Rhythm and Blues, 524.The term "crossover" 
has typically been used to refer to an artist from a 'secondary' market, such as Country & Western, 
Latin, or Rhythm & Blues, achieving hit status in the mainstream or pop market. Crossover can be 
used to denote multiple chart listings in any direction but its most common usage in popular music 
history has been to connote movement from the margin to the mainstream. Reebee Garafalo, "Black 
Popular Music: Crossing over or Going Under?," in Rock and Popular Music: Politics, Policies, 
Institutions, ed. John Shepherd, et al. (London and New York: Routledge, 1993), 231. 
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in the larger White pop market.35 Many of them searched for Black artists who had 

the "Whiter" sound that they felt was the key to the success of Gant and the other so-

called "sepia Sinatras."36 This search was a curious precursor to the quest of 

independent record companies in the 1950s for a White artist that "sounded Black," 

which paid of for Sam Phillips of Sun Records in Memphis when he discovered 

Elvis Presley.  

R & B musically (and lyrically) expressed the changing attitudes and mores of the 

new immigrants from the South who were adjusting to life in the urban centers of the 

East, Midwest and West.  

Successfully marketed to urban consumers [and rural folk who wished to 
be], R & B embodied the latest fads in language and dance; it spoke of 
heroes and even consumer goods now within the reach of postwar blacks—
automobiles, clothing, popular beverages. An index of African-American 
popular culture, R & B presaged a consumer mentality concerned with this 
week’s current hits, in contrast to the popular music of the 1920s and 1930s, 
when a record might sell for five years or more…. Urban workers had the 
money for leisure activites and for buying records.37  

 
During the 1940s, the music that would come to bear the label Rhythm and Blues 

was roughly divided into two styles: a relaxed, soft, almost crooning style and a 

harder, driving style.38 Though Los Angeles was home to some practitioners of the 

"hard" style, it was the most influential center in the development of the "soft" style 

of R & B.39  

                                                
35 Shaw, Honkers and Shouters: The Golden Years of Rhythm and Blues, 524. 
36 Ibid., xviii. 
37 Pearson, "Jump Steady. The Roots of R & B," 317-18. 
38 Shaw, Honkers and Shouters: The Golden Years of Rhythm and Blues, 102. 
39 The "hard" style of R & B was associated with New York City, New Orleans, Kansas City and a 
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Los Angeles: Los Angeles was an important center of the development of 

Rhythm and Blues during the 1940s. Johnny Otis, who was a popular performer and 

clubowner in Los Angeles during the 1940s, states that R & B started in Los 

Angeles:   

Roy Milton was here, Joe Liggins was here, T-Bone Walker was here, 
Charles Brown was here, I was here, and others too. By forty-eight or forty-
nine it was set—we had an art form, though we didn't know it then.40  
 

While this claim may be hyperbolic, the music scene in Los Angeles was without 

doubt highly influential on the development of early R & B.  The relocation of Texas 

Blues artists to Los Angeles, which began in the 1930s, turned into a flood in the 

1940s.41 The commercial success of T-Bone Walker in the early 1940s helped 

encourage many Black musicians from the Southwest to try their hand in California. 

Many of these artists moved back and forth between Texas and Los Angeles, 

recording and performing in both areas.42   

A Jazz scene had existed in Los Angeles since the early 1900s and, with the influx 

of Blues artists from Texas, and other states, Blues and Jazz began to mix in the 

nightclubs on Central Avenue.43 A "ballad style" of piano Blues (also known as 

"Club Blues" and "Cocktail Blues") soon emerged from this fusion of musical styles, 

                                                                                                                                     
number of Midwestern cities. Otis, Garafalo, and Maultsby, "Symposium: Views of Johnny Otis-His 
Music, Life and the Rhythm and Blues Era".  
40 Quoted in Shaw, Honkers and Shouters: The Golden Years of Rhythm and Blues, xvi-xvii. 
41 Mark A. Humphrey, "(Liner Notes) Lowell Fulson. My First Recordings," ( El Cerrito, CA: 
Arhoolie Record, 1997), 175. 
42 Govenar, Meeting the Blues, 165. 
43 Mark A. Humphrey, "Bright Lights, Big City. Urban Blues," in Nothing but the Blues, ed. 
Lawrence Cohen (New York: Abbeville Press, 1992), 175. 
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which drew upon Boogie-Woogie and Big Band Swing.44 The first Los Angeles-

based performer to find national success with this "softer blues" style was Cecil Gant 

from Tennessee.45 However, Texas pianists, who had relocated to Los Angeles, were 

the instrumental figures in the development of this musical style. The most 

influential, though not as commercially successful as fellow Texan "Ivory" Joe 

Hunter, was pianist and singer Charles Brown.  

A former high school teacher and Army research chemist, Charles Brown found 

his first major success in Los Angeles during the mid-1940s as the pianist for Johnny 

Moore's Three Blazers. Brown began his career as a vocalist when a club owner 

insisted that the trio sing. The major influence on Bown’s vocal style was Nat "King" 

Cole whose trio was a popular attraction in Los Angeles clubs. Cole was already a 

well-known Jazz pianist, whose recordings had found success with both Black and 

White audiences, when he began his singing career in 1943. His relaxed vocal style 

had more in common with the crooning style of White artists such as Bing Crosby 

and Perry Como than with African American musical traditions. Cole, whose 

recordings were more popular with White than with Black audiences, was one of the 

first African American artists who could simply be identified as a Pop music 

singer.46 Johnny Moore's Three Blazers applied Cole's vocal style to the Blues idiom. 

                                                
44 Gillett, The Sound of the City, 142, Govenar, Meeting the Blues, 165. 
45 Gant recorded the record that is often cited as starting the commercial explosion of R &B, "I 
Wonder," at Gilt Edge Records in Los Angeles in late 1944. Shaw, Honkers and Shouters: The 
Golden Years of Rhythm and Blues, 89.  
46 Gillett, The Sound of the City, 143. 
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Charles Brown's "mellow afterhours" vocals were set to a gentle accompaniment of 

piano, guitar and bass (with the occasional addition of a saxophone).47 The Three 

Blazers worked in both Black and White clubs in Los Angeles, performing sweet 

pop tunes for White audiences and Blues for Black audiences.48 In 1946, "Driftin' 

Blues" was released as both a Three Blazers and a Charles Brown record and sold 

close to a million copies. In 1948, Brown left the Three Blazers and continued to 

have commercial success with Blues ballads such as "Trouble Blues" and "Homesick 

Blues." Numerous performers—including Cecil Gant, Percy Mayfield, Amos 

Milburn, Floyd Dixon, and Ray Charles—who would make significant contributions 

to the development of R & B—were strongly influenced by Brown's vocal and piano 

styles.  

Changes in the Blues song form were part of the development of Rhythm & 

Blues. These were seen most often in the soft style of R & B and Los Angeles-based 

songwriters were instrumental in introducing and popularizing these new song forms. 

Many early soft R & B hits, such as Cecil Gant's "I Wonder," bore more resemblance 

to ballads than to Blues. However, most early R & B songs were based on the Blues 

song form and used its customary AAB lyrical structures. One early extension of the 

Blues form that became common in R & B was the addition of a bridge section that 

contrasted with the lyrical structure of the verses. Los Angeles-based songwriter and 

                                                
47 Ibid, Shaw, Honkers and Shouters: The Golden Years of Rhythm and Blues, 93. 
48 Lee Hildebrand and Judith Moore Moore, "Merry Christmas Baby," East Bay Express 7, no. 1 
(1984): 30. 
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performer, Percy Mayfield, was a pivotal figure in popularizing this song structure. 

His "Please Send Me Someone to Love"—also recorded by many other R & B 

artists—which used this song structure was one of the most influential R & B songs 

of the early 1950s. Mayfield’s use of “Gospel” themes in his songwriting was also a 

significant influence upon other R & B songwriters and performers.  

Though more associated with other parts of the country, some Los Angeles-based 

artists were experimenting with a "harder" blues style that would also soon be 

included under the label R & B (and later Rock 'n' Roll). Some Los Angeles-based 

artists, such as Johnny Otis and Roy Milton, were important innovators of this harder 

edged style. Roy Milton's "R.M. Blues", released in 1946, was reportedly the first 

record to sell over a million copies in the Black market.49 R & B combos that 

performed in its harder style also put a high premium on showmanship, featuring 

synchronized moves and frantic stage routines. Horn players would walk out into the 

audience, sometimes even outside to the street, as they blasted out solos. Saxophone 

players would lie on their back, kicking the air. Guitarists, such as T-Bone Walker 

and Guitar Slim would play their guitars behind their backs or leap in the air and 

land in splits.50 This style of performance, though not new among Blues artists, 

would cause a major sensation in the mid-1950s as R & B became popular with 

young White listeners and a new offshoot of R & B, Rock 'n' Roll, became a national 

                                                
49 Gillett, The Sound of the City, 135. 
50 Pearson, "Jump Steady. The Roots of R & B," 237. 
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sensation. 

 

The next chapter shifts attention back to North Richmond. The development of 

Rhythm & Blues as a national style of Black music exerted a powerful influence on 

the musical culture of African American communities throughout the country. For 

African American communities in California, Los Angeles was the clear cultural 

hub—a provincial capitol for the West Coast in the same sense that Kansas City, a 

decade earlier, had been for the Southwest. Musical developments in Los Angeles 

were quickly spread by artists working the "chitlin' circuit" of Black nightclubs that 

stretched from San Diego to Portland. Los Angeles was the major recording center 

for Black music on the West Coast and drew artists looking for a hit record that 

would help them "break out" and become national artists. These forces were keenly 

felt by local artists in North Richmond and had a profound influence upon the 

Musical Community that developed there. 

Los Angeles Rhythm & Blues: Representative Recordings 
 

a. “Club Blues"  
- Charles Brown. Drifting Blues: The Best of Charles Brown. 

Pathe-Marconi. #154 661-1. 
- Ivory Joe Hunter. Since I Met You Baby: The Best of Ivory Joe 

Hunter. Mercury. #830897.  
- Percy Mayfield. The Poet of the Blues. Specialty. #7001.  

  
 b. “Harder" R & B 

- Floyd Dixon, Floyd. Opportunity Blues. Route 66. # KIX 1.  
       - Roy Milton. Roy Milton and His Solid Sender. Sonet #5019.  
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Chapter Five: North Richmond  

and the "Oakland" Sound 

 

The stylistic changes that were occurring nationally during the 1940s were felt at 

ground level in the nightclubs in North Richmond. The first clubs that sprang up 

during the mid-1940s featured local musicians, many of whom had "day jobs" in the 

shipyards or other local industries. Most were recent arrivals from the Southwestern 

states that accounted for the majority of African American immigrants to Richmond 

and shared their musical tastes. However, a second group of musicians arrived in the 

Bay Area during the late 1940s and 1950s that had more varied points of origin and 

more eclectic musical tastes. These individuals saw themselves first and foremost as 

musicians. As the music scenes in North Richmond and West Oakland grew, they 

became lucrative sources of employment and attracted individuals from throughout 

the country who were intent on making their careers as musicians and entertainers. 

Many of these musicians came from the Southwest but there were also a large 

number from the South and Midwest. Additionally, a number of musicians who 

began their musical careers in Los Angeles decided to relocate to Northern 

California where they felt their chances for success were better. Kansas City-born 

Jimmy McCracklin described the reasons he left Los Angeles for North Richmond in 

the late 1940s. 
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In L.A., the competition was so strong….You got at least five hundred more 
clubs than you got in this area. So, you want to get in these little nightclubs 
like I was trying to get in the little, small spots—people would walk in for 
you and hear you and all that. So you have to come where you can get 
action.1    
 

The styles of music played in the North Richmond clubs reflected the musical 

styles of the musicians' home regions and the emerging national genre Rhythm & 

Blues. Texas Urban Blues, Jump Blues and the "softer" styles of R & B, usually 

associated with Los Angeles, were particular influential on African American 

musicians in North Richmond. A number of factors contributed to the strong 

influence of Los Angeles on the blues scene in North Richmond. Los Angeles was 

the center of Black music on the West Coast and the location of the vast majority of 

West Coast record companies. This made it the most obvious road to national 

success for Bay Area artists. The circuit of Black nightclubs extended north from 

Los Angeles to the Bay Area (and on to Portland, Oregon) also helped spread 

musical styles popular in Los Angeles. Additionally , influential Los Angeles-based 

artists, such as T-Bone Walker, Ivory Joe Hunter and Charles Brown, made frequent 

appearances in local clubs in North Richmond and nearby West Oakland.  

The blues scene in North Richmond was in full swing by the mid-1940s. The 

nightclubs ranged from small juke joints, like the Dew Drop Inn, to Tapper's Inn, an 

entertainment complex that included a nightclub and first-class restaurant that 

operated around the clock. The performers featured in these clubs ranged from local 

                                                
1McCracklin, "Interview by Author."     
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musicians trying to get a start in the music business to nationally known Black 

entertainers.2 Tapper’s Inn was the premier venue in North Richmond but smaller 

local clubs also grew in prominence as the blues scene in North Richmond became 

more vibrant. In the mid-1940s, the Club Savoy began to feature popular local acts, 

such as Lowell Fulson, L.C. Robinson and the owner Granny Johnson’s brother-in-

law Jimmy McCracklin.3 The national success of Lowell Fulson as a recording artist, 

which began in 1947, undoubtedly helped establish the Club Savoy as a popular 

nightspot. Fulson, who got his start at the Club Savoy while still holding a shipyard 

job, quickly became the most popular local entertainer in the North Richmond club 

scene. In the 1970s, Fulson recalled his start at the Club Savoy in an interview with 

Rhythm & Blues historian Arnold Shaw. 

[I played for] Ten dollars a night, three nights a week to add to the shipyard 
money… wound up getting fifty dollars a night.… I kept the place packed, 
and they didn't want to lose me….4  

 
By the late 1940s, the Club Savoy regularly featured nationally popular acts on 

weekend nights and local musicians on weekday nights.5  

Minnie Lue's, which opened in 1948, began as a small club but soon moved to a 

larger location. By the early 1950s, it was featuring prominent local and national 

acts. It also became the Bay Area base for Lowell Fulson, who had moved to Los 

Angeles to advance his national career. Fulson had a longstanding romantic 

                                                
2 Ibid., 57-59, Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987. 
3 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
4 Quoted in Shaw, Honkers and Shouters: The Golden Years of Rhythm and Blues, 108-09. 
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relationship with clubowner Minnie Lue Nichols and often spent extended periods in 

North Richmond. In the mid-1950s, Jimmy McCracklin took over the Brown Derby 

and renamed it McCracklin's Inn. It soon became one of the most popular nightspots 

in North Richmond, featuring McCracklin when he was in town and other popular 

local acts when he was on the road. The numerous smaller clubs in North Richmond 

regularly featured live entertainment, providing  places where local musicians could 

perform and hone their skills.6 By the late 1940s, North Richmond was one of the 

primary stopping points for performers working the string of clubs that extended 

between Los Angeles and the Bay Area and then north to Portland. Well-known Los 

Angeles performers, such as Pee Wee Crayton and Amos Milburn, became regulars 

in North Richmond clubs.  

Marjorie Woodward, who was a regular clubgoer and worked at several clubs, 

credits musician Clarence “Little Red” Tenpenny with bringing live music to North 

Richmond when he started a jam session at the Dew Drop Inn in the mid-1940s.7 

Little Red soon moved the jam session down the street to the Club Savoy and, a little 

while later, organized another jam session at the Brown Derby.8 Soon, a number of 

clubs held jam sessions and they became an important part of North Richmond’s 

                                                                                                                                     
5 Saine et al., "Interview by Author." 
6 Ibid. 
7 Woodward, "Interview by Author." Little Red's memory is that a few North Richmond nightclubs 
were already hiring local bands two or three nights a week. Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
8 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
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blues scene.9 Usually held on weekend afternoons, the jam sessions drew Blues and 

Jazz musicians from throughout the Bay Area. At most, jam sessions, experienced 

musicians mixed with amateur instrumentalists and singers. The success of the jam 

sessions led several local clubs to hold talent shows or shows on Sunday 

afternoons.10 

Clarence “Little Red” Tenpenny was one of a group of local club musicians who 

formed the heart of the North Richmond blues scene. Many of these musicians lived 

in North Richmond but the blues scene also drew African American musicians from 

throughout the Bay Area. They included bandleaders, such as Jimmy McCracklin, 

L.C. Robinson, and Lowell Fulson (before he moved to Los Angeles), who 

frequently appeared as headliners in local clubs, and journeyman musicians, who 

worked as sidemen and occasional headliners. These musicians worked the circuit of 

Bay Area clubs and frequently played as far away as Stockton and Fresno.11 Their 

engagements in the more rural San Joaquin Valley communities of Stockton and 

Fresno helped introduce more urban styles of blues there. Drummer and bandleader 

Little Red recalls that when he first played in Stockton and Fresno, the bands that 

played the clubs there played primarily Texas Country Blues. However, once Bay 

Area artists started playing there regularly, they learned to accept and enjoy a variety 

                                                
9 Woodward, "Interview by Author." 
10 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author.", Woodward, "Interview by Author." 
11 Tom Mazzolini, "Bob Kelton: Early Oakland Blues," Living Blues 62 (1984): 16, Tenpenny, 
"Interview by Author." 
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of musical styles.12  

Some local headliners, hoping to make it big and break out of the local music 

scene, organized larger tours. L.C. “Good Rockin’” Robinson played clubs 

throughout California and his home state of Texas. Jimmy McCracklin had his eye 

on national success and frequently left North Richmond for months at a time to tour. 

During the early part of his career, he would leave his regular band in North 

Richmond and go out alone or with just one or two supporting musicians.13 Once he 

became better known and the tours became more profitable, McCracklin brought his 

entire band on tour. In the mid-1950s, he began touring as an opening act for several 

nationally popular entertainers who had seen him perform in local clubs. His big 

break came on a national tour for Big Joe Turner in 1957. During a stop in Chicago, 

Chess Records agreed to release one of his recordings, "The Walk" which became a 

hit on both the R & B and pop charts.14 The frequent touring of the bigger local 

names also helped their careers locally. This was particularly true for Lowell Fulson 

and Jimmy McCracklin who tended to become an "everyday thing" in North 

Richmond when they were in town for extended periods. However, when they 

returned to town from a tour, people flocked to see them at Minnie Lue's or the Club 

Savoy.15  

The journeyman musicians active in the North Richmond blues scene included a 

                                                
12 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
13 McCracklin, "Interview by Author." 
14 Ibid. 
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few who had been playing in Black clubs in Oakland prior to the World War II, such 

as pianist Count Otis Matthews, but most had come to the Bay Area during or shortly 

after World War II. Musicians, such as pianists King Solomon, Owen Felder and 

Tommy Ramerson, worked with a variety of local acts and as pick-up musicians for 

national acts when they passed through North Richmond or West Oakland. Guitarists 

Bob Kelton, Lafayette Thomas and Little Pee Wee worked as sidemen for 

McCracklin, Fulson and other local acts and Kelton also fronted his own band that 

frequently featured North Richmond vocalist Cardella DeMilo.16 Other local singers 

included Mercy Dee Walton, Willie B. Huff and harmonica player Sidney Maiden, 

who frequently worked with K.C. Douglas’ band. Mercy Dee Walton, who was 

originally from Austin and had performed with Big Jay McNeely's big band before 

moving to California, frequently performed in North Richmond supported by local 

club musicians. Sugar Pie DeSanto of San Francisco, who would have a few national 

hits during the 1960s (and is still performing today), also regularly worked North 

Richmond clubs with her partner North Richmond guitarist Little Pee Wee.17 Many 

local club musicians regularly worked on sessions produced by Oakland-based 

record producer Bob Geddins and quite a few had songs released under their names 

on one of Geddins’ labels.18  

                                                                                                                                     
15 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
16 Mazzolini, "Bob Kelton: Early Oakland Blues," 16. 
17 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author.", Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
18 Govenar, Meeting the Blues, 207, Lee Hildebrand, "A Life in the Blues," East Bay Express, March 
15, 1991, 125. Among North Richmond club musicians who released songs on Geddins’ labels were 
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The saxophone, which was an integral part of the sound of African American 

popular music during the 1940s and 1950s, was prominently featured in a variety of 

large and small combos in North Richmond. The playing of local horn players was 

influenced by a variety of popular genres, particularly Jump Blues, Swing and 

Bebop. The most popular saxophonist was alto player Joe Conright who worked with 

Jimmy McCracklin's band and Little Red’s Dukes of Rhythm.19 Earl Brown, who 

grew up in North Richmond, began his musical career while he was still in junior 

high school. Brown, a talented alto saxophonist, quickly became popular in the local 

club scene.  

…even when he was a youngster and didn't know but three songs…he could 
play them three, mix it up all night .The crowd would just go crazy.20 
 

Brown would later play and record with Lowell Fulson's band for much of the 

1950s.21 Saxophonists Willie Moore and "Lovey" Lovejoy were also active in the 

local club scene during the 1950s, as were John Handy, Sonny Simmons and 

Pharaoh Saunders who would become well-known Jazz musicians a decade later.22 

One of the few local trumpet players was Willie Pryor, who was nicknamed "Bebop" 

by local musicians because of the heavy influence of Jazz trumpet player Dizzy 

                                                                                                                                     
K.C. Douglas, Mercy Dee Walton, Willie B Huff, Sidney Maiden and  Robert Kelton (in addition to 
local “stars” Lowell Fulson and Jimmy McCracklin)..  
19 Lee Hildebrand, "(Liner Notes) Oakland Blues," (El Cerrito, CA: Arhoolie Records, 1970). 
20 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
21 Shaw, Honkers and Shouters: The Golden Years of Rhythm and Blues, 112, Tenpenny, "Interview 
by Author.", Ray Topping, "(Liner Notes) Jimmy Mccracklin and His Blues Blasters. The Modern 
Recordings 1948-1950," (London: Ace Records, Ltd., 1999). 
22 Hildebrand, "(Liner Notes) Oakland Blues.", Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
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Gillespie on his playing.23 

A group of local drummers, including Clarence “Little Red” Tenpenny, Victor 

Green, Teddy Winston and Smiley Winters, were an integral part of the local club 

scene.24 Winston, a former Swing drummer, worked for several decades as the 

regular drummer for bandleader L.C. Robinson. Winston also worked with other 

local acts and occasionally fronted his own band.25 Smiley Winters, who played with 

both Blues and Jazz artists, remained an active part of the Bay Area blues scenes up 

until his death in the early 1990s. “Little Red" was a fixture of the North Richmond 

blues scene during the 1940s and 1950s. He was Jimmy McCracklin's first drummer 

and, as  house drummer for several nightclubs in North Richmond, he played with 

nationally prominent artists, such as T-Bone Walker and Ivory Joe Hunter, when 

they appeared locally. In the early 1950s, Little Red left Jimmy McCracklin and 

formed his own revue, Little Red and the Dukes of Rhythm, that worked the circuit 

of Bay Area Black clubs. The Dukes of Rhythms served as a training ground for 

many sidemen who later moved on to careers with Jimmy McCracklin, Lowell 

Fulson and others.26 During its early years, the revue frequently played at the Club 

Savoy with a line-up that included a rhythm section of bass, drums, piano and guitar 

plus one or two horn players, a female vocalist, and sometimes a female shake 

                                                
23 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
24 Hildebrand, "(Liner Notes) Oakland Blues.", Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
25 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
26 Among the sidemen who with the Dukes of Rhythme were  guitarist Little Pee Wee, pianist Owen 
Felder and horn players Earl Brown, Willie Pryor and Lovey Lovejoy. Ibid, Tenpenny, "Interview by 
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dancer.27 The female singers featured with the band included local Blues singer 

Willie B. Huff and several female impersonators, including Pauline Hunt and Jean 

LaRue. Singer and dancer Jean LaRue, who sang with the Dukes of Rhythm, was 

particularly popular with local audiences. She also had a successful solo career and 

often made a separate deal with the club owner when she sang with the Dukes of 

Rhythm.28 In the late 1950s, Little Red moved to nearby Pittsburg, California and 

expanded the line-up of the Dukes of Rhythm to include three or four female dancers 

and occasionally roller skaters or other novelty acts. More than other popular local 

acts, the performances of the Dukes of Rhythms were rooted in the vaudeville 

tradition as in Blues, Jazz and Swing.  

By the mid-1950s, a high degree of showmanship was a common feature of 

performances in North Richmond clubs. Transplanted Texan L.C. Robinson was the 

local performer best known for his showmanship.29 During the 1940s, he developed 

two trademark gimmicks. The first was to beat on a pole on the stage or in the 

middle of the dance floor to create rhythmic breaks, often creating a call and 

response with his drummer. The second was a common gimmick also used by many 

R & B performers. Robinson put on an extra long cord on his electric guitar so he 

                                                                                                                                     
Author." 
27 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author.", Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
28 The participation of female and male impersonators in African American entertainment is discussed 
in Jeffrey Callen, "Gender Crossings: A Neglected History in African American Music," in Queering 
the Popular Pitch, ed. Sheila Whiteley and Jennifer Rycenga (New York and London: Routledge, 
2006).  
29 Hildebrand, "(Liner Notes) Oakland Blues.", Mazzolini, "Bob Kelton: Early Oakland Blues," 15. 
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could walk out through the crowd into the street outside the club during his solos and 

then return to the stage. Clarence “Little Red” Tenpenny remembers that a number of 

other local musicians also played with extra long cords on their guitars so they could 

incorporate this gimmick into their performances.30 Early in the 1950s, some of the 

younger local musicians brought a new gimmick into the club scene: bar walking. 

Little Red recalls that the first time he saw it was during a performance of his band at 

a club in Stockton.  

I looked around and [Earl Brown] was on the bar. Then Floyd just drug the 
bass up and straddled it. From then on if the place was high enough, he was 
up there…. [T]he youngsters…were ready for it every night.31 

 
In interviews, longtime residents of North Richmond, including musicians and 

others who had been active in the nightclub scene, describe a diversity of musical 

styles in local nightclubs. When asked about the music that was performed in the 

clubs, longtime residents emphasize its variety. Marjorie Woodward, a regular 

clubgoer during the 1940s and 1950s who also worked in three of the prominent 

nightclubs in North Richmond, offered a typical description of the music in the 

clubs:  

…it all depends on whoever came in, their type of music that's what it was. 
You would have Jazz, sometimes, and Blues and honky-tonk.32  
 

Clarence “Little Red” Tenpenny recalls that, when he first arrived in North 

                                                                                                                                     
Robinson, who also ran a drycleaners in Berkeley, continued to use the same gimmicks in his 
performances in local clubs through the 1970s.  
30 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
31 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
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Richmond in the mid-1940s, many of the clubs featured just Blues but that soon the 

music offered began to diversify to meet the varied tastes of the new immigrants and 

the tastes of the musicians themselves: 

…during the war, the shipyard times, people came from different places… 
here to work and it wasn't only the South. It wasn't just the Blues. But when 
you mixed it up, you had to satisfy everyboy. And maybe this guy who likes 
Blues, you could play something he might like it.33  
 

The primary reflection of the co-existence a variety of musical styles in the local 

blues scene was in the different styles performed by bands that that played local 

nightclubs, sometimes on the same bill.34 Performers also frequently mixed different 

musical styles in their club performances in hopes of satisfying the various members 

of their audience and as a means of keeping control of the crowd. 

And lots of times, you play all blues and you got a house full of drinking, he 
goes to thinking, there's trouble. So, you got to have something else to get 
his mind off of it…. So, I tell you at Tapper's Inn, as soon as a fight broke 
out, [Tapper] would come up and say, play something fast, play something 
fast.35  
 

However, many local  bands, such as Little Red’s revue, the Dukes of Rhythm 

played a diverse mix of musical styles. Their regular set list from the 1950s included 

an eclectic mix of Blues, Jump and Swing numbers, torch songs and a handful of 

Rock 'n' Roll and country numbers (See figure on the following page). The country 

repertoire resulted from his occasional gigs at White-only nightclubs in the Bay  

                                                                                                                                     
32 Woodward, "Interview by Author." 
33 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
34 Guitarist Robert Kelton recalls playing on several double bills at the Richmond Auditorium that 
featured the boogie-based Blues of Jimmy McCracklin's first band and the smooth Los Angeles Club 
Blues of  Johnny Moore's Three Blazers. Mazzolini, "Bob Kelton: Early Oakland Blues," 14-15. 
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35 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 

Figure 1:  Mid-1950s Set List of Little Red and the Dukes of Rhythms 
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Area.36 Eclecticism in musical styles was also found in the works of other prominent 

local artists. Transplanted Texan L.C. "Good Rockin'" Robinson was another The 

recorded work of Robinson, Douglas and other North Richmond and Oakland artists 

demonstrates the eclectic mix of music that was featured in the clubs in North 

Richmond. This eclecticism can also be seen in the recorded work of the two most 

successful and influential artists who came out of the North Richmond club scene 

during the 1940s and 1950s: Lowell Fulson and Jimmy McCracklin.  

Lowell Fulson is considered by many to be the artist second in importance to T-

Bone Walker in setting the style of post-war Urban Blues. He made his first 

recordings for Oakland record producer Bob Geddins in 1946, shortly after being 

discharged from the Navy (Evans 1983:83). These recordings were in the Texas 

Country Blues style that he had learned as a child in Oklahoma and featured Fulson 

backed by his brother Martin on rhythm guitar.37 Shortly after making his initial 

recordings for Geddins, Fulson put together a small combo and started performing in 

local nightclubs, beginning at the Club Savoy in North Richmond (Shaw 1978:108-

109). Fulson, who had led a Jump Blues combo during the war while stationed in 

Guam, soon started to change his style to fit what the audiences in the clubs wanted 

to hear. Referring to his early club dates playing Texas Country Blues, Fulson told 

ethnomusicologist Willie Collins in 1993:  

                                                
36 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
37 "My First Recordings"(Arhoolie #CD443) is a collection of Fulson's early recordings with his 
brother Martin or a small combo is a good representation of his early style. 
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I couldn't get no gigs playing that … stuff. They wanted to hear me sing the 
blues; but at the same time wanted a kind of a band sound with it… they 
wanted to be able to dance to it.38 
  

Fulson began to develop a new sound that was heavily influenced by T-Bone 

Walker and Louis Jordan. Influenced by the recordings of popular Big Band 

vocalists Jimmy Rushing and Billy Eckstine, Fulson also began to develop a 

smoother, less "country", vocal style.39 Fulson found that his new sound brought him 

greater success on the local club circuit. As he later explained,  

The smoother the music was, the bigger the houses was, upper class of 
house you would get into, and the money, and you was recognized.40 
 

In Portrait of the Blues, Paul Trynka describes the eclectic mix of musical 

styles that influential post-war Urban Blues artists, such Fulson, B.B. King, 

Little Milton, and Bobby Bland, drew upon. Their musical influences 

included a variety of rural and urban Blues styles and: 

…the likes of Charlie Christian, Django Reinhardt or Bob Wills and his 
Texas Playboys, directly from the vinyl. As a result they wrote intelligent, 
slick pop songs which bear little relation to many of the tired and predictable 
retreads that pass for Blues, forty years later.41  
 

Fulson continued to record the Texas Country Blues that producer Geddins 

wanted, and had his first national hit in 1948 with "Three O'Clock Blues." However, 

he was unhappy with Geddins' reluctance to put his new sound on record. In 1951, 

Fulson began recording for Los Angeles record company Swing Time that allowed 

                                                
38 Trynka, Portrait of the Blues. America's Blues Musicians in Their Own Words, 250. 
39 Shaw, Honkers and Shouters: The Golden Years of Rhythm and Blues, 96,110. 
40 Ibid., 109. 
41 Trynka, Portrait of the Blues. America's Blues Musicians in Their Own Words, 64. 
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him to record in the style that  he was performing live.42 Geddins recollection of 

Fulson's move to Swing Time emphasized Fulson's anger at unscrupulous practices 

by Geddins' business partners while Geddins was on the road selling records.43 

Whichever version is correct, a clear stylistic break can be seen in Fulson's recorded 

work after he moved to Swing Time. The newly-formed combo he recorded with 

was led by pianist and arranger Lloyd Glenn who had worked with Territory Bands 

during the 1930s. Glenn’s Jazz and Swing influenced style fit perfectly with the 

sound Fulson was looking for.44 A number of the session musicians who played on 

Fulson’s recordings for Swing Time would later become successful Jazz musicians.45 

The four years that Fulson and Glenn worked together were the most successful of 

Fulson's recording career. During that period, between 1950 and 1954, Fulson had an 

impressive string of of national hits that included "Every Day I Have the Blues", 

"Blues Shadows" and "Reconsider Baby."46 Fulson's live tours were also very 

successful and he soon put together an impressive big band that included two 

trumpets, alto, tenor and baritone saxophones, piano, bass and guitar. Among the 

many Jazz and R & B musicians who would pass through his band during the 1950s 

were pianist Ray Charles (Lloyd Glenn refused to travel), alto saxophonist Earl 

                                                
42 Shaw, Honkers and Shouters: The Golden Years of Rhythm and Blues, 109. Everyday I Have the 
Blues (Night Train #7007) collects late 1940s and early 1950s recordings Fulson made for Swing 
Time Records in the jump blues style he was using in the clubs.  
43 Ibid., 239. 
44 Govenar, Meeting the Blues, 103. 
45 Humphrey, "(Liner Notes) Lowell Fulson. My First Recordings.", Shaw, Honkers and Shouters: 
The Golden Years of Rhythm and Blues, 112. 
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Brown (of North Richmond), tenor saxophonist Stanley Turrentine, and trumpeter 

Billy Brooks.47 

Jimmy McCracklin, a St. Louis native, began performing in Los Angeles in the 

early 1940s but soon moved to Richmond because he felt the fierce competition 

made it hard for a newcomer to get a break.48  McCracklin began performing in 

North Richmond clubs with his backing band, the Blues Blasters, which at first 

consisted of only Clarence "Little Red" Tenpenny on drums and occasionally a bass 

player who is remembered only as Pops. McCracklin soon added guitarist Robert 

Kelton to the Blues Blasters whose Jump and Swing-inflected solos added a touch of 

sophistication to the often "raw" sound of McCracklin's early recordings. The band’s 

repertoire was drawn from two musical styles: slow blues in the style of 

McCracklin’s boyhood idol, Walter Davis of St. Louis, and faster Jump Blues and 

Boogie-Woogie numbers. Some of the faster boogie numbers foreshadowed the 

sounds that would a few years later be labeled Rock 'n' Roll.49 McCracklin has 

repeatedly emphasized the role his nightclub audiences had on shaping his musical 

style.50  

                                                                                                                                     
46 Shaw, Honkers and Shouters: The Golden Years of Rhythm and Blues, 96. 
47 Ibid., 112. 
48 McCracklin, "Interview by Author." 
49 Shaw, Honkers and Shouters: The Golden Years of Rhythm and Blues, 253, Tenpenny, "Interview 
by Author." Two examples of  McCracklin’s two contrasting styles are the Walter Davis style "Miss 
Minnie Lee's Blues" and the rock 'n' roll-ish"Rock and Rye" from the Ace Records collection, Jimmy 
McCracklin and his Blues Breakers. The Modern Recordings 1948-1950 (Ace #CDCHD 720).  
50 McCracklin contends that throughout his career he has tried to fit the current trend but maintain his 
own individual sound . McCracklin, "Interview by Author.", Per "Slim" Notini, "Living Blues 
Interview: Jimmy Mccracklin," Living Blues, Winter 1984, 10. 
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The black clubs created my sound and gave my songwriting a direction.51  
 

McCracklin continued performing in clubs in North Richmond and Oakland, adding 

musicians as he could afford them.  

McCracklin made a series of recordings for Oakland-based record producer Bob 

Geddins shortly after he relocated to Richmond. Those early recordings reflected the 

raucous sound of the Blues Blasters’ live perfomances but, reacting to the “trends” in 

Black popular music, McCrackling attempted to develop a sound that would gain 

him a hit record and national notice.52 In 1949, McCracklin madea series of early 

recording for Modern Records in Los Angeles that featured an expanded version of 

the Blues Blasters that included Clarence “Little Red” Tenpenny, Robert Kelton and 

newly added second guitarist Lafayette Thomas with the additional support of Los 

Angeles saxophonist Maxwell Davis.53 R & B historian Arnold Shaw has speculated 

that McCrackin's decision to leave Geddins was perhaps motivated by his desire to 

record with horns.54 McCracklin put together an extremely tight ensemble and 

worked to develop the sound—featuring his laid-back piano, a riffing horn section, 

Lafayette "Thing" Thomas' searing guitar solos and Gospel style vocals—that would 

characterize his later work.55 During the next decade, he would continually move 

                                                
51 McCracklin quoted in Howard DeWitt, The Fragmented Dream. Multicultural California 
(Dubuque, IA: Kendall/Hunt Publishing Company, 1996), 243. 
52 McCracklin, "Interview by Author." 
53 Topping, "(Liner Notes) Jimmy Mccracklin and His Blues Blasters. The Modern Recordings 1948-
1950." 
54 Shaw, Honkers and Shouters: The Golden Years of Rhythm and Blues, 252. 
55 "Later On" recorded for Modern Records in 1956 shows the full development of his early style, 
included on the collection The Walk: Jimmy McCracklin At His Best (Razor Tie #RE 2124-2). 
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from one record company to the next, looking for the recording that would bring him 

national exposure.  

The “Oakland Blues.” In the early 1970s, the music heard in the nightclubs of 

North Richmond and West Oakland during the 1940s and 1950s was retrospectively 

given the label "Oakland Blues." The term first appeared as the title of an album 

released by Arhoolie Records in 1970 as a retrospective of blues recorded by 

independent Oakland record producer Bob Geddins between 1948 and 1957. Local 

music writers quickly adopted the term and it began to appear in scattered articles in 

the national music press, particularly in Blues magazine such as Living Blues and 

Blues Unlimited. During the late 1970s, scholars of African American music, as well 

scholars from other disciplines, began to use the label.56 A standard definition of the 

"Oakland Blues" emerged that is well summarized in a description of the style by 

Bay Area music writer and musicologist Lee Hildebrand.  

Out of the turbulence of the late '40s and early '50s came a distinct musical 
sound that has become known as "Oakland Blues." Unlike the better-known 
Chicago variety, which came north from Mississippi, Oakland blues was 
rooted in the black music traditions of Texas and Louisiana, and, according 
to (Bob) Geddins had a "slow, draggier beat and a kinda mournful sound."57  

                                                
56 Shaw 1978; Moore 1989; Johnson 1993; Collins1998).Willie Collins, "A Diversity of Styles: 
California Rhythm and Blues Recordings, 1942-1972," in California Soul. Music of African 
Americans in the West, ed. Jacqueline Cogdell DjeDje and Eddie S. Meadows (Berkeley, Los Angeles 
and London: University of California Press, 1998), Johnson, The Second Gold Rush: Oakland and the 
East Bay in World War Il, James. "Oakland Blues. Part 2: A Conversation with Bob Geddins." 
California Soul Music of African Americans in the West. DjeDje Moore, Jacqueline Cogdell and 
Eddie S. Meadows (eds.).. Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: University of California Press. 1998. pp. 
112-123., "Oakland Blues. Part 2: A Conversation with Bob Geddins," in California Soul Music of 
African Americans in the West, ed. Jacqueline Cogdell DjeDje and Eddie S. Meadows (Berkeley, Los 
Angeles and London: University of California Press, 1998), Shaw, Honkers and Shouters: The 
Golden Years of Rhythm and Blues. 
57 Hildebrand, "Oakland Blues: The Thrill Goes On," 3. 
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This definition painted a romanticized and simplistic picture of the musical 

culture of North Richmond and West Oakland that is not supported by the memories 

of clubgoers, musicians and recording. The history portrayed emphasized the pivotal 

effect the massive migration of African Americans from the Southwestern states 

(Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana) to the Richmond and Oakland areas 

seeking work in the booming wartime industries had on the development of a distinct 

local musical style.58 The immigrants brought their preferred style of music, Texas 

Country Blues, with them and the nightclub districts that sprang up in North 

Richmond and West Oakland featured that style of music.59 In its new setting, the 

Texas Country Blues adapted. Ensembles became larger, adding new, more raucous 

instruments—electric guitars and saxophones—but the music retained a "raw" sound, 

close to its "country roots."60 Local record producer Bob Geddins, himself a 

transplanted Texan, is given credit as the individual most responsible for the 

crystallization of the “Oakland Blues” as a unique musical styled.61 Guitarist 

Lafayette Thomas, an active sideman in the local blues scene who played on many 

                                                
58 Richard Bammer, "Blues Country," San Francisco Examiner/Chronicle, September 3, 1989, 
Hildebrand, "(Liner Notes) Oakland Blues.", Hildebrand, "Oakland Blues: The Thrill Goes On.", 
Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987. 
59 Hildebrand, "(Liner Notes) Oakland Blues.", Lee Hildebrand, "Oakland Blues. Part 1: Essay," in 
California Soul. Music of African Americans in the West, ed. Jacqueline Cogdell DjeDje and Eddie S. 
Meadows (Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: University of California Press, 1998), Hildebrand, 
"Oakland Blues: The Thrill Goes On." 
60 Hildebrand, "(Liner Notes) Oakland Blues." 
61 Bammer, "Blues Country.", Hildebrand, "Oakland Blues: The Thrill Goes On.", Rick Malaspina, 
"The Man Behind the Birth of the Blues," San Francisco Examiner, April 24, 1983, Moore, "Oakland 
Blues. Part 2: A Conversation with Bob Geddins.", Shaw, Honkers and Shouters: The Golden Years 
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recordings produced by Bob Geddins is credited with developing an innovative 

guitar style that helped establish the unique sound of the Oakland Blues.62 Some 

representations of the “Oakland Blues” identify one recording by Geddins from 1953 

as the "quintessential Oakland blues"—Jimmy Wilson’s "Tin Pan Alley."63 This 

recording highlights some of the features Geddins typically strove for in his 

productions: a slow, "draggy beat", and a mournful sound, often highlighted by a 

liberal use of echo.64  

The recordings produced by Oakland record producer Bob Geddins are central to 

this picture of the Oakland Blues. Geddins was the most active record producer in 

the Bay Area during the 1940s and 1950s who specialized in African American 

music. He was also a transplanted Texan and had a strong preference for the Texas 

Country Blues style that was reflected in the recordings he produced. Without 

question, the blues recordings made by Geddins during the 1940s and 1950s are 

closely tied to the musical life of North Richmond and West Oakland during that 

period. Most of the artists he recorded were active participants in the local blues 

scene. However, at that time, Black artists rarely recorded for any one record 

company for any length of time. By the early 1950s, many North Richmond and 

                                                                                                                                     
of Rhythm and Blues, 248. 
62 Hildebrand, "A Life in the Blues.", Hildebrand, "(Liner Notes) Oakland Blues.", Hildebrand, 
"Oakland Blues. Part 1: Essay.", Notini, "Living Blues Interview: Jimmy Mccracklin.", Shaw, 
Honkers and Shouters: The Golden Years of Rhythm and Blues, 254. 
63"Tin Pan Alley" is included on the Arhoolie collection Oakland Blues. 
64 Hildebrand, "A Life in the Blues.", Hildebrand, "Oakland Blues. Part 1: Essay.", Hildebrand, 
"Oakland Blues: The Thrill Goes On.", Steven LaVoie, "Oakland Music Entrepreneur Learned Blues 
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Oakland artists were recording for independent record companies in other cities, 

most often Los Angeles and Houston. The recordings these artists made for other 

record companies frequently exhibited quite different musical styles than those they 

made for Geddins.65 Many artists also self-produced recordings, renting time in the 

studios of local radio stations and then trying to interest local record producers, 

including Geddins, in releasing them.66 Recordings are attractive sources of 

historical information—they allow us to hear music, not just hear about it—but they 

omit a great deal of information. Geddins' recordings give a wealth of information on 

the musical life of North Richmond and West Oakland in the 1940s and 1950s but 

they are not a clear reflection of that life. 

Bob Geddins, who died in 1991, made himself readily available to music writers 

and scholars during the final two decades of his life.67 His recollections form the core 

of the history written of the "Oakland Blues." However, many aspects of that history 

are contradicted by artists Geddins recorded and by the reminiscences of longtime 

residents of North Richmond. These contradictions range from the trivial—i.e., 

whether or not Geddins bought Lowell Fulson his first electric guitar—to the more 

                                                                                                                                     
the Hard Way," Oakland Tribune, August 30, 1992. 
65 The influence of recording company personnel on the musical style and repertoire recorded by 
African American musicians has been frequently noted. For a discussion of the effect this had on the 
early recordings of blues artists, see Charters, "Working on the Building: Roots and Influences," 25, 
Stephen C. LaVere, "(Liner Notes) Robert Johnson. The Complete Recordings," (CBS Records, 
1990), 16. 
66 McCracklin, "Interview by Author.", Notini, "Living Blues Interview: Jimmy Mccracklin," 8. 
67 Hildebrand, "A Life in the Blues.", Hildebrand, "Oakland Blues: The Thrill Goes On.", LaVoie, 
"Oakland Music Entrepreneur Learned Blues the Hard Way.", Malaspina, "The Man Behind the Birth 
of the Blues.", Moore, "Oakland Blues. Part 2: A Conversation with Bob Geddins.", Shaw, Honkers 
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substantial question of the extent to which Geddins was a creative force in shaping 

the sound of the Oakland Blues.68 

Jimmy McCracklin, who continues to perform and record today, challenges the 

portrayal of Bob Geddins as a creative force that helped shape the sound of the artists 

he recorded. McCracklin asserts that Geddins, like other independent record 

producers of the time, regularly took credit for songs that he did not write. He 

contends that Geddins' contribution to the development of a blues scene in the East 

Bay was not his creative ability but his marketing connections with larger record 

companies in Los Angeles that could provide national distribution.  

…all the Bay Area artists… they would run to Bob all the time… At that 
time, we was trying to get a record to get ourselves established. We didn't 
know how to go about getting this record company or that record company 
to contribute some exposure. We'd go to the studio and record our own 
record. Pay for the studio, pay the musicians, and run to Bob. …. He'd take 
it and run to L.A. because he knew folks. He'd take all your writing and all 
your publishing. You look on the record, Robert Geddins, but he ain't wrote 
a note.69   
 

McCracklin has repeatedly made these assertions and protested the credit that he 

feels has wrongly being given to Bob Geddins as a creative force.70 Geddins himself 

frequently talked about his creative input into recording sessions but always 

distinquished McCracklin as the one artist who did not need his assistance.71 Lowell 

                                                                                                                                     
and Shouters: The Golden Years of Rhythm and Blues. 
68 Regarding Fulson’s first guitar, see Malaspina, "The Man Behind the Birth of the Blues.", Shaw, 
Honkers and Shouters: The Golden Years of Rhythm and Blues, 109, 249. 
69 McCracklin, "Interview by Author." 
70 Ulf Carlsson, "Jimmy Mccracklin: Steppin' up in Class."Living Blues, Winter 1984 1984, 
Hildebrand and Moore, "Merry Christmas Baby.", McCracklin, "Interview by Author." 
71 Hildebrand, "A Life in the Blues," 1, Moore, "Oakland Blues. Part 2: A Conversation with Bob 
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Fulson and Robert Kelton however credit Geddins' creative ability to put together a 

good Blues song.72 Fulson credits Geddins with teaching him how to phrase the 

blues: 

Bob (would) say, 'You're young; you got plenty of wind; hold that wind in 
there, boy , before you change that note.' You'd be surprised by a man that 
don't sing can tell you how to sing a song. He knew how he wanted to hear it 
and that's what the public wanted to hear. All those voice-control things you 
see me doin', I got that from him.73 
  

Geddins is also given credit for helping Fulson correct his most glaring shortcoming 

as a musician: his inability to keep time.74  

Jimmy McCracklin's claim that Geddins usurped the copyrights of artists he 

recorded is less disputed than the matter of Geddins' creative input. McCracklin 

claims that he struggled many years before finally regaining the copyrights on a 

number of songs he recorded for Geddins.75 McCracklin's claims are at least partially 

substantiated by a comparison of the credits listed on the labels of early recordings 

and those listed on the BMI database in 1999 (http://BMI.com/repertoire/).76 In the 

                                                                                                                                     
Geddins," 118. Geddins' lack of creative input into McCracklin's recording sessions is substantiated 
by the recollections of McCracklins' first drummer Clarence “Little Red” Tenpenny . Tenpenny, 
"Interview by Author." 
72 Hildebrand, "Oakland Blues: The Thrill Goes On," 4, Mazzolini, "Bob Kelton: Early Oakland 
Blues," 15-16. 
73 Quoted in Hildebrand, "Oakland Blues: The Thrill Goes On," 4. 
74 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
75 McCracklin is particularly angry at the loss of writing credits for "The Thrill is Gone," which 
became a hit for B.B. King in 1971. McCracklin produced a version by Roy Hawkins in 1949 and 
gave the recording to Bob Geddins to promote. Geddins arranged for its release on Modern Records in 
Los Angeles. The song was unsuccessful and neither Geddins nor the Bihari Brothers, who owned 
Modern, filed a copyright on the song. McCracklin is currently involved in litigation to gain the 
copyright to the song (DeWitt 1996:244; Interview with Jimmy McCracklin on August 12, 1998). 
76 The BMI database lists McCracklin as the sole writer for "Shame, Shame, Shame" (BMI work 
#1319443). The song is listed on the original 1961 recording, and subsequent re-releases, as having 
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1950s, many record producers routinely filed copyrights on the songs they recorded 

and there was often a discrepancy between who was listed as the writer of a song on 

the record label and who was listed on the copyright application that was filed.77 Ray 

Dobard, who owned Music City Records, was another local record producer who 

specialized in African American music (mostly Gospel) and was well known for 

never paying royalties to the artists he recorded.78 Some record company owners, 

such as Don Robey of Peacock and Duke Records in Houston—described by Jimmy 

McCracklin as being as "crooked as a barrel of snakes"—became legendary for their 

unethical practices.79 However, the recording business also held perils for small 

independent record producers themselves. Bob Geddins was never able to raise the 

capital needed for adequate advertising or national distribution. He frequently 

entered into arrangements with local business partners and constantly leased or sold 

his masters to larger independent labels located in Los Angeles and Chicago. Both 

his local business partners and larger record labels often took advantage of him.80   

In some ways, Bob Geddins was typical of most independent record 
producers during the rhythm and blues era. Lacking the sufficient capital 

                                                                                                                                     
been co-written by Geddins and McCracklin. The BMI database lists Lowell Fulson as the writer of 
"Don't Be So Evil' (BMI work #3859934) and "San Francisco Blues" (BMI work #3859984). 
However, both songs are listed on the 1997 Fulson release "My First Recordings" as having been 
written by Geddins.  
77 Chapple and Garafalo, Rock 'N' Roll Is Here to Pay, 29, McCracklin, "Interview by Author.", Otis, 
Garafalo, and Maultsby, "Symposium: Views of Johnny Otis-His Music, Life and the Rhythm and 
Blues Era". 
78 Nations, "The Golden West Singers, Joe Simon and the Golden Tones of Richmond, Ca.," 59. 
79 Govenar, Meeting the Blues, 77, McCracklin, "Interview by Author.", Otis, Garafalo, and Maultsby, 
"Symposium: Views of Johnny Otis-His Music, Life and the Rhythm and Blues Era". 
80 Hildebrand, "A Life in the Blues," 17, Shaw, Honkers and Shouters: The Golden Years of Rhythm 
and Blues, 251. 
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and business knowledge to stay afloat in a sea or record industry sharks, he 
was too often tricked by larger companies and business partners into giving 
up his masters, songs, and artists.81  
 

Geddins' first success with a Blues recording came with Lowell Fulson's "Black 

Widow Spider" in 1947. Fulson later described what Geddins’ operation was like at 

that time and how it influenced his decision in 1950 to move to Swing Time Records 

in Los Angeles.  

"Black Widow Spider" like to have made a hit - if he had international 
advertising, it would have been everywhere. [Geddins] would take the 
records and put them in the trunk, it would be full in the back seat and on 
the floor on up, he would be gone in the morning, half a day and he would 
have sold every one of them records. Just pressing them up and selling them 
himself, one man operation. But I wasn't getting nowhere, so I quit fooling 
with him.82 
 

The songs McCracklin recorded for Geddins in the 1940s were drawn from the 

two musical styles that formed the core of his live repertoire: slow blues in the style 

of his boyhood idol, Walter Davis of St. Louis, and faster Jump Blues and Boogie-

Woogie numbers. Neither of these musical styles had its roots in the Texas Country 

Blues that are supposed to form the foundation for the Oakland Blues sound. During 

the next decade, he would continually move from one record company to the next, 

looking for the recording that would bring him national exposure. The record 

companies he recorded for included Geddins' various companies but those recordings 

sounded little different than ones he made for companies in Los Angeles, Houston or 

Chicago.  

                                                
81 Hildebrand, "A Life in the Blues," 27. 
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The role of guitarist Lafayette “Thing” Thomas is emphasized in the development 

of a distinctive sound for the “Oakland Blues.” Bay Area musicologist and music 

critic Lee Hildebrand credits guitarist Thomas as being nearly as important in the 

establishment of the sound of the Oakland Blues as Bob Geddins.83 The Louisianna-

bornThomas did frequent studio work for Geddins and worked off and on in Jimmy 

McCracklin's band for over twenty years.84 Inspired by T-Bone Walker and his 

uncle, Texas Country Blues guitarist Jesse Thomas, Lafayette Thomas developed an 

innovative style of guitar playing. Like T-Bone Walker, Lafayette Thomas exploited 

the new possibilties that amplification offered guitarists. 

Thomas made use of the low as well as the high strings during solos, 
employing high, ringing treble trills and volume-knob warps, and was 
highly propulsive when providing rhythmic accompaniment.85 
 

Thomas’s innovations had a national impact. He was among the small group of 

musicians who helped set the style of post-war Urban Blues lead guitar. Jimmy 

McCracklin describes an engagment in Houston in 1948 when a then unknown B.B. 

King hung around Thomas "mesmerized by the high whining sound" he produced on 

his guitar. King showed up night after night, trading licks with Thomas and whistling 

the sound he was trying to learn. Years later, Thomas concluded that King, then the 

most popular Urban Blues artist, had been successful in capturing his sound.86 

                                                                                                                                     
82 Quoted in Trynka, Portrait of the Blues. America's Blues Musicians in Their Own Words, 67. 
83 Hildebrand, "A Life in the Blues," 25, Hildebrand, "Oakland Blues. Part 1: Essay," 110. 
84 Hildebrand, "Oakland Blues. Part 1: Essay," 110. 
85 Ibid. 
86 Shaw, Honkers and Shouters: The Golden Years of Rhythm and Blues, 253-54. 
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Thomas' guitar style had a strong influence on the musical life in North Richmond 

and Oakland during the 1950s when many local club musicians emulated his playing 

style. One of those musicians, multi-instrumentalist Johhny Heartsman, is given 

particular credit for developing Thomas' guitar style during the later 1950s.87 

Heartsman's jazz-influenced adaptation of Thomas' guitar style influenced the 

playing of a number of up-and-coming local musicians. By the late 1960s, the 

Thomas/Heartsman guitar style was a prominent part of a numerous Bay Area R & B 

bands.88  

The accepted history of the “Oakland Blues” of the 1940s and 1950s is fraught 

with discrepancies and contradictions. The attempt to create a simplistic definition 

for the “Oakland Blues” fails to capture the essence of the vibrant music scene that 

existed in North Richmond and West Oakland during those years whose over-riding 

characteristic was not a single musical style but the co-existence, mixing and 

blending of a variety of musical styles. Among the most influential national 

developments in American popular music was the increasing influence of Gospel 

music on the development of Rhythm ‘n’ Blues and the blurring of the previously 

clear distinction between sacred and secular African American music. The blurring 

of musical styles between sacred and secular music that was occurring nation-wide 

could also be seen in the club scene in North Richmond.  

                                                
87 Hildebrand, "(Liner Notes) Oakland Blues." 
88 Hildebrand, "Oakland Blues. Part 1: Essay," 110. 
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The musical arrangements and vocal styles of established performers, such as 

Jimmy McCracklin, became more gospel-like. Local gospel performers also began to 

move into the local blues scene. The most prominent of these was Joe Simon who 

had a string of R & B hits in the early 1960s, first with the local vocal group the 

Golden Tones and then as a solo artist. More than most Gospel singers who moved 

into R & B, Joe Simon straddled the line between the Gospel and blues world. Born 

in Louisiana, he moved to the Bay Area with his family in 1958 but by age 15, he 

was on his own, moving from town to town, surviving on the streets.89 For a while, 

Granny Johnson allowed him to stay at the Club Savoy in North Richmond in 

exchange for cleaning up the club. Simon, who had begun singing in a church choir 

in Louisiana, regularly sat in on jam sessions Clarence “Little Red” ran at the club 

and occasionally sang with Little Red's band on weekends.90 Either before or after 

staying at the Club Savoy, Simon lived in nearby Vallejo where he sang with the 

Vallejo Gospel Singers. Aidell Lee, lead singer of the leading Gospel group in North 

Richmond, the Golden West Singers, remembers Simon coming by rehearsals and 

sitting in with the group. The Golden West Singers were well-known on the West 

Coast. They had a weekly radio shown on KRE in Berkeley and, in the early 1950s, 

released several recordings on Music City Records of Berkeley.91 After sitting in 

with them several times, Simon became part of the group and toured with them for 

                                                
89 Nations, "The Golden West Singers, Joe Simon and the Golden Tones of Richmond, Ca.," 60. 
90 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
91 Nations, "The Golden West Singers, Joe Simon and the Golden Tones of Richmond, Ca.," 58-59. 
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about a year until Bill Johnson, the bass singer, persuaded him to try his hand at R & 

B with his son's vocal group the Echo Tones. Simon soon became the lead vocalist 

for the North Richmond vocal group.  

The Echo Tones changed its name to the Golden Tones and made their first 

recordings for Bob Geddins in 1959. The first single had the novelty tune "Little 

Island Girl" on the A-side backed by the soulful ballad "Doreetha" on the B-side. 

"Doreetha" got heavy local airplay on Black radio stations and became a smash hit 

locally and sold well in the South. "Doreetha" explicitly shows the interconnections 

between Gospel and R & B. Simon's vocals featured the same melismatic flourishes 

that typify Gospel singing. The melody of the song was a slight variation on "Jesus 

Never Failed" as performed by the Dixie Hummingbirds.92 After their success with 

"Doreetha", the Golden Tones toured the Black clubs and were booked as opening 

acts for White pop singers Jan & Dean and Connie Stevens. Dissension caused by 

the amount of attention Simon received as lead singer led to the group disbanding. 

Simon went out on his own as a solo artist and had a successful twenty-year career as 

a solo artist. His biggest hit came in the mid-1960s when his "Chokin' Kind" went to 

#1 on the R & B charts.93   

The changing economics of Black popular music was one factor that attracted 

Gospel artists to move into secular music. It also influenced blues artists to shift their 

                                                
92 Fred Jackson, "Interview by Author," (Neighborhood House of North Richmond, North Richmond, 
CA: 1998a (August 14)), Nations, "The Golden West Singers, Joe Simon and the Golden Tones of 
Richmond, Ca.," 59-61. 
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attention from producing music that would be successful in the Black community to 

searching for a pop hit. In the 1940s, a hit record was seen as the road to national 

success in the Black market. However, with the rise of rock ‘n’ roll in the 1950s, 

blues artists now longer set their sights solely on success in the Black market. Many 

blues artists, seeking to crossover to the pop charts, tried to tailor their sound to what 

they thought would sell in the increasingly youth-oriented pop market. Jimmy 

McCracklin was the local artist who was most adept at this. His first—and biggest—

hit on the pop chart was a dance song, "The Walk", that went to #7 in 1958. "The 

Walk" was an example of a blues artist trying to adapt his style to what the pop 

audience wanted to hear. McCracklin, an adept songwriter, wrote a number of hits 

for himself and other artists that relied upon what he calls "fitting the trend."94 He 

attempted to tailor his songwriting to his sense of what the audience wanted to hear. 

His greatest success in "fitting the trend" came with "Tramp", a Soul style song he 

wrote for Lowell Fulson that became a minor R & B hit in the mid-1960s. "Tramp" 

was later recorded by Soul artists Otis Redding and Carla Thomas and became a 

major R & B hit (Notini 1984:6).95 
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Chapter Six: The “The Musical Community” 
 
  

During the 1940s and 1950s, the blues were an integral part of the fabric of 

everyday life in North Richmond. The institutions, individuals and music that made 

up the blues scene were essential to defining the community's identity. Existing side-

by-side with a vibrant local Gospel music scene, the blues scene was the primary 

constituent of the secular side of North Richmond's Musical Community. The blues 

scene provided residents with access to valuable social resources. Primary among 

these were the economic and social opportunities provided by the local club scene. 

However, it also provided social resources that are less easily measurable, including 

opportunities for musical experience and learning, ties to tradition and a sense of 

local pride and identity.  

If the blues scene in North Richmond is viewed from a classic sociological 

perspective, some of the clearest benefits derived by the community were economic. 

The economic benefits included opportunities for entrepreneurs who opened 

nightclubs, restaurants, and other business that formed the heart of the nightclub 

district. The ripple effect created by these businesses increased economic opportunity 

throughout the community. Not the least of these was the money the patrons who 

came to local clubs and restaurants spent in the community.   

As had been true prior to World War II, all but a few businesses in North 

Richmond were owned by community residents. Primary among those not owned by 
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North Richmond residents were the manufacturing plants operated by Rheem's 

Manufacturing Company, Standard Sanitary and Certainteed Manufacturing 

Company. However, the vast majority of small businesses were owned and operated 

by local residents. Some White owners of pre-war businesses, such as Manuel's, kept 

their businesses and adapted to serving a new clientele. Others sold out to newer 

African American residents. Most of the large number of new businesses that opened 

during the 1940s and 1950s were owned by local African American residents who 

saw the opportunity presented by the economic boom brought on by World War II. 

These included longtime residents, such as Ollie Freeman, who opened Jazzland 

Records, and newer immigrants, such as Minnie Lue Nichols, who opened Minnie 

Lue's shortly after arriving from New York City. 

Most of the jobs in the local nightclubs and restaurants went to local residents. In 

these small businesses, employees were frequently given progressively greater 

responsibilities. Employees were also sometimes hired away by competing clubs or 

restaurants, either because of their ability or their popularity with clubgoers.1 In a 

few cases, employees of clubs or restaurants went on to open their own businesses. 

In the 1940s and 1950s, local musician Clarence “Little Red” Tenpenny worked 

occasionally for local clubs as a cook. In the 1970s, he became a partner and cook 

for the Playboy Club, which opened on the site that had previously housed 

                                                
1 Woodward, "Interview by Author." 
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Manuel's.2 

Local musicians were obvious economic beneficiaries of the local blues scene. 

The clubs in North Richmond provided them opportunities for employment and for 

gaining a local reputation. A local reputation as a popular headliner or competent 

sideman often led to gigs in Black nightclubs in other parts of the Bay Area. From 

there, musicians frequently moved on to playing the circuit of Black nightclubs that 

ran from Los Angeles to Portland.3 A few headliners who began their careers in the 

club scene in North Richmond would later move on to long-lasting national careers. 

In 1998, Jimmy McCracklin received ten thousand dollars a night for an appearance 

but he remembered playing at the Club Savoy and other small local clubs for five or 

six dollars a night.4 Lowell Fulson also recalled that when he began his career at the 

Club Savoy in the late 1940s, he worked for just a few dollars a night.5  

The national acts that appeared in North Richmond also offered economic 

opportunity for local musicians. For headliners, they offered the possibility of being 

picked up as an opening act on a national tour. Jimmy McCracklin asserts that this 

was a major factor in moving his career to the “next level.”6 National artists 

frequently hired local sidemen as supporting musicians for their performances at 

clubs in North Richmond. Club owners also occasionally helped local musicians 

careers along by helping (or pushing) them to gain entry into the Musicians' Union. 

                                                
2 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
3 Ibid. 
4 McCracklin, "Interview by Author.", Notini, "Living Blues Interview: Jimmy Mccracklin," 4. 
5 Shaw, Honkers and Shouters: The Golden Years of Rhythm and Blues, 108-09. 
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Tapper George, the owner of Tapper's Inn, helped Little Red join the union because 

he needed him to play with T-Bone Walker.7 The union rarely enforced regulations 

regarding union membership for club gigs with local bands but did monitor the club 

performances of national artists or performances at larger venues. Union membership 

opened up possibilities for employment with other national acts and through jobs 

listed through the union hall.8  

For many headliners, the sale of their recordings at performances was an added 

source of income. Musicians frequently made the round of local radio stations, trying 

to get their recordings played on the few stations that broadcast R & B shows. Two 

local African American disc jockeys, "Jumpin'" George Oxford and North 

Richmond’s Ollie Freeman, were known for their ability to "break" records locally.9 

Musicians were very aware that "Jumpin'" George Oxford was frequently in the 

audience at North Richmond clubs, often coming on stage and becoming part of the 

show himself.10 Ollie Freeman's Jazzland Records and other local stores in North 

Richmond sold recordings put out by local artists.  

Performances for fraternal organizations and private parties (“house parties”) 

were another steady source of income for local musicians. Many musicians preferred 

these private gigs to club gigs, especially during the rainy season. Heavy rain was a 

serious problem in North Richmond because of its proclivity to flooding. During 

                                                                                                                                     
6 McCracklin, "Interview by Author." 
7 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
8 Ibid. 
9 Mazzolini, "Bob Kelton: Early Oakland Blues," 16, Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
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heavy rain, the crowds at local clubs would thin dramatically and club owners would 

frequently cancel engagements. Additionally, club owners frequently paid the acts a 

percentage of the door and poor attendance resulted in reduced earnings for both the 

club and the musicians. In contrast, private gigs were typically paid in advance and 

not subject to cancellation.11   

Historian Roger Lotchin has pointed out that one of the most striking changes that 

occurred in California cities during World War II was a "renaissance of 

community."12 The war created a "common national experience" that was continually 

reinforced by "shared everyday" experiences, such as rationing, waiting in lines, etc. 

These shared experiences encouraged local identification as communities organized 

for their own benefit.13 This renaissance of community persisted after the end of the 

war. This may have been particularly true in Bay Area African American 

communities, which continued to draw new immigrants from the South and 

Southwest for more than a decade after the end of World War II.14  

In North Richmond, the blues scene became an integral part of the day-to-day life 

of the community. It drew patrons from African American communities throughout 

the Bay Area but for local residents it offered particularly valuable opportunities for 

                                                                                                                                     
10 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
11 Ibid. 
12 Roger W. Lotchin, "California Cities and the Hurricane of Change: World War Ii in the San 
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(1994): 396. 
13 Ibid.: 396-97. 
14 Crouchett, Bunch III, and Winnacker, The History of the East Bay Afro-American Community 
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social interaction and fellowship. "Hitting the clubs" was a major focus of social life 

for many residents of North Richmond. During an evening out, people would 

frequently move from club to club to check out the "scene", enjoy the entertainment 

and socialize with friends.15 These opportunities for fellowship also extended to 

groups that often found themselves marginalized within African American 

communities. The Club Savoy was the social center for a group of drag queens. 

Little Red, who frequently played at the Savoy, recalls that they were a fixture at the 

club in the 1950s.16 Bay Area music writer Lee Hildebrand remembers seeing them 

the first time he came to the Savoy in 1965. They had their own corner of the club 

where they kept to themselves and danced a lot.17  

The presence of the blues scene also created a climate in the community that 

facilitated social interaction, even for those who did not involve themselves in that 

world. Mae James, who rarely went to the clubs, remembers that people seemed 

nicer to each and that the community seemed more alive: every street had stores, 

clubs, and restaurants.18 Even residents who were too young to be involved in the 

club scene remember the sense of vitality its presence added to the community.19 

Annie King-Meredith, who was a child during the 1950s, remembers the nightclubs 

adding to the life of the community through little things, such as the excitement of 

                                                
15 Woodward, "Interview by Author." 
16 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
17 Hildebrand, "North Richmond Blues," 1. 
18 Mae James, "Interview by Author," (North Richmond, CA: 1998 (August 17)). 
19 Annie King-Meredith, "Interview by Author (Telephone Interview)." (Goleta, CA/North Richmond, 
CA: 1998 (June 30)), Randall, "Interview by Author." 
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seeing B.B. King's tour bus parked in her neighborhood.20 

In his work Bowling Alone, political scientist Robert Putnam examines the 

positive affects a strong sense of "social-connectedness" in a community has upon its 

economic, social and cultural life.21 In an earlier article, "The Prosperous 

Community", which laid the groundwork for Bowling Along, Putnam pointed out the 

benefits that accrue to communities that have networks, norms and institutions that 

facilitate coordination and cooperation for mutual benefit: people working together.22 

"Where you live and whom you know—the social capital you can draw on—helps to 

define who you are and thus to determine your fate."23 The blues scene offered North 

Richmond residents a wealth of opportunities for establishing and maintaining 

“social connections.” Social connections established through the blues scene 

frequently led to employment and business opportunities. They also helped create a 

climate in the community which fostered neighbors being friendlier (and more likely 

to help each other) and a feeling of pride in the community.24  

The blues scene offered a wealth of opportunities for cultural experience that were 

rarely available to few communities as small as North Richmond. From the late 

1940s to the mid-1960s, the nightclubs in North Richmond offered a variety of 

options for live entertainment. The entertainment featured in local nightclubs 

included local musicians and some of the most prominent African American 

                                                
20 King-Meredith, "Interview by Author (Telephone Interview)." 
21 Robert Putnam, Bowling Alone. N.Y. (New York: Simon and Schuster, 2000). 
22 Ibid., 36. 
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entertainers in the United States. Local residents were able, on a regular basis, to 

experience the newest developments in African American popular music, often 

before they had been placed on records. These cultural experiences created a supply 

of  “cultural capital” that helped create a sense of personal satisfaction and pride in 

the community.25 

The presence of the blues scene also enriched the cultural life of the community 

by fostering an interest in music, particularly among younger residents. This led 

many young residents of North Richmond to take advantage of the opportunities for 

musical learning that the blues scene presented. The success of the blues scene in 

North Richmond opened up for local residents was the creation of a vast number of 

opportunities for musical learning and apprenticeship. For most of the early 

performers in the North Richmond clubs, performing included a healthy dose of on-

the-job training. Soon after he arrived in North Richmond, drummer Clarence “Little 

Red” Tenpenny, then in his late teens, began playing with established bandleader 

Count Otis Matthews. His "on-the-job training" continued after Jimmy McCracklin 

asked him to join his band. He bought his first set of drums and learned "as he went 

along."26 Jimmy McCracklin, who began his local musical career as a solo act at the 

Club Savoy in the late 1940s, stresses the importance of learning through performing. 
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He states that, over the years, he learned how to sing through his club performances. 

He learned from the response of his audiences that you have to "phrase words to put 

feeling into a song, you can't shout and holler."27  

Organized music lessons were not an ordinary occurrence in North Richmond's 

blues scene. In his early years as a musician, Little Red gave some informal lessons 

to other drummers. After his career was ended prematurely in the early 1960s by an 

injury to both his hands, Little Red began teaching drumming at a music school in 

Pittsburg (in eastern Contra Costa County).28 When he subsequently moved back to 

North Richmond, he occasionally taught neighborhood youngsters.29 Red fondly 

remembers the acknowledgement he received from one of his students who went on 

to a career as a musician. Years after he had given him lessons, the former student 

saw him working on his car in front of his house and asked him to come to the 

Masonic Hall in North Richmond to see him perform later that day. Red came to 

catch a glimpse of him from the back of the hall. During a break in the performance, 

his student pointed him out to the audience as the man who had given him his start. 

Red was particularly proud that the student had followed his advice to try to learn as 

much as he could. 

I told him, "Don't stop here, because I don't know everything. You pick up 
everything you can." He sure did, he showed off for me. He said, "I'm going 
to do just like you. I don't want to play just one thing." He said, "I want to… 
play all of it. That way you can work." (Interview with Clarence Tenpenny 

                                                
27 Mazzolini, "Bob Kelton: Early Oakland Blues," 14, McCracklin, "Interview by Author." 
28 Little Red received serious cuts to both hands and arms when he was jumped and knifed in a case of 
mistaken identity. Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
29 Ibid. 
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on August 16, 1998). 
 

Informal lessons were a fairly common occurrence in North Richmond as 

musicians shared information and techniques. In his early years as a musician, Little 

Red received pointers from an older drummer he met at Tapper's Inn. The older 

drummer gave him a drumming pad to work out on in order to develop his wrists and 

showed him different rhythmic patterns. The older man also encouraged him to try to 

do more than just keep time with the Blues. Red credits this encouragement with 

being the reason he played a wide variety of musical styles—"Blues, Jazz, mambos, 

rumbas"—when he got his own group and why he decided to organize a jam session 

at the Dew Drop Inn. That jam session—and others that soon followed—became an 

immediate success and a major site of musical learning. The jam sessions included 

both established musicians and those who were trying to learn and get a start. The 

first jam session was so successful that they had to hold it outdoors because the Dew 

Drop Inn was such a small club.30 

Working with more accomplished musicians—whether in jam sessions or sitting 

in at club gigs—pushed musicians, who were just starting out, to work to become 

better. Lowell Fulson recalled that when he began to play in local clubs, he was a bit 

intimidated by the opportunity to sit in with established artists, such as T-Bone 

Walker and Pee Wee Crayton. The experience made him study so that he felt 

comfortable sitting in with the "big fellows in the big bands."31 This same experience 

                                                
30 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author.", Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
31 Quoted in Shaw, Honkers and Shouters: The Golden Years of Rhythm and Blues, 250. 
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undoubtedly happened to younger artists such as Earl Brown and Little Pee Wee 

when they got the opportunity to sit in with older, more experienced musicians such 

as Fulson, Jimmy McCracklin and Lafayette Thomas.  

Many local musicians who were in the early parts of their careers had a difficult 

time adjusting from playing by themselves to playing with a band. Jimmy 

McCracklin "couldn't keep time" and only "played the black keys."32 Clarence “Little 

Red” Tenpenny recalls that guitarist Little Pee Wee had to learn how to keep time by 

playing at local jam sessions before he would take him out on dates with his band.33 

A poor sense of time was an obstacle that many local musicians had to struggle to 

overcome. Lowell Fulson was one of the local musicians who had to struggle the 

hardest to overcome his poor time. Little Red recalls,  

Fulson, he would throw a guy off that was already off. Fulson was the 
hardest one to keep up with. He played guitar for himself. His time was 
lousy but over the years, he went to getting better. But everybody who'd get 
up there would have a hard time keeping up with him. So, the drummers 
would get drunk and just play. And he'd look back and make the crowd say, 
"Well, he's messing up." 
 
Fulson would get off and nobody could get back on. So I used to just stop 
and keep my hands going until I felt I was catching up.34   

 
Fulson reportedly did not initially realize that he, not the musicians who 

accompanied him, had a problem keeping time. Fulson complained to record 

producer Bob Geddins about the poor timing of his band and Geddins told him that 
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he was the one who had the poor sense of time.35 Years later, Fulson acknowledged 

how his inability to keep time had limited his career: "[You] need good time when 

you play with a band. You don't need it if you're in a small combo and they're 

familiar with what you're doing."36  

The many local bands that played in the clubs in North Richmond offered 

opportunities for apprenticeship for young musicians. Saxophonist Earl Brown began 

with Little Red's local band but soon moved on to a prominent role with Lowell 

Fulson. Brown started his musical career while still in junior high school and both 

Little Red and Fulson remember having to get permission from his mother to take 

him out of town on gigs.37 Saxophonist Lovey Lovejoy was another North Richmond 

musician who began his career at a young age as a sideman in local bands. He would 

later go on to lead his own successful local band.38 During the 1950s, a new 

generation of blues musicians emerged out of the local blues scene who would 

become popular local musicians during the 1960s and 1970s. These included Sonny 

Rhodes, Joe Louis Walker and Dave Alexander who worked with L.C. Robinson, 

Jimmy McCracklin and others from the mid-1950s to the late 1960s before going out 

on their own.   

The opportunities to play with top national acts when they appeared in North 

Richmond were an important learning experience for local musicians. As house 
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drummer for several local clubs, Little Red was presented with a number of such 

opportunities. The first came when the drummer for Ivory Joe Hunter passed out 

drunk before a show at Tapper's Inn and Little Red was asked to sit in. Little Red, 

scared and a bit intimidated by Hunter's fame and reputation for being difficult, did 

well enough the first night that Hunter asked him to take his drummer's place again 

the next night. Red would later play with a number of national acts when they 

appeared in local clubs, including T-Bone Walker at Tapper's Inn and Smokey Hogg 

at the Club Savoy.39 The opportunity to sign on as supporting acts for the tours of 

established national acts was another valuable learning opportunity for local bands.40 

The opportunities for learning and apprenticeship extended to performers who 

began their careers in Gospel music. Joe Simon is the most famous of these artists 

but there were also a number of others. Trudy and Ella Johnson began performing in 

the Sanctified Church before trying their hands at blues singing. Three of the 

children of Reverend Combs of the Green Pastures Church also moved on to careers 

in secular music.41  

The existence of the blues scene also meant that music making was an ordinary 

activity in North Richmond. A career as a musician was a possibility that was 

presented to young people. Today, things have changed: there are no musicians for 

young people to watch and learn from.42 In addition, the pervasive presence of music 

                                                
39 Ibid, Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
40 McCracklin, "Interview by Author." 
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in the environment helped instill an interest in music in local children. The power of 

personal example and inspiration, and its ability to be passed down from generation 

to generation, should also not be overlooked. Little Red remembers the exposure he 

had to music as a child in Helena, Arkansas. His uncle, a local pick-up drummer, 

would take him up on the fire escape of a local theater to listen to the bands that 

performed there. Little Red, who was inspired by the performances, in turn inspired 

at least one of his students to pursue a career in music.43 Amos Adams' aspirations 

for a musical career were suppressed by his family's disapproval of secular music. 

He is quite pleased that, despite that, he was able to instill the desire to be creative in 

his step-children and that one of them went on to form the Larry Ellarbee Blues 

Band.44   

An additional social and cultural benefit of the blues scene that cannot be ignored 

was the opportunity for musical experience that was both physical and cathartic. 

The blues in its various forms—from Blues to Jazz to Hip-Hop—is rooted in 

physical movement and dance. Even in the concert hall setting, the blues retains its 

physicality.45 A blues performance is by nature an interactive event in which the 

blues performer directs the experience through manipulating a variety of media: the 

music, the call to dance, the verbal message and the visual act.46 The active physical 
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response of the audience to the performers is a necessary element of any successful 

blues performance. Physical involvement, particularly dance, was as essential an 

aspect of clubbing in North Richmond as social interaction or artistic appreciation. 

Lowell Fulson recalled that the audiences he performed for in North Richmond and 

Oakland clubs wanted to hear the Blues but also wanted it to be music that they 

could dance to.47  

The blues performance, like the church service, acts as a public forum where 

"blacks [can] meet and talk about the problems of black existence."48 It allows 

African Americans to experience the inherent injustices and contradictions of 

American life and to experience a sense of release from them. 

[The blues] recognize that there is something wrong with this world, 
something absurd about the way white people treat black people. The blues 
singer articulates this mood and thus provides a degree of transcendence 
over the troubles of this world. When the blues caught the absurdity of black 
existence in white America and vividly and artistically expressed it in word 
and suitable music, it afforded black people a certain distance from the 
immediate trouble and allowed them to see and feel it artistically, thereby 
offering them a certain liberating catharsis. That black people could 
transcend trouble without ignoring it means that they were not destroyed by 
it.49 
 

In directing the audience’s experience, the blues performer, like a preacher, 

fulfills a "priestly" function for the Black community, expressing the "world of black 

existence, depicting its joy and sorrow, love and hate, and the awesome burden of 
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being 'free' in a racist society when one is black."50 African American novelist Ralph 

Ellison wrote in his collection of essays, Shadow and Act, that, as a boy in 

Oklahoma, he considered the blues world a third institution, alongside the church 

and school. For Ellison, the blues was “the only consistent act in the United States 

which constantly reminds us of our limitations while encouraging us to see how far 

we can actually go… they are a corrective, an attempt to draw a line upon men’s own 

limitless assertion.”51  

 

The economic, social and spiritual opportunities the blues scene provided North 

Richmond residents helped enrich day-to-day life in the community. However, these 

benefits were not uncontested. They existed in spite of obstacles presented both by 

the active opposition of local governmental agencies and by divisions within the 

community regarding the value of the blues scene and its proper place in African 

American life. 

The concerted opposition of local governments and law enforcement agencies 

presented a powerful obstacle to the success of the blues scene. Until the mid-1960s, 

African Americans remained outside the political structures of the City of Richmond 

and Contra Costa County and played no appreciable role in the formation of policies 

by local governments. During World War II, City and County officials were quick to 
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identify the presence of a sizeable (and growing) African American population in 

North Richmond as the primary cause of a number of social problems. As was true in 

other areas of the East Bay, White government officials acted to deprive African 

Americans of housing and force them out of the area.52 The ultimate goal was to 

send the wartime immigrants back to the areas they had come from and to stem 

further immigration of African Americans from the South. A primary tactic used in 

this effort was the designation of housing as "blighted" so it could be destroyed and 

its residents displaced.53  

In 1948, and again in 1949, the Richmond City Council, under pressure from the 

local Chamber of Commerce, attempted to enact plans that called for the destruction 

of all "substandard" housing in North Richmond. Both efforts failed because of the 

organized opposition of North Richmond residents who charged that it was an 

attempt by the City to acquire land at cheap prices for industrial development.54 In 

1949, the City of Richmond responded to the opposition of community residents by 

zoning most of North Richmond as a residential area.55 However, in 1955, the City 

published a General Plan that designated all of North Richmond, both city and 

county areas, for eventual industrial use. Many North Richmond residents felt that it 

was a thinly veiled effort to drive African Americans out of the City of Richmond. 
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That section of the General Plan was rescinded because of the controversy it 

caused.56 During the 1950s and 1960s, the City of Richmond made repeated efforts 

to annex the county portion of North Richmond but each attempt was met by the 

organized opposition of local residents .57  

While the main thrust of these efforts was directed at the continued existence of an 

African American community in North Richmond, a number of actions were aimed 

directly at the blues scene itself. The actions of governmental departments and law 

enforcement agencies made the day-to-day operations of the nightclubs and 

restaurants in North Richmond difficult. Nightclubs and restaurants frequently had 

problems obtaining liquor licenses from the state Alcoholic Beverage Control (ABC). 

Most could manage to obtain a beer and wine license, often after extended delays, but 

few were able to obtain the more lucrative full liquor licenses. Historian Shirley 

Moore states that in 1958, Minnie Lue's was the only African American business in 

Richmond that had a full liquor license.58 The owner, Minnie Lue Nichols felt that 

enabled her to attract customers with "middle class backgrounds" and "non-ethnic" 

(White) customers who did not live in North Richmond.59 In an interview in the 

1980s, Ms. Nichols stated that this was a major factor in her being able to sustain a 

                                                
56 Ibid., 67-70. 
57 In 1965, an effort by the City to annex the county area of North Richmond failed when more than 
half of the property owners in the area took legal action against the measure. Ibid., 42. 
58 Marjorie Woodward contradicts this. She asserts that the three clubs she worked at—Minnie Lue's, 
the Cozy Club and Tapper' Inn—had full liquor licenses. Woodward, "Interview by Author."  
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successful business long after most of the other clubs in North Richmond had 

closed.60 At some point, probably in the mid- to late 1950s, the ABC declared that it 

would not issue any new liquor licenses to businesses on Grove Street. This action 

was reportedly in response to complaints of problems caused by the nightclubs on 

Grove Street. Several restaurants and nightclubs that later tried to open on Grove 

Street without a liquor license quickly failed.61 

At least one club owner's difficulties in keeping a liquor license seemed to have 

been self-inflicted. George Bally, the owner of Tapper's Inn, lost his liquor license in 

the late 1940s or early 1950s for some infraction but was able to get it back.62 Later, 

the State of California closed his club after he failed to pay sales taxes that he had 

collected from patrons. He later re-opened Tapper's Inn at the former location of the 

Brown Derby but was unsuccessful because he was unable to obtain even a beer and 

wine license.63  

McCracklin's Inn also lost its liquor license after it was accused of having an 

underage female employee (or patron) in possession of narcotics inside the club.64 

Jimmy McCracklin contends that this was the final straw in a pattern of harassment 

                                                                                                                                     
Author," 69. 
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by the Sheriff's Department. He states that the Sheriff deputies attributed any crime 

in the nightclub district to activities at his club. McCracklin says the Sheriff's 

Department was unhappy with the high traffic his club had and suspects it acted 

with the encouragement of some nearby club owners who resented his club's 

popularity. After he lost his liquor license, he said "to hell with it" and moved on to 

concentrating on his performing and recording career.65  

There are no other documented complaints of police harassment by the owners of 

nightclubs in North Richmond but police payoffs were a standard practice in the 

community. Illegal businesses—gambling houses, speakeasies, bordellos—had existed 

in North Richmond since the 1930s and regular payoffs of Contra Costa county 

sheriffs and Richmond Police Officers guaranteed their continued existence.66 It is not 

unlikely that some of the owners of legitimate clubs also found it necessary to follow 

this practice. Most of the nightclubs in North Richmond were located in the county 

area where the Contra Costa Sheriff’s Department provided law enforcement. The 

best remembered Sheriff's deputies were the Jackson brothers who provided basic 

law enforcement and enforced the de facto segregation of the area.Whites found in the 

county area of North Richmond would be run out unless they were with someone 

from the community. The same policy applied to Blacks who were found in nearby 
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White areas.67 Minnie Lue's and Tapper's Inn, the two North Richmond nightclubs 

known for their mixed clientele, were somehow able to deflect the attention of local 

law enforcement. In Minnie Lue's case, this may have been, at least in part, to her 

concentrated efforts to cultivate relationships with local political figures and 

community leaders. Tapper George, however, is not remembered to have made any 

such efforts.68 One result of the enforced segregation was that, during the 1950s, 

some local residents considered North Richmond to be unfriendly territory for White 

visitors. Little Red recalls an incident involving a White beer delivery driver who 

worked in North Richmond and often socialized with friends he had made in the 

community and occasionally spent a night out with his wife at the Club Savoy. 

Whenever he visited Black friends in North Richmond, they would have someone 

accompany him if he wanted to go to a store. He finally felt he was well known 

enough that he could go to the liquor store alone but he unfortunately got jumped and 

beaten up.69   

A persistent difficulty for any sort of entertainment enterprise wishing to open in 

the City of Richmond was the dim view the Richmond Police Department took of 

such businesses. During the 1950s, the Richmond Police quashed efforts to re-open 

movie theaters in downtown Richmond. The business of the movie theaters suffered 
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because police officers frequently came into the theaters and surveyed the audience 

with their flashlights.70 By 1967, there were no movie theaters in the City of 

Richmond.71 The Richmond Police were also known for harassing African American 

and Hispanic youths. This conduct was most apparent during the 1940s and 1950s 

but continued until at least the mid-1960s.72 These practices could only have had a 

detrimental effect on the operation of the nightclubs in North Richmond.  

Another obstacle the nightclub district faced was the difficulty local musicians 

encountered during the 1940s and 1950s when they attempted to join the Musicians 

Union. Most of these difficulties were caused by the racism of the business agent for 

the Richmond local of the Musicians' Union who regularly found spurious reasons 

not to admit Black musicians. His standard procedure was to schedule meetings at 

which to take their application and then not show up, repeating that conduct until 

the musician gave up. Musicians who were more persistent often used a phony 

address in order to sign up with the local in another nearby town, usually Vallejo or 

San Francisco.73 

"Saturday Night and Sunday Morning." Obstacles to the vitality of the blues 

scene did not only come from outside forces. The residents of North Richmond 
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themselves were divided about the desirability of having a nightclub district in their 

community. The opposition to the existence of the nightclub district was 

spearheaded and given focus by the local churches. This created a sense of tension 

between the two primary components of the Musical Community in North 

Richmond—Gospel music and the blues. Some local residents consider this simply 

the continuation of a longstanding rift within the African American community.74 

The recollections of longtime resident Amos Adams demonstrate the impact this 

division within the African American community could have upon the lives of 

individuals. Inspired by the blues musicians he saw perform at local dances when he 

was a child in rural Alabama, Mr. Adams’ boyhood ambition was to become a blues 

musician. He applied himself to learning to play the guitar but the opposition of 

family members, who insisted that the blues was a “road to hell”, dissuaded him from 

pursuing a career in secular music. Mr. Adams maintained an abiding interest in the 

blues but was unable to reconcile that interest with his staunch devotion to his faith 

and his church. Although, he lived in Richmond during the heyday of the blues scene, 

he never once attended a blues performance in North Richmond.75 The paradox of the 

perceived antagonism between the blues and the church, at both the personal and 

community level, is that it obscures the commonality of musical and spiritual 
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experience that is shared by the blues and African American sacred music.   

In his landmark work The Spirituals and the Blues, James Cone powerfully 

illustrates that the blues and African American sacred music ("the spirituals") sprang 

from the same "bedrock of experience."76  

Music has been and continues to be the most significant creative art 
expression of African-Americans. Blacks sing and play music (in their 
churches and at juke-joint parties) as a way of coping with life's 
contradictions and of celebrating its triumphs.77 

 
Both the blues and the spirituals express the same existential tension that has been a 

defining part of the African American experience, but neither is "an adequate 

interpretation of Black life without the commentary of the other."78 While it was 

often considered sinful by the leadership and membership of Black churches, the 

blues blended the secular with the sacred: 

…a plea for release, a mix of despair, hope and humor that had a cathartic 
effect upon the listener. The blues singer had an expressive role that 
mirrored the power of the preacher, and because of this power, blues was 
both embraced and rejected by the black community and the church."79   

 
 

Implicit in the church’s recognition of the danger the blues presented was 

recognition of the spiritual power of musical experience. The nightclub district along 

Grove Street was regularly referred to as "Babylon" in the sermons of North 

Richmond ministers.80 This perception of nightclub district as “Babylon” was also 
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reflected in the testimonies given by members of the Sanctified Church during 

services, which recounted their struggles with—and ultimate rejection of—the evils 

and temptations of Grove Street.81  

However, local Gospel singer and long time member of the Sanctified Church, 

Fred Jackson, asserts that the existence of the nightclub district (and its 

“temptations”) in the community was a boon for local churches. The survival of the 

faith of the ancient Israelites during their exile in Babylon was due not only to their 

resisting the temptations of the flesh but to their rejecting other religions and spiritual 

experiences. Jackson maintains that the church leadership had no real desire to run 

the clubs out because their existence helped justify the need for the churches: "You 

need a Babylon to have a viable church."82 Other residents also feel that, despite the 

messages put forth by the churches, there was no real desire to rid the community of 

the “temptations” of Grove Street. They maintain that there was an awareness within 

the community of the day-to-day separation between the sacred and secular spheres. 

Mae James saw no contradiction between her membership in the North Richmond 

Baptist Church and the Jolly Thirties social club. This is despite the fact that that the 

Jolly Thirties held an annual dance and played cards at their regular meetings, both 

activities strongly disapproved of by her church.83 Marjorie Woodward did not see a 
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conflict between her membership in the Sanctified Church and her clubbing.84 Still, 

she felt that her religious upbringing had an affect on her involvement in the blues 

scene. Ms. Woodward did not become involved with the blues early in life because 

of her membership in the Sanctified Church. She only began to listen to popular 

music after she started working at the Oakland Army Post Office where they played 

blues on the radio. She then started going out to clubs with friends. Then, "it started 

to sound good and [she] didn't want to miss it."85  

Community residents have different memories regarding the existence of day-to-

day tensions between the churches and the clubs. Mae James remembers no tension 

between the clubs and churches and that the minister of her church, the North 

Richmond Baptist Church, helped Brady Spencer, a church member and contributor, 

purchase the Lone Star nightclub.86 Marjorie Woodward maintains that the real 

tensions that existed between the churches and the clubs were about such practical 

items as parking spaces and noise rather than such intangible things as morality or 

values. 

Sometimes when they be having a revival or something at the church, [the 
clubs] music would get too loud. Then the deacons would go over there and 
ask them to turn the mics down. They'd turn it down then you would hear 
the church music.87  

 
The individuals involved in the blues scene implicitly understood the primary place 

of the church in the community and of Gospel music in the Musical Community. It 
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would have been unthinkable to ask that the volume of a Gospel performance be 

turned down so that a blues performance could continue undisturbed.   

The higher status given to Gospel music was reflected in the position of 

dominance it maintained in the auralscape of North Richmond. Blues clubowners 

and musicians clearly understood that they had to give way in any competition for 

aural space. Other community residents also accepted and agreed with the priority 

given Gospel music over other musical sounds. Charles Reid, a community leader 

and former local baseball star, was one of the most highly respected individuals in 

North Richmond. In the 1940s, Mr. Reid began broadcasting Christmas carols to the 

neighborhood from a public address system he set up on his front porch. At first, he 

broadcast them Sunday mornings until a nearby church complained that it was 

interfering with its services. Mr. Reid gladly rescheduled his broadcasts until after 

the church’s services let out.88  

The higher status given to the "sacred" world was demonstrated by the high 

esteem given to individuals involved in the local Gospel music scene, even by 

individuals active within the blues scene. Within the local Musical Community, it 

was clear that those musicians who had the highest status with residents were those 

associated with the Gospel music scene.89 These included choir leaders and 

musicians who played in the churches and local Gospel artists. This status also 

extended to visiting Gospel performers. When it was known that a prominent Gospel 
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performer or group was going to be appearing at a local church, individuals on their 

way to the clubs for an evening out would frequently stop by the church on their 

way.  

Granny [Johnson – owner of the Club Savoy] would sometimes come in and 
stand by the back door and listen. They would come in and hear a little bit 
but they would still go to the juke joint. But they wanted to hear some of 
that… sometimes before the jam session would start, the church would have 
their microphone on… and they'd be standing outside listening to what was 
going on over there until the jam session got started. 
 
…if the church had that good music, the piano and drums and things going, 
they could stand outside and listen… Then when the blues get started… 
they'd still be standing out a little but they'd ease on in. But then when the 
church people started dancing…. They come over and watch the church 
people, be with them.90  
 

For many this seemed perfectly logical, implicitly affirming—as scholars, such as 

James Cone and other have pointed out—that the blues and the church go hand-in-

hand, springing from the same musical and spiritual traditions. 

I've been in some Holiness churches and I would swear it was the blues. 
When they say the spirit of the Lord start moving and they get happy and 
they start talking in unknown tongues and the music get real fast and they 
start jamming then you wonder where you are…91  

 
Realizing the important role the churches played in the community, some of the 

nightclub owners worked to maintain a good relationship with the churches. Minnie 

Lue Nichols and Granny Johnson regularly sent their donations to the churches.92 

Ms. Nichols stated that she had to work very hard to gain the confidence of the more 
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"respectable" members of the community, particularly the churches. She made her 

club available as a meeting place for community groups, including local ministers, 

and held fund-raising dinners for local ministers and political campaigns. Eventually, 

the Ministerial Alliance held its regular meetings in her restaurant.  Ms. Nichols also 

sat on the board of directors of the Neighborhood House of North Richmond, a 

community organization that developed a variety of programs to provide social 

services to the community.93 Fred Jackson remembers that, despite her efforts, Ms. 

Nichols still was the frequent object of "sniping" by local churches and her nightclub 

continued to be presented in church services as a prime example of the evils and 

temptations that existed on Grover Street.94 Still, Ms. Nichols is remembered with 

considerably more respect than other club owners. When she died in 1984, the 

church "couldn't hold" all the people that showed up for the memorial service.95 One 

of the speakers, Reverend C.W. Newsome of the North Richmond Missionary 

Baptist Church recalled that he had never had to pay for a meal in her restaurant.96 

None of the other nightclub owners were able to attain the level of esteem that 

Ms. Nichols received in the community. However, none of them put the concerted 

effort into gaining the regard of the “respectable” members of the community that 

Ms. Nichols did. Tapper's Inn, was considered the premier nightclub in the 

community but George Bally (Tapper George) was not held in particularly high 
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regard within the community. His entertainment complex provided the community a 

wide-range of economic, cultural and social opportunities but he put little effort into 

cultivating a relationship with the “respectable” members of the community.   

 

A Divided Community. Largely due to the conflicted relationship between the 

churches and the blues scene, the Musical Community in North Richmond was split 

into two distinct fragments: a blues scene and a Gospel scene. While the option 

existed for individuals to leave one scene and move into the other, there was little 

possibility for individuals to exist in both simultaneously. Gospel artists, such as Joe 

Simon, Trudy Johnson and Jerry Combs, could leave the church and pursue careers 

in secular music but that choice was seen as precluding them from continuing to 

perform sacred music. Blues musicians occasionally abandoned their musical careers 

and performed in local churches, but at the cost of abandoning their livelihood. Victor 

Green is one of the few local blues musicians who left his career in secular music in 

order to move into the Gospel scene. In the late 1990s, he played drums for a church 

in the nearby community of Pinole.97 Though local blues musicians frequently 

mention the influence Gospel music had on their development as musicians and often 

continue to attend church services as adults, they typically did not involve 
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themselves in the music performed in church.98 Clarence “Little Red” Tenpenny 

states that his only involvement with Gospel music has been “tapping his foot” in 

church.99 

Blues musicians could become popular figure in the community but they were 

never able to achieve the level of esteem that was fairly easily acquired by Gospel 

performers. Lowell Fulson and Jimmy McCracklin, both of whom toured frequently, 

were very popular nightclub attractions whenever they returned to North Richmond. 

People were also quite excited when McCracklin opened his own club in the mid-

1950s.100 However, their status in the community was granted on a different basis 

than that extended to Gospel performers. Their status was linked primarily from 

their ability as entertainers and, to a lesser degree, from the success of their careers. 

The status granted to Gospel performers clearly transcended the level of esteem that 

blues performers could attain. A Gospel performer’s status in the community was 

also dependent upon his or her ability as a performer and his or her fame. However, 

his or her ability to perform Gospel music was considered to be a reflection of highly 

desirable personal characteristics that were closely associated with the sacred nature 

of the music they sang. The prosaic (or even disrespectable) nature of the blues put a 

limit upon the level of respect that a blues performer could achieve. The status given 
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to local nightclubs was also based on purely prosaic criteria. Minnie Lue’s and 

Tapper’s Inn were the two nightclubs that had the highest status in the community. 

This was due primarily to their commercial success. However, some community 

residents feel that the fact that both clubs attracted White patrons was an additional 

factor that contributed to their status in the community.101  

The divided nature of North Richmond’s Musical Community may have simply 

reflected a continuing thread in the history of African American music but Gospel 

singer and Sanctified Church member Fred Jackson looks back on the heyday of the 

blues scene as a missed opportunity. He expresses disappointment that the churches 

in North Richmond did not appreciate the benefits that the secular music scene 

provided for the community. Jackson feels that the churches could easily have 

invested in the community by purchasing a radio station. North Richmond record 

store owner (and experienced radio deejay) Ollie Freeman, an "enlightened man" 

who understood the connection between the blues and Gospel music would have 

been the ideal candidate to run the station. Jackson feels that creating this bridge 

between the blues scene and the Gospel scene could have provided with valuable 

economic, cultural and spiritual assets that would have added to its strength as a 

community.102  

The existence of the blues and Gospel scenes in an uneasy accommodation helped 

create a situation that weakened the ability of the community to withstand the array 
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of economic, social, cultural, and political changes that would dramatically transform 

it during the 1960s and 1970s. Those changes would also transform the Musical 

Community of North Richmond as the blues scene declined and ultimately 

disappeared.  

 

A Place to be Somebody. During the 1940s and 1950s, music was an integral 

part of the aural environment of North Richmond. Gospel music could be heard 

during the church services that were held several days each week. Gospel music 

could be heard not just during church services but also during choir rehearsals. Each 

church typically had several choirs, divided by age groups, each of which rehearsed 

regularly weekly.103 A number of Gospel groups, including the popular Golden West 

Singers, were based in North Richmond and undoubtedly practiced there. Live music 

was featured in the blues clubs most nights of the week and jazz shows and jam 

sessions were popular attractions on weekend afternoons. In the 1940s and early 

1950s, there were always guys walking down Grove Street with a guitar slung across 

their shoulder who would come in to the clubs off the street and play and sing the 

Blues. Other musicians, and shipyard workers between shifts, would come in and 

play the blues on the piano that was a fixture in most of the clubs.104 Recorded music 

from the jukeboxes in local bars, clubs and restaurants was also a part of the 
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auralscape of the community.  

The clubs in North Richmond differed from those in other parts of Richmond 

which were often rough and sometimes quite dangerous places. The Red Robin and 

the Slick Chick in downtown Richmond were particularly known for fights.105 The 

clubs in North Richmond were known for their peaceable atmosphere and relative 

lack of tension. There might be arguments about a woman or between two gamblers 

but physical confrontations were rare.106 

The nightclub district became a particular source of pride for young people in the 

community. North Richmond teenagers had an ongoing rivalry with teenagers from 

South Richmond. The opening of the nightclubs in North Richmond, their quick rise 

to prominence and the frequent appearance of nationally-known entertainers gave 

local teenagers something to brag about to Southside kids.107 Florence Randall, born 

in 1935, remembers the sense of excitement created by the presence of the nightclub 

district. When she was a pre-teen and teenager, her parents forbid her to go down to 

Grove Street. However, she became curious from listening to the older kids talk 

about the clubs on Grove Street. She and some of her friends would occasionally 

sneak down to Grove Street—sometimes after choir rehearsals—to check out the 

clubs. She and her friends would be allowed to come inside the clubs and observe the 

goings-on. The club owners did not care if youngsters came into the clubs as long as 
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they did not try to drink.108 Annie King-Meredith, born in the early 1950s, was only 

allowed to play in her yard and go to church-sponsored social events. Still, she 

remembers the nightclubs adding to the life of the community through little things, 

such as the excitement of seeing B.B. King's tour bus parked in the community.109  

The presence of the successful nightclub district also created what residents 

remember as a positive attitude in the community. Mae James, who rarely went to 

the nightclubs, remembers that when every street had clubs, restaurants and stores, 

people had a reason to "spruce up." Today with all that gone, they just "slop 

around."110 The fact that the blues scene drew people from other areas also gave the 

community a sense of importance and helped create a sense of it being a desirable 

place.  

In those days, you go to these places and they were nice…. So, yeah it 
meant something to us… people starting coming from other areas to hear the 
music and go to the clubs.111  
 

Writing of the affect the nightclub district had on North Richmond, historian 

Shirley Moore echoes Roger Lotchin's assertion that World War II ushered in a 

renaissance of community: 

…during the war and post-war period, the clubs, the blues music, and the 
informal and unpretentious atmosphere that prevailed there provided the 
new black residents with a sense of community and a feeling of 
continuity.112  

 
The blues scene in North Richmond was a powerful cultural asset that enriched 
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daily life and helped create a sense of identity for the community. The "cultural 

capital" it produced created prestige and a positive self-image for the community.113 

During the 1940s and 1950s, residents of North Richmond had a clear sense of the 

community’s importance as an important center of Black popular music. The 

nightclub district attracted patrons from African American communities throughout 

the Bay Area and featured many of the best-known Black entertainers in the country. 

A number of local musicians who began their careers in North Richmond also went 

on to achieve national prominence. The vibrant Musical Community helped create a 

feeling of price in the community and a sense of possibilities. North Richmond was a 

place to be somebody and from which one could go somewhere. Unfortunately, the 

blues scene and the cultural capital it produced would be substantially lost by the 

middle of the 1970s. The next two chapters discuss the decline of the blues scene and 

the affects it had upon the community. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: DECLINE OF THE BLUES SCENE 

 
 
 
 
 

 
The Former Site of Ollie Freeman's Jazzland Records 
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North Richmond residents place various dates on when the clubs began to fade 

out. Florence Randall's memory is that the fade-out began in the late 1950s and early 

1960s. She states that Grove Street, the heart of the nightclub district, soon became 

"like a ghost town.” Clarence “Little Red” Tenpenny feels that the decline began in 

the 1960s. Marjorie Woodward places the decline in the late 1960s and early 1970s.1 

By the mid-1960s, Tapper's Inn was gone. Minnie Lue's (which survived into the 

1980s) had stopped having live music and would not feature live acts again for more 

than a decade.2 The Club Savoy continued to feature major acts. Bay Area music 

writer Lee Hildebrand remembers seeing Lowell Fulson perform there in 1965 when 

his "Black Nights" was a hit on local Black radio.3 Other big acts who performed at 

the Club Savoy during the 1960s included Jimmy McCracklin, T-Bone Walker, L.C. 

Robinson, Little Joe Blue, Little Pee Wee and Sugar Pie DeSanto. The Savoy also 

continued its Sunday afternoon jam sessions.  

By 1970, the Club Savoy had slowed down and the hot club in North Richmond 

was the Playboy Club, located a few blocks away.4 Lee Hildebrand writes that, in 

1976, only a few clubs remained which featured live music. The top nightclubs in 

North Richmond were the Playboy Club, the Club Savoy and Minnie Lue’s that had 

just begun to feature live music again. In 1979, Hildebrand returned to North 
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Richmond and declared the blues scene dead. The Playboy Club had closed and the 

Green Pastures Church had taken over the site of the Club Savoy. The only active 

nightclub was Minnie Lue's which managed to survive until Minnie Lue Nichol's 

death in the early 1980s. Ollie Freeman, who had been so important to the musical 

life of North Richmond, still operated Jazzland Records but had retired as a radio 

deejay in 1969.5  

There is general agreement among longtime residents that by the mid- to late 

1960s, the community had begun to slide into trouble. Fred Jackson remembers the 

difference in North Richmond when he returned home in 1966 after five years in the 

Army. The community was still a safe area but people did not seem as close. He also 

noticed that young people were less enthusiastic about the church, less people were 

walking the street and there was more car use. The clubs were still in businesses but 

not "hitting like they had been." Older people seemed to be staying home more and 

younger people were having house parties instead of going out. Jackson was told that 

there had been an increase in alcohol use in the community during the years he was 

gone.6 Clarence Tenpennyalso feels that the community changed. People no longer 

looked forward to going out the weekends and did not save up for a night out. He 

stated that they also did not have house parties as frequently because they feared that 

their privacy would not be respected—uninvited guests would often come in off the 
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street and disrupt the occasion.7 

Historian Shirley Moore feels that the decline of the club scene in North 

Richmond was due to a variety of social, cultural and economic factors. She writes 

that the "assimilation of newcomers into the general community, changing musical 

tastes, rising performing costs, and competing sources of entertainment caused many 

of the clubs to close.8 Local residents also attribute the decline to a combination of 

factors. The most persuasive can be divided into seven categories: (1) a loss of 

employment opportunities; (2) the detrimental actions of local governments;  (3) 

competing sources of entertainment; (4) the increasing commodification of African 

American popular music; (5) a shift in musical taste within the African American 

community; (6) a demographic shift within the community; (7) the entry of drugs 

into the community.  

Many residents feel that the root cause of the decline of the nightclub district was 

the loss of jobs in the Richmond area that started with the closing of the shipyards in 

the late 1940s.9 Little Red states that after the shipyards closed, nothing else came in 

to take their place and the community lost the economic base necessary to support an 

entertainment district. With the closure of the shipyards in the late 1940s, many of 

the White workers, who had migrated to the Bay Area in search of work, returned to 

the Southwestern states they had come from. However, very few of the African 

Americans migrants left the Bay Area. The influx of African Americans from the 
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Southwest actually continued well into the 1950s. The combined effect of continued 

immigration and the loss of the wartime jobs was a serious blow to the economic 

infrastructure of the Richmond area and a particular hardship for African Americans 

whose opportunities for employment were limited.10 One of the factors that had 

helped ensure the remarkable success of the nightclub district during the 1940s was 

the fact that most of local residents could easily afford the expense of a weekly night 

out.   

The actions of local governments hastened the decline of the blues scene. In the 

1960s, the efforts of the Richmond Redevelopment Agency presented a further 

obstacle to the continued survival of small businesses throughout Richmond. Part of 

a nationwide effort for “Urban Renewal,” it had the ostensible goal of redeveloping 

“blighted” areas of Richmond. The Redevelopment Agency routinely forced local 

businesses to close while their street or block was redeveloped.11 The hardship of 

being closed for an extended period was often a fatal blow to a small business.12 In 

North Richmond, the Dew Drop Inn was among the businesses forced to close for 

redevelopment. It was not able to sustain the long period of closure and never 

reopened.13 The continuing difficultly of obtaining a liquor license in North 
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Richmond, particularly on Grove Street, made it hard to sustain a local entertainment 

district. Several entrepreneurs who tried to operate new businesses on the site of 

closed clubs failed because of their inability to obtain a liquor license. A Creole 

restaurant that opened on the site where the Lone Star had been located, failed. In the 

1970s, Little Red and a partner tried to open a sandwich shop on the site that had 

held the Brown Derby, McCracklin's Inn, and the second Tapper's Inn. Without a 

liquor license, and with only a jukebox for entertainment, the business failed.14 

Competition from other sources of entertainment was also a challenge to the 

continued existence of the nightclub district. Florence Randall believes that the 

opening of new clubs on the Southside of Richmond contributed to the loss of the 

nightclub district in North Richmond.15 Ollie Freeman, a central figure in the musical 

life of North Richmond, felt that local residents had started going to the larger 

cities—Oakland and San Francisco—where the bigger name acts appeared. He felt 

that this was partially caused by changing musical tastes in the Black community.16 

The popularity of a new kind of nightclub, the disco, in the 1970s, also presented 

serious competition for the blues clubs in North Richmond. Local resident Corrine 

Saine remembers that, in the 1970s, many of the local clubs stopped having live 

music and hired deejays in an attempt to compete with the discos in other Bay Area 

communities.17 
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During the 1950s and 1960s, the increasing commodification of Black popular 

music and the unprecedented opportunities opening up for Black artists to crossover 

may also have hastened the decline of local music scenes throughout the country. 

Blues scholar Jon Spencer maintains that this change had actually begun in the 1920s 

as blues became an urban music and increasingly lost much of its ceremonial 

function in the Black community. With the increasing commodification of Black 

popular music, blues singers became more artistic than priestly and audiences 

became more appreciative than committed.18 The experience of music—and the 

music—itself becomes trivialized, stripped of its spiritual and communal impact.19 

Black music became less tied to particular places and more tied to a more diffuse 

sense of identity as African American.20  

The decline of the blues, on both the national and local level, was also due to a 

shift in musical tastes that reflected changing political and social attitudes among 

African Americans. Bay Area music writer Lee Hildebrand asserts that by the early 

1970s, "the bottom had fallen out of the blues business. The civil rights movement of 

the '60s brought about a new consciousness of rising aspirations among the Black 

masses that seemed incompatible with the often-tragic pathos of the blues."21 During 

the 1960s, Soul music, with its message of hope and moving forward, was more in 

touch with the increased individual opportunity the civil rights movement promised. 
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Chicago 1915-1950," Black Music Research Journal 12, no. 1 (1992): 34-35. 
19 Ibid.: 34-49. 
20 See Neal, What the Music Said: Black Popular Music and Black Popular Culture. 
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By the mid-1960s, Soul had largely replaced Blues and R & B on Black radio 

stations.22 Throughout the country, the popularity of the older styles of blues and R 

& B went into serious decline in the Black community. As Ollie Freeman remarked 

people no longer wanted the blues: “They label [blues] lowbrows…. They will say, I 

don't want no blues."23 Freeman felt that only those few people who had grown up 

with the "old country blues" wanted to hear that kind of music any more.24 

Interviewed in the 1970s, Minnie Lue Nichols also felt that the clientele for her club 

began to dwindle because the blues did not have the same appeal for younger people 

that it had had for their parents. She believed this motivated them to look for other 

types of entertainment, such as disco.25 Only in a few scattered communities did the 

older styles of Blues and R & B maintain a prominent place in local musical 

culture—on the airwaves and in performance venues. In Chicago, the purchase of 

WVON, a powerful local radio station, by the Chess brothers (owner of Chess 

Records) in 1962 helped sustain the local blues scene going.26 In the Bay Area, 

media outlets and other business interests were not interested in sustaining older 

styles of Black music.  

In the 1970s, disco, a new form of dance-oriented Black music, became a national 

deejay-based phenomenon that presented a challenge to the continued existence of 

                                                                                                                                     
21 Hildebrand, "Oakland Blues: The Thrill Goes On," 4. 
22 Saine et al., "Interview by Author." 
23 Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 84. 
24 Hildebrand, "North Richmond Blues," 5. 
25 Ibid, Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 1910-1987, 70, 84. 
26 Keil, Urban Blues, 86. 
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venues that featured live music. For the already struggling nightclub district in North 

Richmond, the rise of disco was a particularly hard blow. Disco not only was 

extremely popular, it was cheaper than hiring live entertainment. Minnie Lue Nichols 

felt that the rise of disco was one the major causes of the decline of her business.27 

A change in the demographics of North Richmond was one of the final and most 

devastating blows to the survival of the nightclub district. In the 1970s, the patterns 

of housing segregation in the East Bay suddenly collapsed and African Americans 

began to move into suburban developments around Richmond.28 Made possible by 

the rise in individual opportunity that the successes of the Civil Rights created, it 

also had a number of deleterious effects on the urban communities that increasing 

number of middle-class African Americans were leaving behind. This demographic 

shift transformed North Richmond. Among the more affluent residents who left were 

local entrepreneurs and potential entrepreneurs who might have created new 

businesses or taken over existing ones. There were a number of opportunities for 

entrepreneurs to take over existing nightclubs; many clubowners had either no heirs 

or none who wanted to take over the business.29 After Granny Johnson died, her 

husband remarried and his new wife kept the Club Savoy going for a while but then 

                                                
27 Hildebrand, "North Richmond Blues," 5, Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 
1910-1987, 70, 84. 
28 Crouchett, Bunch III, and Winnacker, The History of the East Bay Afro-American Community 
1829-1977, 56-57, McBroome, Parallel Communities. African-Americans in California's East Bay 
1950-1963, 145. 
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he died and she let it go.30 The changing demographics of the community also meant 

the loss of those residents who were most able to afford a night out at a local 

nightclub. This was only one aspect of the damage to the economic infrastructure of 

the community caused by the loss of its more affluent members. The exodus of 

middle-class African Americans from urban neighborhoods, like North Richmond, 

was one of the contributing factors in the creation of a spiral of increasing poverty 

for those left behind. 

The changing political climate in the country exacerbated the effect of the 

changing demographics of North Richmond (as it did in numerous African American 

urban neighborhoods throughout the country). By the late 1960s, a growing sense of 

political militancy was finding local expressions in many poor Black communities 

throughout the nation. The Black Panther Party was a visible presence in North 

Richmond in the 1970s. Club owner Minnie Lue Nichols maintains that she lost an 

important segment of her clientele after the local chapter of the Black Panther Party 

"invaded" her restaurant and "chased all the White customers away." Nichols 

reported that after that incident, none of her White or middle-class African American 

customers returned to her club.31 

The one contributing factor to the decline of the nightclub district (and the 

community itself) which local residents are unanimous in emphasizing is the influx 

                                                                                                                                     
29 James, "Interview by Author." 
30 Woodward, "Interview by Author." 
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of drugs that began during the 1960s.32 Local Gospel singer Fred Jackson asserts that 

in the late 1960s and early 1970s, drugs were "a lethal injection that led to a … 

famine of culture" in the Black community nationwide and in North Richmond in 

particular.33 The first drug problem in the community came not from illegal drugs 

but from doctors who misused their authority to write prescriptions. Three of the 

doctors involved in this practice became local legends: Drs. Brown, Benedict and 

Foo. Drs. Benedict and Brown seemed to have only been in the business for the 

profit it would bring them. However, Dr. Foo offered a different rationale for his 

behavior. Dr. Foo, a Hong Kong native, regularly dispensed narcotics and 

tranquilizers to all his patients. When he was finally arrested in the mid-1970s, he 

told the local press that North Richmond was a depressed area and that he was only 

giving his patients the treatment they needed.34 The use of illegal drugs soon became 

widespread in North Richmond: first marijuana then methamphetamines and 

barbiturates. Marjorie Woodward remembers that there was no appreciable drug 

problem in the community "then all at once it just broke loose."35  

 

In 1973, the Richmond City Planning Department prepared a study of local 

neighborhoods that reported that: 

                                                                                                                                     
31 Hildebrand, "North Richmond Blues.", Moore, The Black Community in Richmond, California 
1910-1987, 84. 
32 Jackson, "Interview by Author.", Randall, "Interview by Author.", Saine et al., "Interview by 
Author." 
33 Jackson, "Interview by Author." 
34 Saine et al., "Interview by Author." 
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North Richmond, isolated from the rest of the City by industry and railroad 
tracks, is basically a residential area with some scattered commercial 
developments…. Even though the unincorporated area lies outside city 
boundaries, the entire North Richmond area is considered as one 
neighborhood by the residents.36. 

 
The study found stated that much of the housing in North Richmond was 

dilapidated and in need of extensive rehabilitation. "Much of this dilapidation is due 

to homes being hastily constructed to serve the influx of people during World War 

II."37 Most of the commercial enterprises in North Richmond were small grocery 

stores, cleaners or beauty salons. Many of the problems the report listed as concerns 

of residents are complaints residents had been strongly voicing for several decades: 

substandard housing, street lighting, poor street conditions, flooding, poor 

transportation and crime. The study stated that residents also felt that the large 

number of wrecking yards located in the community created physical problems, 

including health and safety hazards, visual blight and crime. The wrecking yards also 

had "an attitudinal effect on residents." The report listed that the community had 

"inadequate commercial or cultural facilities; commercial facilities are primary 

marginal establishments."38 

Today, the situation remains much the same. There are only a handful of 

businesses in the community. The club district is merely a distant memory. The site 

that held the Club Savoy is now home to the Green Pastures Church. A shoe repair 

                                                                                                                                     
35 Woodward, "Interview by Author." 
36 Neighborhood Profile Study Team, "Richmond Neighborhood Profiles. (Prepared in the Summer of 
1973 by the Neighborhood Study Team Which Was Composed of City Planning Staff, the Model 
Cities Planning, Research and Evaluation Unit, and Citizen Participation Staff Members)," (1974): 1. 
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shop is now on the site once occupied by the Dew Drop Inn. Minnie Lue's was torn 

down; a new building on the site houses a health center. The only place to hear music 

performed, outside of the church, is the senior center. For young people there are no 

places to see, perform or learn secular music. The Musical Community has severely 

shrunken and with it the community's sense of itself as an important and valuable 

place. Fred Jackson, through his work at the Neighborhood House, meets young Hip-

Hop and Rap musicians who are attempting to learn their craft and fashion musical 

careers. However, they receive little, if any, community support.39 Musical practice, 

outside of the church, has lost the intimate connection to communal life that was one 

of the defining features of the blues scene.  

No single cause led to the loss of the blues scene in North Richmond nor was it 

merely a local event.The transformation of North Richmond was dramatically 

impacted by an array of social, cultural and political changes that affected life in 

African American communities throughout the nation. The deleterious effects of 

these changes have been the object of extensive commentary by scholars and African 

American leaders. However, little attention has been paid to the effects that resulted 

from the weakening of locally-based Musical Communities that accompanied these 

changes. The following section offers some closing thoughts on the effect the loss of 

the blues scene had on life in North Richmond. 

                                                                                                                                     
37 Ibid. 
38 Ibid.: 1-5. 
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CHAPTER NINE: CONCLUSION 

 
North Richmond ain't no more North Richmond. It's just nothing, compared 
to what it used to be. So, that was just history for me in life. You live and 
learn.1 

 
 

The loss of the club district had a number of deleterious affects on North 

Richmond. On the surface level, this can be seen in the lack of restaurants or places 

to go for entertainment: for a night out.2 The last venues that featured live 

entertainment closed in the early 1980s.3 

Where around here is the nice place you can go. In those days, you go to 
these places and they were nice…. So, yeah, it meant something to us…. A 
safe area, unlike places to go now. We didn't have people pulling guns and 
gangs. There was a pride. It was nice.4  

 
However, the impact of the loss of the blues scene on the community runs much 

deeper. What may be the most serious effect has been a weakening of social ties in 

the community. The network of individuals, institutions and sounds created by the 

blues scene has disappeared and nothing comparable has taken its place. The secular 

aspects of the Musical Community that remain are fragmented, made up of scattered 

and disconnected blues, Rap and Hip-Hop artists.5 The continuity of tradition that a 

vibrant Musical Community helps to reinforce has been essentially lost to the 

generations that have grown up in North Richmond since the 1970s. Popular music is 

                                                
1 McCracklin, "Interview by Author." 
2 Randall, "Interview by Author." 
3 Jackson, "Interview by Author." 
4 Randall, "Interview by Author." 
5 Jackson, "Interview by Author." 
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still heard and appreciated but it has retreated into private spaces—homes and cars. 

Musicians continue to learn and hone their craft in private but it is without the 

support a healthy Musical Community provides. Music making is also no longer an 

everyday activity in North Richmond. This is a particular loss for young people who 

have little access to music making outside of the church.  

There's no one sitting on that porch out there with a guitar in his hand where 
a kid will come up and look him in the face and watch what he's doing and 
just pick it up… You’ve got to have a mentor. Somebody you see doing 
that… You don't have that around here, not anymore.6 

 
Florence Randall, a member of the North Richmond Missionary Baptist Church, 

feels that many young people are interested in Gospel music but that there is little 

opportunity for them to learn the craft of music-making.7 The pedagogical resources 

that the blues scene provided have all disappeared. Fred Jackson, a Gospel singer and 

member of the Sanctified Church, states that the only way for young people in North 

Richmond to learn popular music is from recordings.8  

During the years the blues scene flourished, the Musical Community of North 

Richmond provided valuable social, economic and cultural benefits. Not the least of 

these was the climate of sociability it created in the community. Alongside the 

churches, social clubs and other community institutions, the blues scene helped 

people form relationships that provided a pool of friends that could be relied upon.9 

                                                
6 Randall, "Interview by Author." 
7 Ibid. 
8 Jackson, "Interview by Author." 
9 The role of the Black church in creating community is well noted but the value of institutions, such 
as barbershops, restaurants and nightclubs has often been overlooked. See Neal, What the Music Said: 
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North Richmond in the heyday of the blues scene was a community rich in 

opportunities for social and commercial interaction. The social, economic and 

cultural opportunities that the blues scene created had a far-reaching impact upon 

communal life. Its loss had a similar impact, the most serious of which may be the 

loss of social connections. 

In Bowling Alone, political scientist Robert Putnam examines the weakening of 

“social connectedness” that has occurred in virtually all segments of American 

society.10 For poor urban African American communities the lack of “social 

connections” is a particularly acute problem that affects economic, social and 

cultural opportunities. Communities that prosper have dependable networks, norms 

and institutions that facilitate coordination and cooperation for mutual benefit of 

community members: people working together.11 "Where you live and whom you 

know—the social capital you can draw on—helps to define who you are and thus to 

                                                                                                                                     
Black Popular Music and Black Popular Culture.  
10 Putnam, Bowling Alone. N.Y. 
11 Robert Putnam, "The Prosperous Community. Social Capital and Public Life," The American 
Prospect 13 (1993): 36. 
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determine your fate."12 In North Richmond, whom people knew and where they lived 

changed dramatically with the loss of the blues scene. 

                                                
12 Ibid.: 39. 
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Annotated Discography 
 

 
1. Richmond (and other East Bay) Artists: 
 
Dee, Mercy. G.I Fever. (Crown Prince #16408) — Recordings from 1949-55 by Blues 

vocalist active in the Oakland/Richmond blues scene.  
 
Douglas, K.C. K.C.’s Blues. (Bluesville #OBCCD-533-2) — 1961 recordings of transplanted 

Mississippi Blues artist who moved to the Bay Area in 1945; re-issued in 1990 by 
Bluesville. Douglas was a frequent performer in Richmond and Oakland blues clubs 
from the late 1940’s to early 1960’s.  

_____Mercury Blues. (Arhoolie #475) — Recordings made by East Bay record producer 
Chris Strachwitz in 1960 and 1974. Reworkings of material from the 1940's and 1950's. 

  
Fuller, Jesse. Jazz, Folk Songs, Spirituals & Blues. (Good Time Jazz #0BCCD-564-2) — 

1958 recording of Fuller, who performed as a one-man band. Oakland resident Fuller 
was commonly identified as a San Francisco-based artist, based largely on the success of 
his song "San Francisco Bay Blues." Fuller began performing in the late 1920’s but 
didn’t work steadily in music until after his success in 1954 with a recording of his “San 
Francisco Bay Blues.” He later became a popular figure In the Blues revival of the 
1960’s. 

  
Fulson, Lowell. My First Recordings. (Arhoolie #CD443) — Twenty-two cuts recorded 

between 1946 and 1951 by influential Bay Area artist with fourteen cuts produced by  
Oakland record producer Bob Geddins. The Oklahoma-born Fulson was the first Bay 
Area Blues artist to achieve national prominence. Excellent liner notes by Mark 
Humphrey. 

_____Everyday I Have the Blues. (Night Train #7007) — Late 1940’s and early 1950’s 
recordings; includes the title track written by Fulson which later became identified with 
Memphis-based Urban Blues artist B.B. King. 

_____Hung Down Head. (Chess #408) — Mid-1950’s recordings. 
_____Tramp/Soul (Flair #CDCHD 339) — 1991 U.K. reissue of mid-1960’s soul-slanted 

recordings of Fulson for Kent, including the Rhythm & Blues hit “Tramp.”  
 
Hawkins, Roy. Why Do Everything Happen to Me. (Route 66 #9) — Popular Bay Area 

Blues vocalist from late 1940’s to early 1950’s. Partial paralysis after a 1950 car 
accident limited his career. Died in the mid-1950s. First artist to record “The Thrill is 
Gone” which later became a standard part of B.B. King'’ repertoire. 

 
McCracklin, Jimmy and his Blues Blasters. Rockin’ Man. (Route 66 #KIX-12) — 1979 

Swedish collection of early recordings (1945-56) by Richmond-based blues artist before 
he attained national success. Liner Notes by Per Notini. The St. Louis-born McCracklin 
was a mainstay of the East Bay Blues scene from the late 1960’s through the 1960’s. 
The Blues Blasters were pre-World War II Bay Area Blues artist Bob Kelton, North 
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Richmond drummer “Little Red” (Clarence Tenpenny), and a bassist called “Pops.”1  
 
McCracklin, Jimmy. Jimmy McCracklin and his Blues Blasters. (Ace #CDCHD 720) — 

Compilation of sides recorded by McCracklin for Modern Records between 1948 and 
1950. Features McCracklin's early band made up of Clarence Tenpenny and Robert 
Kelton with the addition of guitarist Lafayette Thomas and saxophonist Maxwell Davis 
on several songs. 

_____Twist With Jimmy McCracklin. (Crown #CLP 5244/Custom #LP 2057—also reissued 
as My Rockin’ Soul on United 719) — 1960’s re-release of sides originally recorded by 
Modern Records in 1950-55. 

_____ The Best of Jimmy McCracklin (Chess PLP #6033) — recordings of McCracklin from 
1957-62. Features two vocals by Lafayette “Thing” Thomas, a mainstay of 
McCracklin’s band who was featured on numerous recordings of other East Bay artists 
by record produced Bob Geddins. Selections from this LP were released as the CD 
Everybody Rock (Charley RED CD10) in the U.K. 

_____Jimmy McCracklin Sings. (Chess #LP 1464) — Sides recorded in 1957-58. 
_____I Just Gotta Know. (Imperial LP #9219) — 1961collection of sides recorded in 1956-

60, which includes the soul-tinged “I Just Gotta Know” and “Club Savoy”, and a number 
of Jump Blues influenced cuts. 

_____The Walk: Jimmy McCracklin at His Best. (Razor Tie #RE 2124-2) — 1997 collection 
of recordings from 1956-1969. Liner notes by Colin Escott. Includes most of 
McCracklin’s hits and shows the progression of his style from mid-1950’s Rhythm and 
Blues to late-1960’s Soul. 

 
Oakland Blues. (Arhoolie #2008) — Collection of late 1940s and early 1950s recordings by 

Blues artists from Richmond and Oakland produced by Oakland record producer Bob 
Geddins. Includes cuts by Jimmy McCracklin, Sidney Maiden, Mercy De, Jimmy 
Wilson, L.C. Robinson, and others. Excellent liner notes by Bay Area music critic Lee 
Hildebrand.  

 
Robinson, L.C. “Good Rockin’.”  Ups and Downs. (Arhoolie #1062)—1971 recording of 

Texas-born Robinson who was a constant fixture of the East Bay blues scene from the 
late 1940’s to the 1970’s. Liner note by Joel Selvin, music critic for the San Francisco 
Chronicle. Only recording of Robinson that is still in print. Robinson was one of the few 
Bay Area Blues artists who steadfastly retained a “country” sound.  

 
Wilson, Jimmy. Trouble in my House. (Diving Duck #4305) — Gospel-based blues vocalist 

who was an active Bay Area recording artist in the 1940’s and 1950’s.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
1 Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
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(2) Significant Influences 
 

(a) The Kansas City/Territory Bands. 
 
Bennie Moten's Kansas City Orchestra, 1923-29. (Historical #HLP-9) — The Kansas City 

Big Band sound was one of the major influences on the development of Rhythm & 
Blues. Bennie Moten was one of the main innovators of the Kansas City Big Band sound 
during 1920s. 

 
Kansas City Jazz. (Decca #8044) — Good selection of Kansas City Jazz recordings from the 

1920s and 1930s. 
 
Territory Bands. (EMI #7082). — The Territory Bands of the Southwest were particularly 

influential on a number of Texas artists, including T-Bone Walker, who were 
instrumental in the development of Rhythm & Blues in California. This recording 
features Troy Floyd and his Plaza Hotel Orchestra, which was one of the most successful 
Territory Bands of the 1920s.  

 
Territory Bands, 1929-33. (Historical #HLP-26). — This collection presents a good 

selection of early recordings of mostly Texas-based Territory Bands. 
 
 

(b) Jump Blues 
 
Dixon, Floyd. Opportunity Blues. (Route 66 #KIX 1) — Re-release of 1948-61 recordings of 

influential Los Angeles-based Jump Blues pianist. 
 
Jordan, Louis. The Best of Louis Jordan. (MCA #MCAD-4079) — Jordan was responsible 

for pioneering and popularizing Jump Blues. He was one of the most popular recordings 
artists of the 1940’s and had 57 songs on the R & B charts between 1941 and 1952. He 
exerted a substantial influence on American popular musical styles (Black and White) 
during the 1940’s and 1950’s. 

 
Milburn, Amos. Chicken Shack Boogie. (Pathe-Marcam #156 141 )— French re-release of 

1950’s recording of influential Los Angeles-based Jump Blues artist. 
 
Milton, Roy. Roy Milton and His Solid Senders. (Sonet #5019) — 1990 re-release of sides 

recorded in the late 1940’s and early 1950’s. Oklahoma-born Milton moved to Los 
Angeles in the 1940’s and became one of the most popular Jump Blues artists. 

 
(c) Texas Blues 

 
Brown, Clarence “Gatemouth.” The Original Peacock Recordings. (Rounder #2039) — 

1984 release of recordings Brown made for Peacock in 1949-54. Brown was an 
influential Texas Blues guitarist in the 1940s and 1950s who influenced numerous West 
Coast Blues guitarists. 
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Hopkins, Sam “Lightnin’”. Early Recordings. (Arhoolie #R2007) — Early recordings from 
the 1930’s of one of the most influential Texas Blues artists. Hopkins further developed 
the Texas Blues style set by Blind Lemon Jefferson (see below). A significant influence 
on later Texas and West Coast Blues guitarists, including T-Bone Walker and Bay Area 
artist L.C. Robinson. 

_____The Complete Aladdin Recordings. (Aladdin/EMI #E2-96843) — 1981 release of 43 
sides Hopkins recorded in 1946-48 for Aladdin. 

_____The Gold Star Sessions, Volume 1 & 2. (Arhoolie #CD-330 & 337) — Recordings 
from 1947-50. Liner notes by Bay Area record producer Chris Strachwitz. 

 
Jefferson, Blind Lemon. King of the Country Blues. (Yazoo #L-1069) — Most important 

recordings of the most popular Blues artist of the 1920. Set the style for Texas Blues that 
was later developed by Lightnin’ Hopkins and T-Bone Walker. Excellent liner notes by 
Stephan Calt. 

 
Texas Blues. (Rhino RS #71123) – 1992 release; good overview of Texas Blues. Includes 

significant artists from the 1920’s to the 1990’s.  
 
Walker, T-Bone. The Complete Imperial Recordings, 1950-1954. (Imperial #CDP-7-96737-

2) — Collection of recordings by influential Los Angeles and Texas based Blues artist in 
his prime. Walker, whose career began in the 1930s, was instrumental in setting the style 
of guitar playing for the Urban Blues.  

_____T-Bone Jumps Again. (Charly #CRD 1019) — U.K. collection of Jump Blues 
recordings from the 1940s. 

 
 

(d) Los Angeles Rhythm & Blues 
 

Brown, Charles. Drifting Blues: The Best of Charles Brown. (Pathe Marconi # 154 661-1) — 
1992 release of recordings by Texas-born blues artist. Brown moved to Los Angeles and 
became an influential performer of Piano Blues.  

_____The Complete Aladdin Recordings of Charles Brown. (Mosaic # 153) —109 cuts 
Brown recorded for Philo and Aladdin in 1945-1956. 

 
Hunter, Ivory Joe. Since I Met You Baby: The Best of Ivory Joe Hunter. (Mercury     # 

830897-1) —Collection of recordings Hunter made for Atlantic and MGM in 1949-58. 
Hunter, a Los Angeles-based Blues pianist, was a very popular artist during the 1950 and 
an influence on many other artists. Hunter made frequent appearances in North 
Richmond and Oakland nightclubs during the early 1950’s.2 

 
Mayfield, Percy. The Poet of the Blues. (Specialty #7001) — Los Angeles-based Blues 

balladeer and songwriter who was popular in the 1940’s and 1950’s. His singing style 
and songwriting were influential in setting the style of early Rhythm & Blues, especially 
on the West Coast.  

                                                
2 Ibid, Tenpenny, "Interview by Author." 
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